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Summary 
The tear film, cornea and lens dictate the refractive power of the eye and the retinal 
image quality is principally defined by diffraction, whole eye wavefront error, scatter, 
and chromatic aberration. Diffraction and wave aberration are fundamentally pupil 
diameter dependent; however scatter can be induced by refractive surgery and in the 
normal ageing eye becomes an increasingly important factor defining retinal image 
quality. The component of visual quality most affected by the tear film, refractive 
surgery and multifocal contact and intraocular lenses is the wave aberration of the eye. 
This body of work demonstrates the effects of each of these anomalies on the visual 
quality of the eye. 
When assessing normal or borderline self-diagnosed dry eye subjects using 
aberrometry, combining lubricating eye drops and spray does not offer any benefit over 
individual products. However, subjects perceive a difference in comfort for all 
interventions after one hour. 
Total higher order aberrations increase after laser assisted sub-epithelial keratectomy 
performed using a solid-state laser on myopes, but this causes no significant decrease 
in contrast sensitivity or increase in glare disability. Mean sensitivity and reliability 
indices for perimetry were comparable to pre-surgery results. 
Multifocal contact lenses and intraocular lenses are designed to maximise vision when 
the patient is binocular, so any evaluation of the eyes individually is confounded by 
reduced individual visual acuity and visual quality. Different designs of aspheric 
multifocal contact lenses do not provide the same level of visual quality. Multifocal 
contact lenses adversely affect mean deviation values for perimetry and this should be 
considered when screening individuals with multifocal contact or intraocular lenses. 
Photographic image quality obtained through a multifocal contact or intraocular lens 
appears to be unchanged. 
Future work should evaluate the effect of these anomalies in combination; with the aim 
of providing the best visual quality possible and supplying normative data for screening 
purposes.  
 
Key words: dry eye, higher order aberrations, multifocal contact lens, refractive laser 
surgery, visual fields.  
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Chapter 1   INTRODUCTION 
The median age of the UK population increased from 35.4 years to 39.7 years between 
1985 and 2010 (United Kingdom National Statistics, 2013), resulting in an increased 
prevalence of presbyopia with just over a third of the population (22 million) aged over 
50 years. Estimates show uncorrected presbyopia as one of the leading causes of 
disability in poorer countries (Holden et al., 2008), however, this condition impacts on 
quality of life, regardless of wealth, literacy or profession (Patel, 2007). The risk of other 
eye conditions including cataracts, macular degeneration and glaucoma increase with 
age (de Jong, 2013) and dry eye is accelerated by age (Tsubota et al., 2012). 
Refractive surgery is one of the most common elective ophthalmic surgery procedures 
performed worldwide (Solomon et al., 2009) and due to continual improvements in 
laser technology and ablation nomograms, has been recommended for surgeons 
performing ‘delicate operations’ (Lee et al., 2012). Many individuals have a desire to 
remain spectacle free following presbyopia, particularly following cataract surgery (Khor 
and Afshari, 2013) and there are several prescriptive and surgical approaches. 
Multifocal contact lenses and multifocal intraocular lenses counteract the effects of 
reduced amplitude of accommodation in the ageing eye by extending the ocular depth-
of-focus (Plainis et al., 2013); although dry eye due to ageing, concurrent medication 
(Chia et al., 2003) or other aetiologies (including secondary to refractive surgery 
(Dooley et al., 2012) may confound contact lens wear. Within the growing presbyopic 
demographic there are therefore increased numbers of patients suffering from dry eye 
who have undergone refractive surgery; who wish to wear or are wearing a multifocal 
contact lens correction or who have been fitted with multifocal intraocular lenses. It is 
important for clinicians to understand the visual consequences and limitations to 
screening or monitoring for eye diseases in these individuals. The purpose of this body 
of work is to increase understanding and assess clinical implications of these anterior 
eye anomalies and their effects on visual quality. 
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The introductory chapter provides details of the anomalies investigated and a review of 
the current literature. 
1.1 The tear film  
The most anterior surface of the eye is the tear film. There have been many studies to 
measure the average thickness of the tear film and recent research has suggested a 
figure of approximately 3µm (Azartash et al., 2011). The anterior radius of the tear film 
has been approximated at 7.8mm with a refractive index of 1.336. This gives a surface 
power of 43.08 dioptres (Montés-Micó, 2007), which makes it the most powerful 
refracting surface as it represents the largest change in refractive index.  
The tear film, however, is inherently variable in volume, composition and stability, 
particularly in patients with dry eye conditions. Despite its small volume, the tear film is 
complex and contains many elements to provide hydration to maintain corneal 
transparency, lubrication against the shear stresses of the lids and immunity against 
invading pathogens. The three main elements are: the outer lipid layer secreted by the 
meibomian glands, which acts to prevent evaporation by a system of polar and non-
polar lipids (McCulley and Shine, 1997); the aqueous, a more fluid element secreted by 
the lacrimal glands; and a gradient of gel-like dissolved mucin element (Chen et al., 
1998) secreted by goblet cells and the entire ocular surface epithelium (Watanabe et 
al., 1995). Maintenance of a smooth, intact tear film is essential for ocular comfort and 
the achievement of high quality retinal images. Every blink reconstitutes the tear film 
after which evaporation starts. The length of time it takes for the tear film to become 
disorganised and break down is called the tear film break up time. In normal eyes this 
usually occurs after approximately 10 seconds, however, in dry eye conditions the tear 
film can become unstable and break down within a few seconds (Lemp and Hamill Jr, 
1973). Huang et al. showed that tear film changes in dry eye could lead to corneal 
surface irregularities which caused glare disability, however, in the early stages of dry 
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eye these changes were too subtle to be detected by corneal topography or contrast 
sensitivity (Huang et al., 2002). The two main mechanisms to affect visual quality are 
therefore tear instability and an irregular corneal surface. It is interesting to note that 
the tear film takes between 3 to 10 seconds to achieve its most regular state, therefore 
immediately after a blink the image quality may not be optimised (Nemeth et al., 2002).  
1.2 Definition of dry eye 
Dry eye has been defined by The Dry Eye Workshop (DEWS) as ‘a multifactorial 
disease of the tears and ocular surface that results in symptoms of discomfort, visual 
disturbance and tear film instability, with potential damage to the ocular surface. It is 
accompanied by increased osmolarity of the tear film and inflammation of the ocular 
surface’ (Lemp, 2007). The ‘Core Mechanism’ of dry eye starts with increased 
evaporation leading to hyperosmolarity of the tear film. This initiates a cascade of 
inflammatory processes resulting in epithelial damage, mucin deficiency and reduced 
wettability of the cornea. Without intervention this becomes a vicious cycle (Lemp, 
2007). Dry eye is typically described as either aqueous deficient or evaporative in 
origin, however, the aetiologies are not mutually exclusive and it has been reported that 
evaporation is the significant contributing factor in up to 78% of cases (Pult et al., 
2012).  
1.3 Risk factors for dry eye 
 Researchers have found that 52% of contact lens wearers, 23% of spectacle wearers 
and 7% of patients who have no optical prescription self-report dry eye in optometric 
practice (Nichols et al., 2005). Among the many proven risk factors for dry eye are: 
increased age, female gender, medication, connective tissue disease, radiation therapy 
and laser assisted in-situ keratamileusis (LASIK) or other refractive excimer laser 
surgery (Lemp, 2007). Symptoms of dry eye are often exacerbated by environmental 
conditions, e.g. low humidity (McCarty and McCarty, 2000) and  tasks requiring 
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concentration, e.g. computer use (Nakaishi and Yamada, 1999, Himebaugh et al., 
2009), although recreational activities are also implicated (Miljanovic et al., 2007). 
Increases in the number of people suffering from allergies has also contributed to the 
number of dry eye cases as allergic and inflammatory ocular surface conditions can 
have a destabilizing effect on the tear film (Fujishima et al., 1996). Smoking interferes 
with the lipid layer (Altinors et al., 2006) and meibomian gland dysfunction (MGD) is a 
major cause of evaporative dry eye, with the degradation of the lipid layer leading to 
rapid evaporation of the remaining tear film (Foulks and Borchman, 2010). 
1.4 Clinical evaluation of dry eye 
A wide variety of tests have been used to evaluate dry eye (McGinnigle et al., 2012), 
some more complex than others and with varying sensitivity and specificity. Lemp 
highlighted the problem of spectrum bias in many of the smaller studies investigating 
methods to investigate dry eye with regard to interpretation of sensitivity and specificity 
figures (Lemp, 2007). Recruitment of moderate to severe diseased states, more easily 
distinguished from normal, led to values and conclusions which could not be applied to 
a generalised dry eye population in a clinical setting containing many more mild cases. 
1.4.1 Subjective evaluation of dry eye 
Examination of a patient with dry eyes invariably starts with history and symptoms. In 
mild and moderate cases of dry eye, symptoms of discomfort and dryness are often the 
predominant features reported by between 30 and 80% of sufferers (Begley et al., 
2003), although the lack of correlation between symptoms and signs are widely 
recognised (Begley et al., 2003, Hay et al., 1998, Johnson, 2009, Nichols et al., 2004a, 
Vitale et al., 2004). The variability of reported symptoms can be simplified by a defined 
list of questions to make comparisons between visits and also between patients more 
straightforward. Validated questionnaires are employed in research and clinical settings 
to screen individuals, thus ensuring consistency in recording symptomatic information 
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(Smith, 2007). They consist of a series of questions with values attributed to the 
answers, allowing the symptoms to be scored and the severity numerically recorded. 
The most widely used of these are the McMonnies Dry Eye Index and The Ocular 
Surface Disease Index (OSDI), the latter being deemed the most reliable (Schiffman et 
al., 2000, Nichols et al., 2004b). The limitation with both these questionnaires is the 
time required to complete them. Chalmers developed a five point questionnaire to 
distinguish between patients with and without dry eye (Chalmers et al., 2010). This 
questionnaire could be completed in less than a minute, making it more suitable for 
screening purposes. 
1.4.2 Objective evaluation of dry eye 
A scientific roundtable on dry eye ranked tear break up time (93%), corneal staining 
(85%), tear film assessment (76%), conjunctival staining (74%) and the Schirmer test 
(54%) as the most commonly used diagnostic tests for initial assessment of dry eye 
(Smith et al., 2008), although an earlier report had found symptom assessment 
(82.8%), fluorescein staining (55.5%) and tear break up time (40.7%) to be the most 
frequently used tests in cases with a dry eye diagnosis (Nichols et al., 2000). 
Standardized grading of corneal and conjunctival fluorescein staining have given this 
dye broad applicability as a dry-eye diagnostic test, particularly as an assessment tool 
in clinical studies of dry eye, however, the mechanism of staining is not fully 
understood (Morgan and Maldonado-Codina, 2009). Historically, the use of invasive 
techniques to evaluate the tear film may have compromised the results, which has led 
to the recommendation of ‘minimally invasive techniques’ for the diagnosis and 
monitoring of dry eye (Bron et al., 2007). Changes in the fluid volume and dynamics of 
the tear film can cause local variations in power of the tear film and this can produce 
higher-order wavefront aberrations. These imperfections can be measured and 
expressed as wave aberration errors, which describe how the phase of light is affected 
as it passes through the optical system of the eye. The use of wavefront sensing 
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aberrometers has been shown to be suitable for evaluating the optical qualities of the 
tear film (Li and Yoon, 2006) and assessing the effects of artificial tears (Montés-Micó 
et al., 2004a).  
1.5 Treatment of dry eye 
Three steps towards treating dry eye were identified in a European Ocular Surface 
Workshop held in Italy in 2009 (Rolando et al., 2010): 
1. ‘Patient education, monitoring the eyelid environment, use of artificial tear substitute 
and eyelid therapy’. 
2. ‘Addition of temporary anti-inflammatory agents, temporary punctual occlusion, 
secretagogue administration’. 
3. ‘Autologous serum and amniotic membrane.’     
The most frequently used therapy for mild to moderate dry eye would be ocular 
lubricants in the form of drops (Doughty and Glavin, 2009). The exact mechanism of 
these products is difficult to identify as these preparations do not recreate the function 
of the tear film, but do seem to have a lubrication effect (Pflugfelder, 2007). 
Unpreserved drops are preferable; the most widely used preservative in artificial tears, 
benzalkonium chloride 0.01%, can destabilise the tear film and have cytotoxic effects, 
particularly when used more than four times a day (Tripathi and Tripathi, 1989). Short 
term exposure to benzalkonium chloride has been shown to: decrease goblet cell 
density (Herreras et al., 1992); cause tear film instability (Ishibashi et al., 2003); 
conjunctival squamous metaplasia and apoptosis (Pisella et al., 2004); disruption of the 
corneal epithelium barrier (Jong et al., 1994); and have possible proinflammatory 
effects (Pauly et al., 2007). Increased cost, difficulty instilling drops and compliance 
issues (including the fact that the patient has to carry sufficient vials when not at home) 
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(Berdy et al., 1992) has led to the development of different delivery systems to retard 
tear evaporation, such as liposomal sprays.  
The lipid layer has a stabilising effect on the tear film, reducing evaporation by up to 
95% (Lozato et al., 2001), although reduction of aqueous (the watery component of 
tears) has been shown to affect the stability of the lipid layer (Yokoi et al., 2008). 
Liposome sprays have been shown to increase lipid layer thickness and improve tear 
film stability in normal eyes for approximately 60 minutes following application to a 
closed eye (Craig et al., 2010). The delivery system offers an advantage in that it does 
not require preservatives and is easy to apply to closed lids, from where it migrates to 
augment the polar lipid layer which improves lipid spreading over the tear film. Recent 
research assessing comfort, non-invasive tear stability and tear meniscus height has 
shown that the only truly effective liposomal spray in the treatment of dry eye is Optrex 
Actimist (Optima Pharmazeutische GmbH) (Craig et al., 2010, Pult et al., 2012). Too 
little or inappropriate liposomal ingredients were thought to be the major factors 
contributing to the poor performance of newly developed competitors (Pult et al., 2012). 
1.6 The tear film and optical quality 
The tear film is the first refracting surface of the eye and local disruption or tear film 
breakup creates an irregular optical surface, which increases higher order aberrations 
and reduces image quality (Montés-Micó et al., 2005). The central corneal region has 
been shown to be susceptible to increased tear breakup in dry eyes when compared to 
normal controls (Liu et al., 2006). Koh et al. found significantly increased total higher 
order aberrations between 5 to 9 seconds after blinking compared with immediately 
after a blink (Koh et al., 2008a).  Ferrer-Blasco et al. showed a correlation between 
Strehl ratio and tear breakup time in young normal subjects (Ferrer-Blasco et al., 
2010). Xu et al. found an association between changes in tear menisci and tear 
breakup in normal subjects; however, there was a large variation in dynamic changes 
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in higher order aberrations, suggesting differences in tear quality and performance (Xu 
et al., 2011). A study by Thibos and co-workers demonstrated the significant effect of 
an unstable tear film and suggested that aberrometry using the Shack-Hartmann 
technique represented a good description of the optical imperfections of dry eye 
(Thibos and Hong, 1999). Montés-Micó and associates compared wavefront 
aberrations measured using the Zywave aberrometer (Bausch and Lomb, Irvine, CA, 
US) in dry and normal eyes. The dry eye group showed larger optical aberration 
values, in particular larger values in vertical coma compared to horizontal coma, 
whereas in normal eyes these values were more similar. This was attributed to 
asymmetric changes in the tear film thickness between the superior and inferior 
cornea, giving a sawtooth pattern and a marked upward curve of sequential higher 
order aberrations after each blink. There was also more positive spherical aberration, 
which they proposed was due to central thinning of the tear film in relation to the 
periphery (Montés-Micó et al., 2004b). There is concern that Shack-Hartmann 
aberrometry (Liu et al., 2010) lacks the necessary resolution to fully capture the optical 
disturbances associated with the rough corneal surface exposed by tear break-up (Koh 
et al., 2006a, Montés-Micó et al., 2004b). 
Figure 1.1 Basic Design of a Shack-Hartmann aberrometer. Charman, W. N. (2005). 
Wavefront technology: past, present and future. Contact Lens and Anterior Eye, 28(2), 
75-92. 
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 Conventional analysis of Shack-Hartmann images quantifies aberrations based on 
displacement of a multitude of spots formed by an array of lenslets, each of which is 
the image of a retinal beacon of reflected light, however, macro- and micro-aberrations 
can excessively displace and blur the spots (Liu et al., 2010). These spots are ignored 
if conventional Zernike terms are used to describe the wavefront, with an effective 
smoothing of data, therefore an alternative algorithm may be required (Nam et al., 
2011). Himebaugh et al. used local zonal analysis of measured wavefront slopes and 
suggested that very high order aberrations not included in conventional modal analysis 
contribute to reduced optical quality of the eye (Himebaugh et al., 2012). 
Figure 1.2 Schematic raw SH data are shown in the top part of this figure. The left 
panel shows spot displacement (left arrow) as the basis of determination of macro-
aberrations, while the right hand panel shows spot enlargement (right arrow) caused by 
micro-aberrations (Himebaugh et al., 2012) 
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1.7 The cornea 
The average adult human cornea is between 11.5 to 12.0 mm in diameter (Rüfer et al., 
2005) and approximately 0.5mm thick in the centre, increasing in thickness towards the 
periphery. Diseases associated with collagen disorders (including keratoconus) or 
endothelial-based corneal dystrophies (e.g., Fuchs endothelial dystrophy) have been 
shown to result in decreases or increases, respectively, of corneal central thicknesses 
beyond the normal variance (Doughty and Zaman, 2000). The prolate shape of the 
cornea (flatter in the periphery and steeper centrally) creates an aspheric optical 
system and relates to its biomechanical structure, in particular the rigid anterior stroma 
(anterior 120 µm). This is particularly important when considering the effects of 
refractive surgery, in either surface ablation procedures where it is removed, or LASIK 
where it is intersected (Müller et al., 2001). Until recently it was accepted that the 
human cornea consisted of 5 recognized layers; 3 cellular (epithelium, stroma, 
endothelium) and 2 interface (Bowman membrane, Decemet membrane). The recent 
discovery of ‘Dua’s Layer;’ a 10.15 ± 3.6 µm acellular  layer in between Decemet’s 
membrane and the stroma (Dua et al., 2013) may have implications regarding the 
biomechanics of the cornea.  
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Figure 1.3 Light photomicrograph of resin section stained with toluidine blue showing a 
type-1 big bubble from which the Descemet’s membrane has been peeled off centrally 
to reveal the Dua’s layer (Dua HS, Faraj LH, Said DG, Gray T, and Lowe J. "Human 
Corneal Anatomy Redefined: A Novel Pre-Descemet's Layer (Dua's Layer)." 
Ophthalmology (2013). 
The corneal epithelium is approximately 40-50 µm in central thickness. It is critical to 
the refractive power of the eye and is composed of nonkeratinized, stratified squamous 
epithelium 4 to 6 cell layers thick (Farjo et al., 2009). A population of limbal epithelial 
stem cells (LESCs) are responsible for maintaining the epithelium throughout life by 
providing a constant supply of new cells that replenish those constantly lost from the 
ocular surface during normal wear and tear and following injury (Daniels et al., 2001). 
The superficial epithelia are covered in microvilli and microplicae covered in a 
filamentous cell coat or glycocalyx which forms a scaffolding to bind mucins (Nichols et 
al., 1983) and allow hydrophilic spreading of the precorneal tear layer. The tear film 
also supplies immunological and growth factors that are critical for epithelial health, 
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proliferation and repair (Pflugfelder, 2011). The epithelial basement membrane 
comprises type IV collagen and laminin secreted by the basal cells. If damaged, 
fibronectin levels increase and healing can take up to 6 weeks during which time the 
bond between the epithelium and basement membrane is unstable and weak (Dua et 
al., 1994). Bowman’s layer is approximately 15 µm thick and is positioned between the 
epithelial basement membrane and the anterior stroma populated with keratocytes. 
There is evidence that chemotactic influences mediated by cytokines from the 
epithelium have a critical role in formation and maintenance of the acellularity of this 
layer (Wilson and Hong, 2000). The corneal stroma comprises 80% to 85% of the 
overall thickness of the cornea. The size and organization of dense, regularly packed 
collagen fibrils arranged as orthogonal layers or lamellae influence the biomechanical 
and optical properties. The closer packing of stromal collagen fibrils over the centre of 
the cornea is thought to predict a higher central refractive index (Boote et al., 2003). 
Keratocytes are the major cell type in the stroma and maintain the extracellular matrix 
(ECM) by synthesizing collagen molecules and glycosaminoglycans in addition to 
creating matrix metalloproteases (MMPs). The majority of the keratocytes are in the 
anterior stroma are comprised of 25-30% corneal crystallins; a soluble protein thought 
to be responsible for minimizing light scattering and maintaining corneal  transparency 
(Jester et al., 1999). The stroma is maintained in a relatively deturgesced state (78% 
water content) by the activity of the endothelial cells (Geroski et al., 1985). Endothelial 
cell density and topography change throughout life, declining from 3000 to 4000 cells/ 
mm2 to around 2600 cells/ mm2 from the second to eighth decade of life with a 
reduction from 75 to 60% hexagonal cells (Yee et al., 1985). Endothelial cell density is 
approximately 10% higher in the peripheral cornea, with a greater discrepancy in older 
patients (Amann et al., 2003). Researchers have demonstrated that peripheral 
endothelial cells can spread and cover damaged areas by remodelling (Edelhauser, 
2000), however, the presence of stem-cell markers has led to the belief that the 
endothelium may be capable of regeneration (Woodward and Edelhauser, 2011). 
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The cornea is avascular; however, components of the blood are supplied by end 
branches of the facial and ophthalmic arteries via the aqueous humour and tear film. 
The corneal nerve sensations are derived from the nasociliary branch of the first 
(ophthalmic) division of the trigeminal nerve, although the inferior cornea can receive 
some of its innervation from the maxillary branch (Ruskell, 1974). Nerves enter the 
stroma radially in thick trunks forming plexiform arrangements, which eventually 
perforate Bowman’s membrane to provide a rich plexus beneath the basal epithelial 
layer (Müller et al., 1996). Sympathetic innervation is supplied by the superior cervical 
ganglion; however, the nerve fibres are scarce in human corneas (Toivanen et al., 
1987). 
1.7.1 Surgery and the cornea 
Intraocular and corneal refractive surgery can result in injury to the cornea. One of the 
most serious complications of anterior segment surgery is injury or detachment of 
Decemet’s membrane, which can potentially lead to significant endothelial cell loss and 
decompensation (Al-Mezaine, 2010). The risk factors include improper surgical 
technique, suboptimal quality of equipment (Yi and Dana, 2002) and 
phacoemulsification of hard nuclear cataracts (Bourne et al., 2004). Deposition of a 
new basement membrane requires endothelial cell migration, which led to the 
development of an air bubble tamponade to hold the loose membrane tags against the 
posterior cornea to facilitate healing (Ti et al., 2013). Corneal oedema can occur as a 
direct result of phacoemulsification specifically as a result of direct mechanical trauma, 
ultrasound energy or the biomechanical and mechanical effects of the irrigating solution 
(Polack and Sugar, 1977). The pH, osmolarity, temperature and method of 
preservation of irrigation solutions and intraocular medication are also critical in 
maintaining endothelial cell health (Edelhauser et al., 1976, Anderson and Edelhauser, 
1999). 
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The biological diversity in the corneal wound healing response is a major factor in the 
outcome of refractive surgery procedures and determines overcorrection, 
undercorrection, regression, haze and refractive instability (Netto et al., 2005). Laser 
ablation injuries to the cornea can stimulate a fibrotic repair response leading to opacity 
and contraction, which may also alter the corneal curvature. Control of fibroblast 
activation can promote regeneration as epithelial-stromal interaction mediates fibrotic 
repair in the cornea, where healing occurs avascularly (Stramer et al., 2003, Fini, 
1999). The healing responses are different in surface and deep stromal ablation 
procedures; the fibrotic response is usually stronger after surface procedures, possibly 
as a consequence of the disruption to the basement membrane (Stramer et al., 2003, 
Nakamura et al., 2001). Epithelial damage without basement membrane loss results in 
cellular replacement without fibrosis (Zieske et al., 2001). It has been reported that 
preservation of the integrity of the central corneal epithelium results in less epithelial-
stromal cell interaction and subsequent lower rates of keratocyte aptosis and necrosis 
following LASIK (Mohan et al., 2003). Less keratocyte proliferation and myofibroblast 
differentiation appears to correlate with less regression and haze (O'Brien et al., 1998). 
Regression after LASIK is attributable to epithelial hyperplasia (increase of the 
epithelial thickness) and stromal remodelling (Lohmann and Guell, 1998, Reinstein et 
al., 1999). Haze can be present at the flap margins where there is direct contact 
between the normal and activated keratocytes in the stromal tissue (Vesaluoma et al., 
2000); or centrally due to diffuse lamellar keratitis (inflammatory cells at the flap 
interface) (Smith and Maloney, 1998), donut shaped flaps or the retention of epithelial 
debris in the interface (Wilson, 1998). Laser subepithelial keratectomy (LASEK) is a 
modified photorefractive keratectomy (PRK) technique where ethanol is used to create 
an epithelial flap which is repositioned after surgery. It has been reported that this 
reduces pain, promotes faster visual recovery and less haze (Vinciguerra et al., 2003) 
by serving as a mechanical barrier to protect the stroma from growth factors in the tear 
film (Lee et al., 2002). This advantage has been contested (Litwak et al., 2002) and the 
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viability of the removed epithelial cell layer has been questioned, particularly re-
adhesion when the basement membrane is no longer present on the stroma (Espana 
et al., 2003). 
1.8 The crystalline lens and accommodative anatomy 
The ciliary muscle is composed of muscle fibres of longitudinal, radial and circular 
orientations acting as a single functional entity with the muscle fibres contracting as a 
unit (Charman 2008). The ciliary muscle is surrounded on the inner surface by the 
highly vascularised ciliary body, which provides oxygen and nutrients to the ciliary 
muscle. The ciliary body is subdivided anatomically into the anterior pars plicata (the 
ciliary processes) and the posterior pars plana region, which extends to the ora serrata. 
There are two groups of fine, elastic zonular fibres. The anterior zonular fibres insert 
into the lens capsule all around the lens equator and they extend across the 
circumlental space to attach along the walls of the ciliary processes of the anterior 
ciliary body (Glasser and Campbell 1999). The posterior zonular fibres, also known as 
vitreous zonules (Lutjen-Drecoll et al. 2010), extend from the walls of the ciliary 
processes of the ciliary body, posteriorly towards the posterior insertion of the ciliary 
muscle near the ora serrata. The lens can be broadly differentiated into the inner 
nucleus and the surrounding cortex. The lens is composed of 65% water and 35% 
crystallins protein, which is highly concentrated and has a uniform structure to facilitate 
transparency (Andley, 2007). It can be divided in to three distinct components; the 
epithelium located beneath the anterior capsule, the densely packed lens fibres which 
constitute the bulk of the lens and the elastic capsule composed of pliable collagen 
fibres which allow the lens to change shape (Stafford 2001). The posterior lens surface 
has a steeper radius of curvature in comparison to the anterior lens surface (Koretz et 
al., 2004) and the refractive index of the lens increases towards the centre of the lens 
as lens fibres are created throughout life but not discarded (Al-Ghoul and Costello, 
1997). 
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1.9 Presbyopia 
Presbyopia is a gradual reduction of accommodative ability due to the loss of flexibility 
of the crystalline lens and creates refractive error affecting the near vision. The 
combination of the high prevalence in older adults and the low rates of spectacle 
access in some global communities mean that presbyopia is a significant burden 
across the world (Holden et al. 2008). The lenticular model is supported by research 
showing established presbyopes are still able to contract the ciliary muscle during 
accommodation, despite age-related morphological changes to the muscle (Sheppard 
and Davies, 2011). A meta-analysis of sex differences in presbyopia found significant 
differences in the power for near vision addition requirements between men and 
women, citing preferred viewing distances due to arm length or specific tasks, 
occupation, indoor light levels or uncorrected hyperopia as factors contributing to 
higher prescriptions for women (Hickenbotham et al., 2012). In the past, the usual 
remedy for presbyopia was to wear reading glasses, multifocal lenses (bifocal or 
progressive) or use magnifying devices, however, monovision and multifocal contact 
lenses and surgical remedies for presbyopia are also available (see section 6.2). A 
variety of different kinds of surgical procedures have been considered for correction of 
the presbyopic eye, although at present vision cannot be restored to the pre-presbyopic 
state. Surgical expansion of the sclera, where radial slits in the sclera (radial 
sclerotomy) or polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) scleral expansion bands are inserted 
into four scleral tunnel incisions overlying the ciliary muscle to expand the diameter of 
the sclera over the ciliary muscle (Qazi 2002) has not been shown to restore 
accommodation. Femtosecond lasers have been utilised for multifocal refractive 
surgical procedures to modify the curvature of the cornea, but this technique increases 
the depth of field of the eye rather than changing the accommodative response and 
therefore it is unlikely that surgical manipulation could induce significant changes to 
restore accommodation. Corneal inlays have the advantage of being minimally invasive 
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and easily reversible for the treatment of presbyopia, however, this is a relatively new 
development and the long-term effects have not been evaluated (Limnopoulou et al 
2013). Multifocal and accommodating intraocular lenses (in addition to monovision 
strategies) are becoming more popular and will be discussed in detail in section 1.11. 
1.10 Cataracts 
Cataract is the major cause of blindness around the world (51%) and the most 
prevalent ocular disease (World Health Organization 2010). Cataract describes any 
opacity of the lens from a small local opacity to diffuse loss of transparency, however to 
be clinically significant there must be a measurable reduction in visual acuity or 
functional impairment. Ageing is the principal cause of cataracts (Mitchell et al., 1997, 
Livingston et al., 1994), but this is further complicated by cumulative factors e.g. 
causes linked to systemic and ocular diseases in addition to mechanical, chemical 
(including prescribed drug induced changes) radiation trauma and unknown risk factors 
(Robman and Taylor, 2005). Diabetics with cataract have a higher morbidity than those 
without (Cohen et al., 1990). Developmental abnormalities can also cause cataracts 
(Lloyd et al., 1992).  
A systematic review of large sample prevalence studies specifying cataract 
accompanied by reduced acuity in subjects over 40 years old, found a prevalence of 
15-30%, increasing to 40% in the over 70 age group and 60% in the over 75 age 
group. Women were more commonly affected than men, particularly in the higher age 
groups (Rsdeep and De Catarata, 2006). 
Age related cataracts are generally categorised into cortical, nuclear or posterior 
subcapsular cataracts although they are not mutually exclusive. There are several 
other photograph based classifications systems in use to assist the grading of cataract 
extent and location including the World Health Organisation simplified cataract system 
(Thylefors et al., 2002), the Oxford Clinical Cataract Classification and Grading System 
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(Sparrow et al., 1986) and the Lens Opacity Classification System (LOCS, LOCS II, 
LOCS III) (Chylack Jr et al., 1988, Chylack Jr et al., 1989, Chylack et al., 1993). The 
LOCS system uses photographs of slit lamp cross sections of the lens as references 
for grading nuclear opalescence and nuclear colour and photographs of the lens seen 
by retroillumination for grading cortical and posterior subcapsular cataract. In most 
clinical settings the reference photographs are not available so a less sensitive four 
point grading system modified from LOCS II (Chylack Jr et al., 1989) is used. This is 
the most commonly used system in the UK (Professor Sunil Shah, personal 
communication). 
1.10.1 Cataract surgery 
Under most circumstances, cataracts are removed by extracapsular cataract extraction 
(ECCE) using either phacoemulsification or nuclear expression and the lens capsule is 
retained so that it can hold an intraocular lens. Although intracapsular cataract 
extraction (ICCE), where the lens and capsule are removed, is still used under certain 
special circumstances where an intraocular lens (IOL) cannot be introduced or in some 
parts of the world where access to IOLs may be limited (Jaffe et al., 1990). 
During extracapsular cataract extraction by phacoemulsification, the central part of the 
anterior capsule is cut and removed and then an ultrasonic probe is used to emulsify 
the nucleus and extract it using a suction device. The posterior lens capsule is left in 
place allowing placement of a posterior chamber IOL in to the capsular bag (Peckar, 
1991). This technique can be performed through incisions less than 2mm allowing 
rapid healing and improved visual outcomes (Hoffman et al., 2005). This has led to the 
transition of cataract surgery from inpatient to outpatient surgery, reducing the costs 
whilst maintaining positive surgical outcomes (Gogate et al., 2003). 
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1.11 Modern multifocal intraocular lens designs 
Cataract surgery techniques and IOLs have evolved considerably over the last few 
decades. Monofocal intraocular lenses are designed to provide good visual acuity at a 
single fixed focal length, usually in the distance, so an additional near and intermediate 
spectacle correction is required for near tasks. Spherical IOLs induce spherical 
aberration compounding the effect of the positive spherical aberration induced by the 
cornea. Aspheric IOLs were developed to counter this, improving contrast sensitivity 
and visual acuity; however, the benefits are reduced with a smaller pupil size over 
spherical IOLs (Kohnen et al., 2009).  
The importance of independence from glasses was highlighted in a study by Luo et al. 
who found that 10% of patients with presbyopia would be willing to trade 5% of their life 
expectancy to be free from presbyopia (Luo et al., 2008). Replicating the optics of the 
youthful lens is not currently possible; however, development of multifocal IOLS is one 
response to this challenge.  
Multifocal IOLs (MIOL) provide high levels of spectacle independence with a 
mechanism of action independent of ciliary body function. Although monofocal IOLs 
can provide near correction utilizing monovision or ‘blended vision’ techniques, there 
are sacrifices in binocularity and effectivity is limited to a difference of 1.50D. Different 
designs of MIOL have different optical properties affecting image quality; refractive 
designs can be concentric or sectorial, while diffractive designs are either partially or 
fully diffractive. 
1.11.1 Zonal multifocal designs 
Multi-zone concentric refractive MIOLs have several concentric zones that differ in 
curvature creating two or more refractive powers. The first multifocal IOL approved for 
use in the US was AMO array (Abbot Medical Optics Inc., Santa Ana, CA, USA) in 
1997. This lens had a spherical posterior surface optic and centre-distance zone 
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surrounded by four alternating near and far zones (Steinert et al., 1999). Steinert et al. 
conducted a prospective, non-randomized, fellow eye comparative trial measuring 
mean uncorrected and corrected distance and near visual acuity for the year after 
surgery. No difference was found for distance visual acuity and near acuity was almost 
two lines better, however, subjects reported dysphotopsia (glare and halos) and 
reduced low-contrast visual acuity (Steinert et al., 1999).  
Later designs based on this principal are the Rezoom (Abbot Medical Optics Inc., 
Santa Ana, CA, USA) which incorporates an aberration reducing aspheric posterior 
surface and the more recent MFlex (Rayner Intraocular lenses Ltd, Hove, UK), which 
has a choice of two additions and either four or five refractive zones depending on the 
power of the IOL. Having multiple zones reduces dependence on pupil size and 
mimimises the effects of decentration, however, smaller pupil diameters direct the 
majority of the light to the distance focal point. At a pupil size of 5mm, two thirds of the 
light is dedicated to the distance (Lane et al., 2006). 
1.11.2 Sectorial refractive multifocal intraocular lenses 
Sectorial refractive MIOLs are rotationally asymmetrical; the reading addition is in a 
specific section of the lens. Although the lenses have a similar appearance to bifocal 
spectacle lenses, the mechanism of action is still simultaneous in common with all 
MIOL rather than translating. This type of lens has not been extensively tested, 
however, the Lentis MPlus (Oculentis GmbH, Berlin, Germany), was recently found to 
induce positive primary coma which caused a reduction in near vision from the induced 
optical blur (Ramón et al., 2012). 
1.11.3 Diffractive multifocal intraocular lenses 
Diffractive MIOLs use the principal of diffraction to create two or more focal points; the 
boundary of each ring creates an interference pattern of light and the separation 
between the ring edges determines the power of the effective addition. The limitation of 
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these lenses is the light lost to higher orders, creating aberrations. In a +4.00D 
diffractive MFIOL this has been calculated to be 18% (Hütz et al., 2006). 
Fully diffractive MIOLs are pupil-independent maintaining the split of light between 
distance and near e.g. Tecnis ZM900 (Abbott Medical Optics Inc., Santa Ana, CA, 
USA). This offers a high level of near acuity and spectacle independence when 
compared with monofocal and refractive concentric designs of IOLs. There were also 
fewer photic complaints and improved patient satisfaction when compared with 
Rezoom (Abbot Medical Optics Inc., Santa Ana, CA, USA) (Cillino et al., 2008). 
Partially diffractive MIOLs have the diffractive pattern over a specific area of the optic 
e.g. ReSTOR (Alcon, Fort Worth, Texas, US), which has a single refractive surface 
dedicated to distance surrounding the diffractive area. The grating on the anterior 
surface of the lens is apodized which means the step height of each concentric ring is 
lower than that of the previous more central step. The posterior of the lens is convex 
aspheric to offset positive corneal spherical aberration. The lens is pupil size 
dependent, the larger the pupil, the greater the distribution of light to the distance. Less 
than 10% of patients reported severe halos or glare with the +4.0 MIOL (Vingolo et al., 
2007), however complaints did arise regarding the intermediate vision (Vingolo et al., 
2007, Cionni et al., 2009, de Vries et al., 2010). This prompted the development of a 
+3.0 version resulting in improvements to intermediate visual acuity, a more realistic 
working distance, less detrimental effects on distance visual acuity and reduced higher-
order aberrations (de Vries et al., 2010). A recent study found that in bright lighting 
conditions, MIOLs with a diffractive component provided the best reading performance 
when compared with monofocal and refractive MIOLs (Rasp et al., 2012).  
1.11.4 Management of patients who have multifocal intraocular lenses 
Many recent studies have evaluated patient dissatisfaction after implantation of 
multifocal intraocular lenses. The established compromises of visual function beyond 
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reduced distance or near vision include reduced contrast sensitivity, poor intermediate 
visual acuity, positive or negative dysphotopsia. De Vries et al. conducted a 
retrospective review of seventy six eyes of forty nine patients and summarised the 
perceived aetiology of complaints. Ametropia, posterior capsular thickening and IOL 
design factors were the chief complaints, however, there were five cases affected by 
corneal dystrophies. Corneal dystrophy can cause a decrease in visual acuity 
(Pogorelov et al., 2006) and contrast sensitivity and an increase in glare (Weiss, 2007). 
This highlights a key problem with multifocal IOL implantation. Not only is it difficult to 
assess and monitor pre-existing conditions, it may also be difficult to screen for new 
conditions, particularly when the symptoms overlap with known effects caused by 
MIOLs. Age is a risk factor for many diseases affecting the eye including glaucoma 
(Topouzis et al., 2011), macular degeneration (Minassian et al., 2011), diabetes 
(Holman et al., 2011) and vascular diseases (Roger et al., 2011). There is also the 
recent sharp increase in the prevalence of obesity, which is known to increase the risk 
of many vascular diseases, although the risk of obesity alone on the eye is as yet 
unknown (Cheung and Wong, 2007).  
Despite Hawkins (2003) establishing the correlation between decreased contrast 
sensitivity and visual field loss in patients with glaucoma, contrast sensitivity testing is 
not routinely conducted during an eye examination. Therefore, clinicians are relying on 
the visual field plot to assess results. A study investigating the effect of a diffractive 
MIOL with the Humphrey Field Analyzer using a 30-2 grid and the Swedish Interactive 
Threshold Algorithm (SITA) standard strategy found a reduction in visual sensitivity 
(Aychoua et al., 2013). There have been reports of difficulty focussing on crystals 
appearing and disappearing during vitreous surgery due to focussing difficulties 
through a MIOL (Kawamura et al., 2008); and focussing issues, decreased contrast 
sensitivity and ghost images during another surgical case where the patient had a 
MIOL (Yoshino et al., 2010). A study comparing 38 eyes of 19 patients with a diffractive 
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multifocal IOL against 29 eyes of 18 patients with a monofocal IOL found wavy lines on 
optical coherence tomography line-scanning image (Inoue et al., 2009). Inoue went on 
to evaluate images of a grating target placed in a model eye viewed through MIOLs. It 
was concluded that refractive and diffractive multifocal IOLs blur the grating target, but 
less so with the wide-angle viewing system. The peripheral multifocal optical zone was 
thought to be more influential on the quality of the images because the blurring was 
most pronounced in the periphery (Inoue et al., 2011). 
1.12 Summary 
This body of work will: evaluate a new multifocal contact lens; validate new equipment 
to investigate visual quality; assess visual quality following application of ocular 
lubricants in normal and dry eyes; assess visual effects of refractive laser surgery and 
investigate the effect of multifocal lens designs on visual fields and photographic image 
quality. Evaluating the new design of multifocal contact lens will help to give insight in 
to what visual compromises are acceptable to patients and how to better meet their 
expectations. The auto-refractor function of the new Nidek OPD-Scan III aberrometer 
(Nidek Technologies, Gamagori, Japan) will be assessed in comparison to existing 
technology. Lubricants have previously been assessed by aberrometry, however, not in 
combination. It is interesting to find novel ways of using existing products to assess if a 
combination is more beneficial to the patient than the individual products. Higher order 
aberrations, glare sensitivity and visual fields following LASEK using a solid state laser 
platform has not previously been assessed and therefore this chapter will provide 
comparisons to other laser platforms and techniques. Multifocal contact lenses are a 
compromise and it is interesting to look at this from the patient’s and clinician’s 
perspective with representations of the visual field and a comparative image obtained 
through single- and multi-focal optics. 
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Chapter 2 – OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENT OF OCULAR ABERRATIONS  
2.1 Introduction 
The experimental chapters in this thesis investigate visual quality using a range of 
instruments and techniques to address the gaps in current knowledge. Visual acuity is 
the most frequently used indicator of spatial vision in clinical studies, although it does 
not correlate well with other spatial vision measures such as contrast sensitivity, low-
contrast acuity or visual acuity in the presence of glare (Haegerstrom-Portnoy et al., 
2000). A low correlation between acuity and contrast sensitivity may suggest that 
different spatial channels are detecting the targets (Elliott et al., 1990). Applegate 
investigated the effect of different coefficients of Zernike polynomials on visual acuity 
and found that individuals could correctly identify highly aberrated letters. He concluded 
that visual acuity is a good clinical tool, however, it was not suitable to detect subtle 
improvements in higher order aberrations (Applegate 2003a). 
2.2 Objective measurement of refractive error 
Historically, the only objective clinical measurement of refractive errors was determined 
by retinoscopy; a technique requiring additional lenses in front of the eye to quantify the 
result. This technique is completely reliant on the subjective responses and skill of the 
examiner. Autorefractors have been available in some form since the late 1960s and 
are easier to operate and far quicker than retinoscopy (Wood, 1987). The application of 
adaptive optics, wavefront science and aberrometry (Liang et al., 1994) to vision care 
has led to the development of instruments that can measure and correct human vision 
at the lower, second radial order (sphere [defocus] and cylinder) and also higher order 
aberrations. 
A large number of different techniques have been developed for measuring the eye’s 
aberrations including the crossed-cylinder aberroscope (Walsh, 1984), the spatially 
resolved refractometer (He et al., 1998), the laser ray-tracing method (Navarro, 1999), 
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phase-retrieval from double pass images (Iglesias, 1998), the pyramidal sensor 
(Iglesias, 2002) and the Hartmann-Shack (HS) sensor (Liang et al., 1994).  
2.2.1 Autorefractors  
Autorefraction is widely used in clinical ophthalmic practice, most commonly as a 
starting point for refraction, which is then modified subjectively. These instruments 
have also been used within research to evaluate the refractive state (Salmon et al., 
2003, Cheng et al., 2003, Suryakumar and Bobier, 2003, O’Connor et al., 2006) and 
the accommodative response of the human eye (Wolffsohn et al., 2001, Win-Hall et al., 
2010, Hazel et al., 2003). The accuracy and repeatability of the measurement of higher 
order aberrations is vital, although several readings are required in the planning of a 
custom surgical refractive correction, as variations in measurement can be caused by a 
combination of misalignment errors and small drifts in the measuring equipment 
(Davies et al., 2003b). These variations, however, are generally within the clinicians’ 
normal operation range for lower order aberrations when the average reading is used, 
and on this basis a study has suggested that non-cycloplegic autorefraction could be 
used for general studies of children’s development (Cheng et al., 2003), as it has been 
shown to identify hypermetropic children with reasonable accuracy without the use of 
cycloplegic refraction (Williams et al., 2008). Suryakumar et al. specified that when 
assessing non-cycloplegic refractive states in pre-school children, the design of the 
autorefractor was crucial to stabilize and relax accommodation. Instruments with close 
working distances underestimated hypermetropia, however, those with large working 
distances and distant fixation targets were more accurate (Suryakumar and Bobier, 
2003). Choi et al. validated a portable photorefractor (infrared photoretinoscope) which 
measured both eyes simultaneously, giving interpupillary distance, pupil size and 
information on the alignment of the eyes at the same time. They claimed the 
‘interesting’ target at 3m prevented the camera at 1m acting as a significant stimulus to 
accommodation, however, the dynamic range was smaller than a conventional 
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autorefractor by a factor of approximately two (Choi et al., 2000). The reliability of 
autorefraction decreases in some circumstances, such as in eyes with media opacities 
and IOLs, due to the scattering of the infrared beam used by these instruments (Villada 
et al., 1992, Raj et al., 1991). Studies evaluating autorefraction after implantation of 
intraocular lenses have shown conflicting results depending on whether the lens was 
refractive or diffractive when using autorefractors based on Scheiner’s double pinhole 
principle, where autorefraction is measured with infrared light reflected through small 
apertures. In the case of the refractive intraocular lens (ReZoom IOL), where the 
multifocality changes the refraction based on pupil size, the spherical values were 
underestimated by approximately 1.00D, although the cylindrical components were 
reasonably accurate. This was attributed to the optical path of infrared light passing 
through different zones during fluctuations of eye movements (Muñoz et al., 2007). For 
a diffractive intraocular lens which uses a diffractive grating and is independent of pupil 
size, the spherical value was more accurate than the cylinder. The authors considered 
this to be within acceptable limits for clinical use, however, they cited irregular 
astigmatism and displacement or tilting of the IOL as possible causes of inaccuracy 
(Bissen-Miyajima et al., 2010). A study investigating the factors influencing the 
reliability (accuracy) of autorefractometry before and after laser in situ keratomileusis 
(LASIK) for myopia and myopic astigmatism found autorefraction to be less accurate 
following LASIK. The reliability of the autorefractor was influenced by the optic zone 
and the preoperative amount of myopia; higher myopia and smaller optic zones 
determined more myopic results (Mirshahi et al., 2010).  
Autorefraction in adults has previously shown good reliability and high accuracy when 
compared to subjective refraction (Mallen et al., 2001, Davies et al., 2003a, Cleary et 
al., 2009, Sheppard and Davies, 2010, Shneor et al., 2011). The Nidek OPD-Scan III is 
a new instrument and this chapter will detail the clinical evaluation performed to assess 
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its validity and reliability as an autorefractor compared with non-cycloplegic subjective 
refraction. 
2.3 Evaluation of the auto-refraction function of the Nidek OPD-Scan III 
The Nidek OPD-Scan III is an aberrometer/corneal topographer workstation. The 
instrument is operated via a touch screen and also provides autorefractometry, 
keratometry and pupillometry functions. The unit plots sixteen different maps to provide 
information on the corneal shape, wavefront, internal aberrations and visual quality of 
the eye and has particular application in the assessment and management of 
keratoconus, pre and post-operative cataracts and for refractive laser surgery. It has a 
measurement range of -20.00 to +22.00D, 0 to ± 22.00D cylinder and 0 to 180° axis, 
with a minimum measurable pupil diameter of 2.6mm. All measurements are performed 
in one sitting without moving the patient, so the data from all modalities are aligned and 
registered with respect to each other. The instrument uses the principle of skiascopic 
phase difference to measure the time delay between central and peripheral fundus 
reflexes (MacRae and Fujieda, 2000). This technique can measure normal through to 
highly aberrated eyes as there is no crossover of data points. A scanning infrared slit 
beam is projected through a chopper wheel rotating at high speed and the reflected 
light is captured by an array of rotating photo-detectors covering 360° within the eye in 
1° increments. This provides 2520 wavefront data points within a pupil diameter of up 
to 9.5mm. A built-in eye tracker accounts for eye movements that may occur during 
measurements. The raw data is plotted in refractive power maps which are converted 
to conventional wavefront maps and graphs. The difference in power across the pupil is 
used to generate the wavefront and autorefraction data (Buscemi, 2004). 
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Figure 2.1 The Nidek OPD Scan III courtesy of Nidek Technologies, Gamagori, Japan. 
 
 
2.3.1 Study aim 
The purpose of this study was to assess validity and repeatability of the Nidek OPD-
Scan III for measurement of refractive error in non-cyclopleged eyes compared with 
subjective refraction as performed by an experienced eye care practitioner. The validity 
describes accuracy of the instrument; in this case how close the measurement is to 
subjective refraction. The repeatability is the extent to which the results obtained by the 
aberrometer are reproducible within the same session and between different sessions.  
2.3.2 Sample size 
An estimate of mean difference between objective and subjective methods of 
determining spectacle prescription was determined from previous studies to calculate 
the effect size (Eng. 2003). The maximum Sample size was calculated using G*Power 
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3.1 (Faul et al., 2007) using a two way paired t-test to show a medium effect size with 
95% power and an alpha level of 0.05. The maximum number of subjects required was 
54 and therefore 59 subjects were recruited to ensure adequate statistical power and 
allow for drop-out.  
2.3.3 Subjects 
The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee and the research 
followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. The nature of the study was 
explained to the participants and written, informed consent was obtained. Exclusion 
criteria were amblyopia, due to the associated difficulties obtaining reliable refraction 
results; contact lens wear within the previous week to avoid unreliable results due to 
corneal irregularity and subjects who had not been seen within the previous six months 
for routine eye examinations (including refraction) at the institution eye clinics, to 
ensure the exclusion criteria of ocular pathologies could be verified.  
2.3.4 Experimental procedure 
Subjective refraction was conducted using a chart at 6m on both eyes of each subject 
by the same investigator (SM) before autorefraction to maintain masking; however, the 
patient’s previous clinical records were available at the time of testing and were used 
as a starting point for subjective refraction in most cases. Subjective refraction was 
performed using a trial frame and BVD of 12mm. Monocular best sphere and Jackson 
cross-cylinder technique were followed by binocular balancing (Humphris technique) to 
determine the subjective refraction. The endpoint criterion was maximum plus sphere 
and minimum minus cylinder power maintaining the best visual acuity, which was 
recorded in logMAR. The refraction was recorded to the nearest 0.25DS, 0.25DC and 
2.5°.  
Autorefraction was performed by the same investigator (SM) according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions using the autotracking and autoshot functions. The subject 
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was instructed to fixate on the image of a hot-air balloon (the device has an 
autofogging mechanism to relax the accommodation) and the measurements were 
taken and readings printed. The machine automatically tests each eye three times and 
the representative value indicated by parentheses was used for comparison with 
subjective refraction; the accuracy was set to the nearest 0.25DS, 0.25DC and 1°. The 
auto-refraction result was inserted in a trial frame at BVD 12mm and visual acuity 
measured in the same way as for subjective refraction. The measurements were 
repeated on 14 subjects (28 eyes) at a different session within the same week to 
assess inter-session repeatability. Three automatic consecutive measurements were 
taken and the average was compared with the initial measurement averages taken for 
sphere and cylinder power. Intra-session repeatability was calculated by comparing the 
standard deviation of the three repeated readings on 14 subjects (28 eyes) within the 
same session. 
2.3.5 Statistical analysis 
Subjective and objective refraction results were entered into a Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet. The mean spherical equivalent (MSE) was calculated for each refraction, 
by adding half of the cylinder power to the sphere. The difficulties in analysing cylinders 
in standard notation have been established (Bullimore et al., 1998), so power vectors 
(Thibos et al., 1997) were computed at axis 0 and 45, represented by the equations Jo 
and J45, respectively. 
Jo  =  - (cylinder/2) cos (2 x axis) 
J45  =  - (cylinder/2) sin (2 x axis) 
Agreement between the subjective and autorefraction methods was evaluated by 
calculating the bias (mean of differences) between the techniques and the 95% limits of 
agreement (LoA = mean difference ± 1.96 x standard deviation of the difference) as 
described by Bland and Altman (Bland and Altman, 1986). Normally distributed 
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continuous data underwent parametric statistical analysis. Normality was confirmed for 
the data sets using Kolmogarov-Smirnov, p > 0.05.  Differences between the methods 
were compared using two-tailed paired t-tests (p = 0.05). Both eyes were included in 
the analysis to make a fair comparison with the most recent study by Schneor (2011). 
The implications for including measurements taken from the right and left eye of a 
subject are detailed in the discussion (Armstrong 2013). 
2.4 Results 
A total of 54 participants (108 eyes, 29 women, 25 men) with a mean age of 23.7 (SD 
9.5) years (range 5 to 69, median 20 years) were included. The refractive error of the 
sample represented by the subjective refraction ranged from -10.75 to + 4.00DS, the 
mean spherical equivalent (MSE) mean was -3.06DS ± 2.7. The maximum amount of 
measured astigmatism was 4.50DC. 
The graphs show the upper and lower 95% confidence intervals, which indicate the 
maximum and minimum error in reading for the autorefractor in 95% of cases, 
compared with the subjective refraction values. 
For the spherical component, the mean difference between the Nidek OPD-Scan III 
and subjective refraction was -0.19 ± 0.36DS; p = <0.01, the 95% LoA between the 
methods were -0.50 to 0.88DS. For the mean spherical equivalent (MSE) the difference 
was -0.19 ± 0.35DS; p = <0.01, the 95% LoA between the methods were -0.51 to 
0.89DS. There was little bias with respect to the sign or magnitude of the refractive 
error (Figure 2.2). Approximately 74% of the Nidek OPD-Scan III results were within ± 
0.25DS and 90% within ± 0.50DS of the spherical components of the prescription 
(Figure 2.2).  
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Figure 2.2 Difference in spherical component and Mean Spherical Equivalent (MSE) 
between Nidek OPD-Scan III autorefractor and subjective refraction. The mean bias for 
spherical component is indicated by the solid line and the 95% confidence limits are 
indicated by the dotted lines (n = 108 eyes of 54 subjects).  
 
Figure 2.3 Comparison of the frequency of differences between Nidek OPD-Scan III 
autorefractor and subjective refraction for the spherical component (n = 108 eyes of 54 
subjects). 
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There appears to be a slightly negative bias in the accuracy of the Nidek OPD-Scan III, 
with the most extreme outlying value being that of a 20 year old hyperope. 
For the cylindrical component, the mean difference between the Nidek OPD-Scan III 
and subjective refraction was -0.002 ± 0.23D; p = 0.9, the 95% LoA between the 
methods were -0.46 to 0.46D. There was no significant bias.  
For the cylindrical vectors, the mean difference between the Nidek OPD-Scan III and 
subjective refraction for the horizontal component was -0.06 ± 0.38DC p = 0.3, the 95% 
LoA between the methods were -0.81 to 0.68DC. The graph indicates that the 
autorefractor readings were very slightly biased towards the negative cylinder power 
(Figure 2.4).  
 
Figure 2.4 Difference in JO cylindrical component between Nidek OPD-Scan III 
autorefractor and subjective refraction. The mean bias is indicated by the solid line and 
the 95% confidence limits are indicated by the dotted lines (n = 108 eyes of 54 
subjects). 
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Figure 2.5 Difference in J45 cylindrical component between Nidek OPD-Scan III 
autorefractor and subjective refraction. The mean bias is indicated by the solid line and 
the 95% confidence limits are indicated by the dotted lines (n = 108 eyes of 54 
subjects). 
 
The oblique autorefractor cylindrical vector was slightly more negative (Figure 2.5), the 
mean difference between the Nidek OPD-Scan III and subjective refraction was -0.36 ± 
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results were within ± 0.25DC (Table 2.2). The visual acuity was compared for both 
methods and the results are shown in Figure 2.6. 
 As the dioptric results from the two methods were generally in close agreement, the 
acuities reflect this, however, when the Nidek OPD-Scan III gave a different reading to 
the subjective, the visual acuities were the same or worse. 
Table 2.1 Comparison of the axis of the cylindrical components between Nidek OPD-
Scan III autorefractor and subjective refraction. 
Difference in axis 
All prescriptions with a 
cylindrical component 
n=84 
Prescriptions with a 
cylindrical component ≥0.75D 
n=21 
±5° 50 (60%) 10 (47%) 
±10° 70 (83%) 19 (90%) 
±15° 74 (88%) 19 (90%) 
±20° 78 (93%) 20 (95%) 
 
Table 2.2 Mean difference in refractive components between Nidek OPD-Scan III 
autorefractor and subjective refraction (n = 28) between different sessions (Inter-
session repeatability). 
Refractive component 
Mean Difference 
(DS or DC) 
SD of 
differences 
Sphere -0.07 0.24 
Mean Spherical Equivalent 
(MSE) 
-0.07 0.24 
JO -0.06 0.25 
J45  0.1 0.29 
Cylinder  0.01 0.25 
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Figure 2.6 Difference in corrected visual acuity between Nidek OPD-Scan III 
autorefractor and subjective refraction. The mean bias is indicated by the solid line and 
the 95% confidence limits are indicated by the dotted lines (n = 108 eyes of 54 
subjects). 
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Jinabhai found aberrometry to be superior to subjective refraction in keratoconic eyes, 
particularly those which were highly aberrated (Jinabhai et al., 2010). 
The bias results for spherical and mean spherical equivalent (Spherical -0.19DS; MSE 
-0.19DS) were small in line with other studies, which ranged from spherical 0.04DS; 
MSE 0.01DS (Sheppard and Davies, 2010) to spherical 0.18DS; MSE 0.14DS, (Davies 
et al., 2003a), however, a greater number of prescriptions fell within ±0.25DS than with 
any other study (Mallen et al., 2001, Shneor et al., 2011, Sheppard and Davies, 2010, 
Davies et al., 2003a, Kinge et al., 1996). 
Generally there was little difference between the subjective and objective techniques 
and no trend across the age ranges, with results for the 5 year old subject within 0.25 
for the techniques (more negative for autorefraction).The slight negative bias for the 
spherical component and particularly the hyperopic outlier may be linked to the fact that 
the instrument is a closed field autorefractor, although it does use an ‘auto-fogging’ 
function to control accommodation. Overcoming the effects of accommodation is 
crucial for accurate refraction (Suryakumar and Bobier, 2003, Zhao et al., 2004, 
Choong et al., 2006) and therefore it may be useful to assess more young hyperopes 
with this instrument to determine if this was an unusual result. Fincham showed that 
changing the vergence of light at the retina in a young subject initiated a reflex change 
in accommodation and that accommodation was particularly stimulated by chromatic 
aberration of the eye and scanning (Fincham 1951). In a closed-field autorefractor, the 
image is coloured and it is possible for the subject to scan around the image, despite 
the auto-fogging mechanism. Therefore this could potentially be a reason for this 
anomalous result, as it was not possible to control for accommodation in this case. 
In terms of cylindrical components, the bias of -0.002DC was less than other studies, 
although all values were low e.g. 0.01DC (Sheppard and Davies, 2010) and 0.05D 
(Shneor et al., 2011). The values for J0 were comparable; however, the bias of 0.36DC 
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for J45 was more than reported in similar studies (0DC, (Sheppard and Davies, 2010) -
0.005DC (Shneor et al., 2011)). The agreement between methods for cylinder power 
and axis was comparable to Shneor (87% within ± 0.25DC, 97% with ± 0.50DC 
(Shneor et al., 2011). 
The intra-session repeatability was comparable with other studies (Mallen et al., 2001, 
Shneor et al., 2011, Sheppard and Davies, 2010, Davies et al., 2003a, Cleary et al., 
2009) inter-session repeatability of 90% within ± 0.25D for sphere and cylinder was 
better than reported by any previous studies, the closest being Shneor with 80% and 
91%, respectively (Shneor et al., 2011). Sheppard and Davies (2010) reported a slight 
myopic bias for all prescription elements on re-testing using an open-field autorefractor, 
however, Schneor (2011) found a positive bias, which they attributed to a hyperopic 
outlier. Small fixation instabilities are difficult to control and closed field autorefractor 
manufacturers attempt to correct for accomodation using fogging techniques and 
distance scenes as targets (Strang 1998). Microfluctuations in accommodation (small 
oscillations in the power of the lens of between 0.03-0.50D) (Charman 1988) can be 
problematic in autorefractor measurements as refraction is measured over a very short 
period, although some allowance for this can be made by averaging. The acquisition 
time is approximately 400mS in the Nidek OPD-Scan III, which is longer than most 
Hartmann-Shack based systems (Montés-Micó 2008) and therefore may explain why 
the results were slightly more repeatable than most studies. 
The limitation for this study is the accuracy of the statistical findings given the 
correlation for measurements obtained from the right and left eyes of a subject. Careful 
consideration was given as to whether it was advantageous to collect data from both 
eyes and the decision was taken to use the same statistical technique as the most 
recent previous paper (Schneor et al. 2011). The risk of this strategy was the violation 
of the assumption of independence of the data as the variation between eyes is usually 
less than between subjects, therefore leading to an underestimation of the true 
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variance and risking falsely rejecting the null hypothesis (that there is no difference 
between the measures) when it is in fact true. Alternative and more accurate strategies 
would have been to use the data from both eyes and allow for the correlation between 
the two eyes using an intraclass correlation coefficient, or randomly including one eye 
of each subject (Armstrong 2013). 
2.6 Conclusion 
The Nidek OPD-Scan III is a compact, multi-function instrument with a clear touch-
screen interface. The combination of measurement facilities allows rapid assessment 
of a range of ocular parameters for use in research and clinical practice. It is reliable, 
accurate and easy to use, although the refraction results may often require small 
modifications in many cases for prescribing purposes. In the case of young hyperopes, 
the results show further investigation may be required, possibly using cycloplegia, 
which may yield more accurate measurements.  
2.7 Summary 
This chapter introduced the Nidek OPD Scan III and demonstrated that it is reliable and 
accurate when measuring lower, second radial order aberrations. Chapter 3 will 
develop the concept of objective measurement of aberrations and the Nidek OPD-Scan 
III will be used to quantify higher order aberrations in normal and dry eyes following 
application of lubricants. 
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Chapter 3 - THE IMMEDIATE EFFECT OF OCULAR LUBRICANTS ON HIGHER 
         ORDER ABERRATIONS AND SELF-REPORTED COMFORT IN  
         NORMAL AND DRY EYE  
3.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter demonstrated that the Nidek OPD-Scan III is accurate as an 
autorefractor. The role of the aberrometer extends beyond this basic characterisation of 
refractive error, however, as wavefront sensing can be used to link the visual 
performance of an eye to specific defects in the eye’s optics. Conventional measures of 
visual performance e.g. Snellen acuity or contrast sensitivity do not make this link. 
Aberrometry has been used to examine the relationship between refractive error and 
monochromatic aberrations of the eye; higher order aberrations were uncorrelated with 
refractive error in myopia or hypermetropia, however, astigmatic eyes demonstrated a 
higher value for total higher order aberrations than non-astigmatic eyes (Cheng et al., 
2003). Keratoconic eyes exhibit high levels of aberrations and aberrometry has allowed 
objective and quantitative assessment of the optical outcome of penetrating 
keratoplasty (Munson et al., 2001). Similarly, aberrometry has been used to investigate 
visual quality in refractive laser surgery (Mrochen et al., 2001, Moreno-Barriuso et al., 
2001, Oshika et al., 1999), contact lenses (Lu et al., 2003, Hong et al., 2001, Dietze 
and Cox, 2003), intraocular lenses (Guirao et al., 2002, Bellucci et al., 2003, Bellucci et 
al., 2005) and dry eyes (Tutt et al., 2000, Montés-Micó et al., 2004b). This chapter 
shows the use of the Nidek OPD-Scan III as an aberrometer to measure higher order 
aberrations in normal and dry eyes. 
3.2 Analysis of wavefronts 
 Wavefront aberrations can be thought of as the difference between a wavefront 
reflected from a point surface on the retina and an ideal reference wavefront (Thibos, 
2001). The most common type of algorithm used to analyse and describe wavefront 
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aberrations is a system developed by Fritz Zernike. He developed a set of orthogonal 
mathematical functions (polynomials) consisting of shapes of growing complexity 
combining to describe a surface that fits as closely as possible to a measured 
wavefront. The wavefront error is measured as a discrete set of points along the 
wavefront, enabling the shape to be calculated. This shape is expressed as the square 
root of the mean of the square of the wave aberrations across the pupil aperture or the 
root mean square (RMS), measured in micrometres (µm) (Thibos et al., 2002a). The 
‘wavefront maps’ use colour gradients to represent the powers of the aberrations and 
can be displayed as a pyramid in a systematic classification, starting from radial order 0 
(piston), radial order 1 (tip and tilt) and can be drawn to whatever radial order is 
required (Wang and Koch, 2003). This system was first used to describe aberrations in 
human eyes in 1977 by Howland and Howland (Howland and Howland, 1977). The first 
order modes are the linear terms, tip and tilt, which are equivalent to vertical and 
horizontal prism and do not affect image quality under monochromatic conditions (the 
effects of dispersion have to be considered in polychromatic systems). The second 
order can be corrected by spectacles or contact lenses and are the quadratic terms, 
defocus (sphere) and cylinder (astigmatism). The third order modes represent coma 
and coma-like aberrations. The fourth order contains spherical aberration as well as 
other modes. The fifth to tenth orders are the higher order, irregular aberrations. Terms 
from the third order (coma and trefoil) and fourth order (spherical aberration and trefoil) 
are the most prevalent in the human eye. For most Zernike modes, the aberration 
coefficients are symmetrically based around zero, however, spherical aberration is 
systematically biased towards positive values (Thibos et al., 2002b). Higher order 
aberrations reduce retinal image contrast in the visible range of spatial frequencies and 
increase with pupil size e.g. in a 7.3mm pupil at 20 cycles per degree (cpd), the retinal 
image contrast can be reduced by a factor of 7 (Liang and Williams, 1997). The 
aberrations tend to be symmetrical in left and right eyes of the same observer and the 
highest mean values have been shown to be fourth order spherical aberration, third 
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order coma and trefoil terms, respectively. The visual impact of the same amount of 
RMS aberration is not the same for all Zernike modes (Applegate et al., 2003a) and the 
effects of different modes may interact so that sometimes the combined effect of two 
aberrations degrades visual performance to a smaller extent than either, when 
considered separately (Applegate et al., 2003b). In most normal eyes, modes above 
the fourth order only have a minor effect on the retinal image for pupil diameters of 
6mm (Porter et al., 2001), although coefficients increase rapidly beyond 4mm 
(Charman, 2005). 
Figure 3.1 Illustration of Zernike polynomials up to the fifth order 
(http://www.clspectrum.com/articleviewer.aspx?articleid=101060; accessed 27 June 
2013). 
Fourier analysis can also be used to analyse wavefronts. Jean Baptiste Fourier was a 
French professor of mathematics, who showed that any repetitive waveform can be 
broken down into a series of component waves, in a similar sense to analysing which 
chemicals make up a complicated compound. In a complicated wavefront it is possible 
to calculate how many sines and cosines make up the signal and what their amplitudes 
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are. For a given Fourier coefficient, it is possible to identify which frequencies are 
present in the signal and in what quantities. The Fourier system can accurately 
describe even the most complex wavefronts with no smoothing of the data, unlike in 
Zernike polynomials. Klyce et al. concluded that Zernike polynomials did not capture all 
the clinically significant data in highly complex waveforms, such as those found in eyes 
with ocular surface disease (Klyce et al., 2004). Zernike polynomials are also pupil size 
and shape dependent as they only describe aberration in a round aperture; oval pupils 
will have peripheral data points which are not described. One of the main reasons why 
Zernike polynomials remain popular and have been used within this current study, 
however, is the familiarity of the terms and the clear representation of the 3-
dimensional surface by the series of pre-determined ‘best fit’ shapes. With Fourier 
analysis, the visual system is split into individual terms and although each point is 
individually analysed, the analysis gives more complex results, which make clinical 
correlations difficult to make. 
The Strehl ratio is a metric for retinal image quality and gives an indication of how 
much the image quality could be corrected. The Strehl ratio is the ratio of the peak 
intensity of the eye’s point spread function to that of a point spread function for an 
aberration free eye with the same pupil size in which diffraction is the only source of 
blur (Iskander 2000). 
3.3 Ocular aberrations following instillation of artificial tears  
Montés-Micó investigated the effect of artificial tears on aberrations in dry eye and 
found significant decreases in optical aberrations, particularly of coma and spherical 
aberrations (Montés-Micó et al., 2004a). The improvement in visual quality was 
indicated by the point spread functions and the effects of the artificial tears were still 
apparent ten minutes later. Aberrometry was then used to compare the performance of 
optical lubricants with different viscocities in healthy eyes (Berger et al., 2009), 
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however, there was criticism over the lack of consideration regarding pH and 
osmolarity of the preparations, which may have impacted on the results (Chen et al., 
2009). 
Lin et al. investigated the effect of tear-film break up on higher order aberrations and 
found a significant increase in aberrations in normal and dry eyes from post-blink to the 
tear break up and a decrease in aberrations after instillation of saline in coma, trefoil 
and from 3rd through to 6th order aberrations. It was concluded that the disruption of 
the tear film increased anterior corneal higher order aberrations in normal eyes and this 
effect was more rapid in dry eyes (Lin et al.). Long term use of artificial tears in dry 
eyes have been shown to normalize the tear film in dry eye, reducing higher order 
aberrations and improving contrast sensitivity (Ridder III et al., 2009). Tung used 
wavefront sensing and optical coherence tomography to compare the optical quality in 
dry eyes following instillation of different drops. Worse visual quality was recorded in 
subjects with more severe dry eye, regardless of drop type, and there was a correlation 
shown between tear meniscus dimensions and visual quality to the point where the 
visual quality got worse with excessive tear volume (Tung et al., 2012), echoing the 
findings of Koh et al. when investigating the effect of punctual occlusion in mild dry eye 
(Koh et al., 2006b). Limitations to all studies investigating lubricants include a lack of 
standardisation in defining dry eye subjects and differing severity of dry eye in subjects 
within and between studies. The lack of standardisation in drop size, varying osmolarity 
and viscosity of drops and the use of dilating drops or anaesthesia can all confound the 
results. Studies comparing different groups of individuals rather than using an 
individual as their own control are more prone to error as physical characteristic e.g. lid 
position or blinking habits (McMonnies, 2007) may be different between the groups. 
Aberrometry is a useful method to assess the tear film and ocular surface. It cannot 
define the cause or type of dry eye; however, it can give valuable information about the 
refractive properties of the anterior cornea and tear film. Perhaps more importantly, it 
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provides objective information about the consequences for visual performance of any 
intervention.  
3.4 Study aim 
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of unpreserved hypromellose 
0.3% w/v artificial tears (Lumecare®, Medicom Healthcare Ltd, Hampshire, UK) a 
liposome spray (Tears Again®, Optima Pharmazeutische GmbH) and the treatments 
combined, on patient-reported ocular comfort, higher order aberrations and Strehl ratio 
in normal and self-diagnosed dry eye subjects. 
3.4.1 Sample size 
The Power calculation was conducted using G*Power 3.1 (Faul et al., 2007) (ANOVA 
repeated measures within factor). The sample size was determined based on previous 
data from Craig et al. (2010), NIBUT at baseline (13.1 ± 8.8s) and 60 minutes (22.0 ± 
12.2s). A total of 48 subjects; 24 with normal eyes and 24 subjects with self-diagnosed 
dry eyes were required to achieve 80% power and an alpha level of 0.05. Twenty 
seven were recruited for each group to allow for drop out. 
3.4.2 Subjects 
The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee and the research 
followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. The nature of the study was 
explained to the participants and written, informed consent was obtained. The inclusion 
criterion for dry eye was a score of ≥6 according to the Chalmers 5-item questionnaire 
(Appendix 1) (Chalmers et al., 2010). The mean dry eye questionnaire score for the 
normal group was 2.7 (median 2, SD 2.3). The mean dry eye questionnaire score for 
the dry group was 10.7 (median 12, SD 3.2). The exclusion criteria were: diagnosis of 
dry eye or any eye disease including ocular allergy, medication affecting the ocular 
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surface, refractive surgery, contact lens wear and use of any eye drops within 24 hours 
prior to the study. 
The measurements were conducted in a stable, air-conditioned environment of 21°C 
and 24% humidity. Subjects remained in this environment between measurements, 
during which time they performed tasks requiring high levels of concentration. 
3.4.3 Experimental procedure 
The subjects were assessed for all interventions administered to the right eye only on 
three different days within a two week period. The interventions were one drop of 
unpreserved hypromellose, one spray of liposome solution and the drop and spray 
combined. Unpreserved drops were selected as common preservatives e.g. 
benzalkonium chloride have a detergent effect (Baudouin et al., 2010) and the potential 
effect of this detergent on the liposome spray was unknown. Allocation of treatment 
order was decided for each subject using randomisation tables. Comfort levels for the 
right eyes were rated on a scale of 1-10, where 10 represented the most comfortable at 
baseline and after 1 hour. The subjects were seated with their chin on the chin-rest of 
the aberrometer when any lubricants were applied to enable the investigator to 
measure aberrations 5 seconds after intervention.  Aberrometry was performed 2 
seconds after a blink (aberrations are stable for up to 4s after a blink (Thai et al., 2002) 
at baseline, 5 seconds after treatment and 1 hour after treatment using the Nidek OPD-
Scan III. The total eye wavefront error, total spherical aberration and total coma-like 
aberrations were recorded over a pupil diameter of 5mm, as this was the smallest 
natural pupil size in this cohort. Coma and spherical aberrations have been shown to 
have the most significant effect on visual quality (Salmon and van de Pol, 2006). 
Magnitudes of the coefficients of Zernike polynomials were represented as the root 
mean square (RMS, in micrometres). The Strehl ratio for higher order aberrations was 
also recorded as a predictor of the optical quality at the fovea, higher values indicating 
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improved image quality (Iskander et al., 2000). A slit-lamp examination was performed 
after the final aberrometry reading to assess corneal staining using fluorescein sodium. 
The hypothesis for this study was that the combination of aqueous drops and a 
liposomal spray would result in the most stable and improved optical surface in the dry 
eye group after 60 minutes. The normal group was expected to exhibit minimal change 
after 60 minutes. 
3.4.4 Randomisation 
Allocation of treatment order was decided for each subject using randomisation tables 
(generated by http://www.randomizer.org/form.htm). 
3.4.5 Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS v20.0 (SPSS INC., Chicago, USA). The 
ranked data was analysed using Friedman’s ANOVA, with post hoc Bonferroni 
corrected Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Normally distributed continuous data underwent 
parametric statistical analysis. Normality was confirmed for the data sets using 
Kolmogarov-Smirnov, p > 0.05. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) or 2 tailed independent 
t-tests were used to analyse the data. When ANOVA results were significant, post hoc 
Bonferroni corrected t-tests were used to control for Type 1 error. A ‘p’ value of less 
than 0.05 was considered significant. 
3.5 Results 
The results for 24 subjects with normal eyes (12 female, 12 male) with a mean age of 
24.2 (SD 8, median 21) years and 24 subjects with self-diagnosed dry eye (15 female, 
9 male) with a mean age of 25.7 (SD 7, median 22) years were included. The comfort 
scores revealed the largest improvement after the combination treatment; 2 (2) = 
6.240 p = 0.04 (Mean improvement in normal eyes 0.7 ± 0.2 and dry eyes 1.4 ± 1.1), 
followed by spray (Mean improvement in normal eyes 0.6 ± 0.2 and dry eyes 1.3 ± 1.3) 
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then drops (Mean improvement in normal eyes 0.4 ± 0.2 and dry eyes 1.2 ± 1.1). The 
scores had larger standard deviations in the dry group, although post hoc comparisons 
between specific interventions and eye types did not reach statistical significance and 
the comfort scores did not support the treatment preferences (Figure 3.2). 
Table 3.1 Treatment preferences for all subjects (n = 24 for each group). 
Treatment 
Hypromellose 
drops 
 Liposome 
spray 
Combination 
No 
preference 
Subjects 
Normal 66.60% 33.40% 0 0 
Dry 37.60% 50% 8.40% 4% 
 
Figure 3.2 Comfort scores out of 10, before and one hour after treatment (n = 24 for 
each group), where 10 represents the most comfortable (SD indicated). 
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were large and this did not reach statistical significance on any separate occasion 
(Table 3.2).  
A mixed ANOVA model (eye type X time of measurement) was designed to determine 
whether the Strehl ratio for higher order aberrations showed a reduction by similar 
amounts in normal and dry eyes at each measurement time point. The Strehl ratio was 
reduced by similar amounts in normal and dry eyes immediately after instillation of 
hypromellose drops. Bonferroni corrected post hoc tests showed this related to the 
change from baseline to immediately after instillation of hypromellose drops (mean 
difference 0.39, p<0.01 and 0.36, p = 0.01 for normal and dry eyes respectively) and 
immediately after instillation versus an hour after instillation (mean difference -0.42, p = 
0.01 and -0.23, p = 0.04 for normal and dry eyes respectively). There was no 
significant effect for eye type or time of measurement when assessing Strehl ratio for 
application of spray alone (F 2, 92 = 1.90, p = 0.16) or for the combination of drops and 
spray (F 2, 92 = 0.542, p = 0.59). Tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 show the objective values 
and standard deviations for normal and dry eyes at baseline and 60 minutes after 
intervention. For the hypromellose drops there was a significant main effect for the time 
of measurement, F (2, 92) = 9.91, p = <0.01; Bonferroni corrected post hoc tests 
showed this related to the change from baseline to immediately after instillation of 
hypromellose drops (mean difference in normal eyes 0.130, p = <0.01; mean difference 
in dry eyes 0.036, p = 0.01), however there was no significant difference between 
measurements taken at baseline and an hour after intervention in either eye type. For 
liposome spray there was no significant effect for time of measurement, F (2, 92) = 
1.905, p = 0.155 or eye type, F (1, 46) = 1.839, p = 0.18. For hypromellose drops and 
liposome spray combined there was no significant effect for time of measurement F (2, 
92) = 0.529, p = 0.60, or eye type F (1, 46) = 0.911, p = 0.35. 
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Table 3.2 Results of independent t-test for baseline total higher order aberrations between normal (n = 24) and dry (n = 24) eyes on each 
separate visit.  
 
 
 
 
Baseline visit Hypromellose 
Drops Baseline visit Liposome Spray Baseline Visit Combination 
Normal 
Eyes Dry eyes 
P 
value 
Normal 
Eyes Dry Eyes 
P 
value 
Normal 
Eyes Dry Eyes 
P 
value 
Coma (µm) 
0.105 ± 
0.045 
0.100 ± 
0.050 0.75 
0.085 ± 
0.042 
0.106 ± 
0.048 0.12 
0.090 ± 
0.056 
0.104 ± 
0.057 0.37 
Spherical aberrations (µm) 
0.044 ± 
0.033 
0.036 ± 
0.022 0.34 
0.041 ± 
0.029 
0.039 ± 
0.029 0.87 
0.040 ± 
0.027 
0.058 ± 
0.078 0.36 
Total higher order 
aberrations(µm) 
0.218 ± 
0.078 
0.237 ± 
0.078 0.29 
0.204 ± 
0.075 
0.238 ± 
0.063 0.14 
0.213 ± 
0.091 
0.239 ± 
0.084 0.21 
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Figure 3.3 Mean strehl ratio at baseline, immediately after instillation (After) and one 
hour after (Hour) instillation of drops, spray and the lubricants combined in normal (n = 
24) and dry (n = 24) groups. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Mean total aberrations ratio at baseline, immediately after instillation (After) 
and one hour after (Hour) instillation of drops, spray and the lubricants combined in 
normal (n = 24) and dry (n = 24) groups.  
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Instillation of hypromellose drops increased total aberrations (F (1.36, 62.61) = 19.00, 
p<0.01, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected) from the ‘baseline’ compared with 
‘immediately after’ (mean difference 0.23, p<0.01 for normal and dry eyes) and there 
was a similar sized reduction at the ‘immediately after’ compared with ‘hour’ time points 
(mean difference 0.22, p<0.01 for normal and dry eyes). There was no significant effect 
for eye type, F (1, 46) = 1.782, p = 0.19. Analysis for the effect of liposome spray on 
total aberrations showed no significant effect for time of measurement, F (2, 92) = 
1.756, p = 0.18 or eye type, F (1, 46) = 3.060, p = 0.09. For drops and spray there was 
no significant effect for time of measurement F (2, 92) = 4.387, p = 0.15, or eye type F 
(1, 46) = 1.118, p = 0.30. 
 
Figure 3.5  Mean spherical aberrations at baseline, immediately after instillation (After) 
and one hour after (Hour) instillation of drops, spray and the lubricants combined in 
normal (n = 24) and dry (n = 24) groups. 
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0.33. The main results for time of measurement after application of liposome spray 
were F (2, 92) = 1.112, p = 0.33, with no significant difference for eye type F (1, 46) = 
1.112,   p = 0.33. The effect on spherical aberrations for the interventions combined 
was insignificant; F (1.39, 63.77) = 0.836, p = 0.40, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected. 
There was no significant effect for eye type (F1, 46) = 0.781, p = 0.38. 
Figure 3.6  Mean coma aberrations at baseline, immediately after instillation (After) 
and one hour after (Hour) instillation of drops, spray and the lubricants combined in 
normal (n = 24) and dry (n = 24) groups. 
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3.6 Discussion 
A third of the ‘dry eye’ group scored 7 in the questionnaire, which only just placed them 
in to the ‘dry’ category. There is a strong possibility that the differences between the 
‘normal eye’ and ‘dry eye’ groups failed to reach statistical significance due to the high 
proportion of borderline ‘normal eyes’ in the ‘dry eye’ group. There were large standard 
deviations in all measurements of higher order aberrations, which would mean a much 
larger sample size would be needed to show an effect. The figures used for the 
calculation of power were based on previous studies with diagnosed dry eye and 
therefore they would be far less likely to have overlapping values for higher order 
aberrations. It is known that total higher order aberrations induced by flying spot laser 
surgery tend to be in the region of 0.25µm for a 6mm pupil (Applegate 2003) and this 
explains why there was very little reduction in visual quality in photopic conditions for 
any of the participants of this study. Koh et al. had previously shown that optical quality 
may deteriorate in borderline dry eye cases, even with sufficient tear volume, when 
gazing at a VDU. In this current study, we allowed natural blinking patterns, however, 
Koh et al. measured higher order aberrations sequentially for 30 seconds and allowed 
subjects to blink just once every 10 seconds, therefore almost certainly exceeding 
normal tear breakup times (Koh et al., 2008b). The measurement of visual quality 
immediately after instillation of hypromellose drops was found to be significantly worse, 
in agreement with other studies investigating artificial tears (Ridder III et al., 2009, Tung 
et al., 2012, Berger et al., 2009), however, the non-significant result following instillation 
of the hypromellose drops and  liposome spray combined was unexpected. This may 
have been due to small variations in drop size or amount of spray applied, however, 
the same investigator (SM) applied all interventions in an attempt to standardise the 
dosage. Ridder et al. measured the drop weight in their study, but concluded that it was 
unlikely to affect the results (Ridder III et al., 2009), so this is unlikely to have been a 
major factor. The timing of the measurements after a blink was another possible source 
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of variation; however, the technique used followed established protocol (Ridder III et 
al., 2009). The results are more likely to have been influenced by the psychological 
factor of having two interventions at the same time, which may have led to increased 
blinking or lid squeezing, where excess volume of the drop could wash the liposome 
spray away. The comfort scores, however, were marginally higher for the combination 
of products; the subjects possibly perceiving a larger effect due to ‘more’ intervention, 
although this did not extend to the treatment preferences. The convenience of having a 
multi-use spray which needed no mirror to aid application was a factor commonly cited 
by subjects when choosing their preferred product. The non-significant post hoc tests 
following a significant result for the Friedman analysis of the comfort scores may 
indicate a Type 1 error; however, it is more likely that this reflects a lack of power, 
particularly in a small sample size where the differences between the normal eyes and 
dry eyes was small. 
Larger differences in higher order aberrations may have been found over an increased 
pupil diameter (Liang and Williams, 1997), however, these measurements were meant 
to reflect visual effects in average indoor lighting conditions. The values obtained by 
different methods of aberrometry have been shown to vary with respect to values for 
deviations in wavefronts. The automatic ‘averaging’ function has also been cited as a 
source for error as this is not an indication of reduced variance between the 
measurements; therefore, recommendations for multiple separate measurements have 
been made (Rozema et al., 2006). The differences between the dry and normal group 
did not reach statistical significance at the hour time point for any of interventions and 
there were large standard deviations in the measurements. This may be due to 
fluctuations in accommodation (Atchison et al., 1995, He et al., 1998) or the variable 
nature of the aberrations themselves e.g. local aberrations at the border of the tear film 
breaking up where the slope would be steep; the complex nature of such aberrations 
would not be well described by Zernike modes. Acceptable tolerances for 
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measurement with aberrometry may also mean that the error exceeds the differences 
in total aberrations between the normal and borderline dry eyes (Rodríguez Pérez et 
al., 2006, Liang and Williams, 1997). 
It is not unreasonable to expect the effect in borderline dry eyes to be shorter lived and 
a difference to show between the groups at the 60 minute time mark based on Craig’s 
findings investigating normal eyes (Craig et al., 2010). It may have been more 
informative to take measurements more frequently, for example every ten minutes, to 
see if there was a point where there was a difference between dry and normal eyes, 
however, the study was designed to assess the benefit of combining treatments and 
specifically showing a difference between normal and dry eyes at the 60 minute time 
point, which would have been of clinical interest.  
Fluorescein sodium was used to assess corneal staining following the final aberration 
measurements; however, there was no staining in any participants. Ideally it would 
have been better to assess the cornea before treatment, but this would clearly interfere 
with the results due to the established destabilising effect the drug has on the tear film 
and the invasive nature of the test. Other studies have assessed staining on a different 
day to measurement for inclusion criteria (Tung et al., 2012, Ridder III et al., 2009); 
however, due to the variable nature of the tear film, the method chosen in this study 
was considered to be the most effective representation of the ocular surface at the time 
of measurement. There is also ambiguity regarding what fluorescein staining actually 
represents and particularly whether it really gives a true representation of the integrity 
of the cornea (Morgan and Maldonado-Codina, 2009). 
3.7 Conclusion 
Combining artificial tear drop and liposome spray treatments for dry eye did not 
improve or prolong effectivity as measured by aberrometry over a 5mm pupil in dry or 
normal eyes. One application of any ocular lubricant gave a subjective improvement, 
although this could not be detected by aberrometry after one hour. This may suggest 
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that in a clinical setting, symptomatic patients with no corneal staining could benefit 
from ocular lubricants for symptomatic relief without a detrimental effect on their vision. 
3.8 Summary 
This chapter showed that visual quality measured using aberrometry was not 
significantly altered 1 hour after instillation of ocular lubricants in normal or borderline 
dry eyes. Chapter 4 will investigate the effect of refractive laser surgery on visual 
quality using aberrometry in combination with other techniques. 
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Chapter 4 – VISUAL EFFECTS AFTER REFRACTIVE SURGERY 
4.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter investigated the effect of the tear film on higher order aberrations 
in normal and dry eyes. This chapter will investigate the effects of reshaping the cornea 
on visual quality.  
Refractive surgery is an option for correction of ametropia in patients who are unhappy 
wearing spectacles or contact lenses and may be considered a lifestyle choice for 
some individuals (Gupta and Naroo, 2006). Demanding professions, including the 
armed forces, emergency services, transport industry and some manufacturing 
industries often have mandatory minimum vision standards. There are frequently 
differences between vision standards for entry and retention of personnel, although 
permanent medical downgrading in the British military due to severe contact lens-
related infection (Musa et al., 2010) is an example of the potential consequences 
following contact lens wear in unsuitable conditions. Refractive surgery could offer a 
solution, not just to existing personnel, but to potential candidates who are currently 
ineligible due to refractive error (Clare et al., 2010). The US navy have been evaluating 
the ‘safety, efficacy, visual recovery and visual quality’ of refractive surgery for twenty 
years, concluding that it is safe and effective for existing and new personnel, with 
particular benefit in cost saving for retention of aviators (Stanley et al., 2008).  
4.2 Ablation procedures 
Photorefractive keratectomy (PRK) was introduced in the 1980’s and used an 
ultraviolet beam generated by an argon fluoride (ArF) excimer laser to irradiate the 
corneal stroma following epithelium removal to change the curvature of the cornea 
(Munnerlyn et al., 1988). It was only possible to treat myopia and results for errors 
greater than -4.00 dioptres were unpredictable (Ficker et al., 1993). Early PRK 
procedures used small ablation zones. This combined with corneal haze produced 
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starbursts and halos around lights at night due to myopic blur circles. The magnitude of 
the halo was less with 5mm than 4mm zones (O'brart et al., 1994). The depth of 
ablation correlated with the loss of refractive correction and increased anterior stromal 
haze (Gartry et al., 1992) and there was severe postoperative pain and slow visual 
recovery. 
This led to the introduction of laser in situ keratomilesis (LASIK) which had a much 
shorter visual rehabilitation, higher predictability, minimal postoperative discomfort and 
absence of corneal haze (Shortt et al., 2006). LASIK involves the use of a 
microkeratome or femtosecond laser to create a corneal flap which is replaced after 
laser ablation (Pallikaris et al., 1990). Reports of stromal flap displacement following a 
blunt injury have been reported many years after LASIK (Holt et al., 2012), particularly 
with temporal hinge placement (Galvis et al., 2013). Night vision and dryness 
symptoms have been recorded in significant numbers of patients (Bailey and Zadnik, 
2007).  
Although initially the risks associated with LASIK were thought to be low (Perez-
Santonja et al., 1997), postoperative flap-related complications and corneal ectasia led 
to the development of modified surface ablation procedures such as laser-assisted 
subepithelial keratectomy (LASEK) and epithelial laser in situ keratomileusis (Epi-
LASIK). LASEK uses dilute ethanol to create an epithelial flap which is replaced after 
the corneal stroma is ablated by laser. This technique has particular application for 
patients who have thin corneas or who are predisposed to trauma e.g. military 
personnel and athletes (Azar et al., 2012). Epi-LASIK differs in that the separation of 
the epithelial sheet is obtained mechanically without requiring the preparation of the 
cornea with alcohol or another chemical agent. A study comparing post-operative pain 
found epi-LASIK patients had significantly less pain in the first two hours and the best 
1-day visual acuity; however, there was a high rate of flap failure and conversion to 
PRK (O'Doherty et al., 2007). Camellin et al. considered the advantages of adding an 
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alcohol solution to the epi-LASIK procedure with particular reference to flap-making, 
haze and pain. The addition of alcohol was thought to contribute to better flap and 
hinge creation, with the added benefit of less post-operative astigmatism and 
irregularities without increasing post-operative pain or haze (Camellin and Wyler, 
2008). 
Despite the fact that refractive surgery has been performed on millions of patients, the 
long-term safety and efficacy of the procedures is still of concern to patients and 
clinicians. The biomechanical strength of the cornea is compromised by surgical tissue 
extraction, although this tends to be more common in eyes with thinner corneas and 
higher myopia requiring greater laser ablation (Baek et al., 2001). A Cochrane report 
comparing PRK and LASEK found no clear evidence supporting LASEK over PRK (Li 
et al., 2012). A study comparing postoperative visual outcomes and complication rates 
between LASIK and LASEK found that LASEK induced less higher order aberrations 
than LASIK where total HOA and vertical coma were significantly greater (Kirwan and 
O'Keefe, 2009) and was probably superior for customized ablation (Dastjerdi and 
Soong, 2002). 
Technical advances and improved understanding of the healing response (Mohan et 
al., 2003) have improved predictability, accuracy, efficacy, safety and stability of 
refractive surgery (Shah et al., 2012, McAlinden et al., 2011). Most excimer laser 
platforms use a 193 nm wavelength light to modify corneal shape as it is strongly 
absorbed and provides precise corneal tissue removal with little collateral damage 
(Trokel et al., 1983). Lembares et al. proposed that toxic excimer lasers could be 
replaced by solid-state laser systems following their demonstration of ‘a window of 
ablation’ between 220 and 190 nm (Lembares et al., 1997). Ren et al. had previously 
shown that solid state lasers created a smooth ablation surface and similar 
histopathological findings to excimer systems (Ren et al., 1994). Corneal hydration is 
often controlled during surgery by the topical application of balanced saline solution 
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(BSS) and removal of excess surface fluid. There is some controversy (Seider et al., 
2013) over the effects of corneal hydration (Dougherty et al., 1994) and environmental 
humidity (Walter and Stevenson, 2004) in excimer platforms, however, the 213nm 
wavelength has a long penetration depth of BSS compared with 193 nm and may 
require less monitoring of corneal surface fluid during procedures (Dair et al., 2001). 
Larger spot diameters in traditional excimer laser systems have been linked with 
mechanical stress on the cornea (Krueger et al., 2001); increasing cellular changes to 
corneal collagen (Kermani and Lubatschowski, 1991). The Pulzar Z1 solid state 
refractive laser  (CV Laser Pty Ltd., formerly Custom Vis Laser Pty Ltd) 
(http://www.customvis.com/assets/media/brochure.pdf accessed 24/6/2013) has a 
neodymium:YAG diode pump laser source and generates a 0.6mm Gaussian-shaped 
flying spot approximately one third smaller than commonly used excimer platforms, e.g. 
Allegretto and Ladarvision (Shah et al., 2012), although the recently introduced Amaris 
(a flying spot excimer laser) has minimum beam size of 0.54mm (Kermani and 
Lubatschowski, 1991, McAlinden et al., 2011). The eye is tracked using the position of 
the limbus, iris pattern and limbal blood vessels as references and the patients gaze is 
tracked to control for potential changes in fixation.  
Previous solid-state platform studies using PRK (Anderson et al., 2004, Roszkowska et 
al., 2006, Tsiklis et al., 2007b), LASIK (Tsiklis et al., 2007a) and LASEK (Shah et al., 
2012) have shown comparable outcomes to excimer laser ablation in standard and 
wavefront guided procedures, although follow-up is currently limited to 6 months 
following LASEK and 1 year following LASIK and PRK.  
Piñero et al. evaluated aberrometry outcomes in 60 eyes of 34 patients with low to 
moderate myopia following LASIK performed with the Pulzar Z1 solid-state laser. They 
found statistically significant increases in total higher order aberrations, primary coma 
and primary spherical aberrations, although the postoperative values were still within 
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the physiological range in the normal population (Piñero et al., 2012). The aberrometry 
outcomes of LASEK performed with a solid state laser have not currently been 
assessed. 
4.3 Assessment of potential candidates for refractive surgery 
Refractive surgery is an elective procedure, therefore careful assessment, including 
whether the patient is psychologically fit is paramount. General health contraindications 
include autoimmune diseases e.g. systemic lupus erythrematosus, pregnancy, 
diabetes (where there is retinopathy) and epilepsy (the patient must remain still during 
the procedure). A history of herpetic keratitis or active ocular infection/ inflammation 
would preclude surgery, however, a history of glaucoma or eye trauma may not be 
absolute contraindications. The ophthalmic surgeon has to consider each case history 
in combination with the clinical findings (Sakimoto et al., 2006). 
All tests indicated during a routine eye examination are performed, including 
cycloplegic refraction, binocular vision assessment and full slit-lamp examination of the 
corneal surface and tear film quality. The Nidek OPD-Scan III is useful for pupillometry 
as mesopic values are given in addition to wavefront measurements. Maximum pupil 
size may have an implication for the likelihood of glare and halos following the 
procedure (Lackner et al., 2003, Dick et al., 2005), although this opinion has been 
disputed (Schallhorn et al., 2003). Pachymetry can be measured using ultrasound, 
although difficulty centring the probe on the thinnest part of the cornea may lead to 
larger measurements when compared with optical methods (Rainer et al., 2004). 
Optical methods are required to map the differences between the anterior and posterior 
surfaces, displayed as a pachymetry map which is important when considering 
irregularities of shape consistent with ectastic disorders such as keratoconus, pellucid 
marginal degeneration and forme fruste keratoconus (Sakimoto et al., 2006). 
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4.4 Oculus Pentacam topography system 
The Pentacam (Oculus, Wetzlar, Germany) is a system which utilizes rotating 
Scheimpflug imaging to scan and measure the cornea and anterior chamber. A rotating 
Scheimpflug camera and a monochromatic blue LED slit light source (475 nm) rotate 
together 180° around the optical axis of each eye and acquires 25 images within 2 
seconds. The images contain measurement points from the front and back corneal 
surfaces and the data is used to create axial and tangential maps. In the automatic 
release mode, the instrument automatically determines when correct focus and 
alignment with the corneal apex have been achieved and then performs a scan. In less 
than 2 seconds, the rotating camera captures up to 50 slit images of the anterior 
segment, while minute eye movements are captured by a second camera and 
corrected simultaneously. Each slit image consists of 500 true elevation points. 
Mathematical software is used to detect edges in each slit image, including the 
epithelium and endothelium of the cornea, and a 3-D mathematical model of the 
anterior segment is constructed. The anterior surface of the cornea is calculated with 
no optical distortion and according to the manufacturer; the tear film has no effect on 
measurements. Each successive layer, such as the posterior corneal surface and 
anterior lens surface is calculated by ray tracing, with the calculation taking into 
account optical distortion. Single-point pachymetric measurements of the entire cornea 
are calculated from the calculated front and back surfaces. Since the centre of the 
cornea is measured repeatedly during the rotational imaging process (in each of the 
images), very precise determination of central corneal thickness can be achieved. The 
device has been shown to have a high degree of reproducibility and central corneal 
thickness values were closer to values obtained using ultrasound than Orbscan 
(Bausch and Lomb, Rochester, NY, USA) which is a scanning-slit device (Lackner et 
al., 2005).  
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4.5 Visual field changes following refractive laser surgery 
Montés-Micó and Charman used a Goldmann perimeter (Goldmann perimeter 940, 
Haag-Streit AG) to assess visual fields in PRK subjects, revealing significantly poorer 
thresholds from 40-60° in comparison to natural emmetropes, which they attributed to 
the size of the ablation zone, blending zone, the desired optical correction and pupil 
size. They also suggested that diagnostic or therapeutic procedures carried out in the 
periphery, particularly imagery, may be affected by these optical effects (Montés-Micó 
and Charman, 2002). Charman then used modified model eyes (based on Navarro’s 
finite schematic eye) to calculate the peripheral image effect on a myopic eye following 
PRK. He theorised that with a 6.0mm central ablation zone and 5mm pupil, the blur 
effect would start to occur at 15°, with increases in pupil size bringing blur effects closer 
to fixation, although this could vary depending on the transition zone (Charman et al., 
2002). Ma et al. suggested the transition zone would be involved for angles of 25-30° in 
myopic or hyperopic LASIK patients with a 3mm pupil and ablation diameter of 5.5-
6mm (Ma et al., 2005). Case studies of visual field changes following LASIK have 
shown ring scotomas, one attributed to optical effects (Brown and Morales, 2002) and 
a more ambiguous case where it was difficult to distinguish whether the defect was due 
to the laser procedure or glaucomatous loss (Austin et al., 2006). 
4.6 Visual field assessment using Humphrey automated perimeter 
The Humphrey automated perimeter uses stimuli equivalent to a Goldman size III 
target over a range of 51 decibels projected onto a bowl area with a background 
illumination of 31.5 apostilb (Heijl and Patella, 2002). The Swedish Interactive 
Thresholding Algorithm (SITA) uses full threshold and fastpac testing. SITA standard 
uses a staircase strategy of 4 and 2dB (stimulus increased in 4dB steps until 
recognized, then decreased below threshold and increased in 2dB steps until just 
seen), whereas SITA fast uses 3dB steps. The 24-2 and 30-2 programs utilize a 6° 
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spaced grid offset from the horizontal and vertical meridian, testing 54 and 76 points 
respectively. Four points are determined initially and these are used as starting levels 
for neighbouring points. Points are tested twice when the anticipated response is 
outside 5 decibels of that expected. The SITA program considers many factors when 
determining which stimulus to present, including age, normative data and patients 
responses, which are combined and weighted in to the visual field model. The four 
separate investigative computer applications which interact with each other are: 
1. Smart questions which determine the choice of stimulus brightness based on 
the patients responses. 
2. Smart pacing based on the speed of the patients responses. 
3. Knowledge of when to terminate the examination - the less reliable locations 
are tested more. 
4. Post-examination process allowing information from individual and neighbouring 
points to be combined with reliability information for information processing. 
The SITA standard test takes half the time of the standard full threshold and the SITA 
fast takes half the time of the fastpac program with similar accuracy and repeatability 
(Wild et al., 1999). 
The patient should wear a patch over the eye not being tested; preferably keeping both 
eyes open as keeping one eye shut can be uncomfortable and influence the position of 
the lid in the eye being tested. The patient should also be corrected for refractive error 
and for presbyopia to avoid degradation of the light stimulus from optical defocus 
(Cubbidge, 2006). It has been reported that the averaged macular sensitivity in eyes 
with dilated pupils (>4mm) decreased 1.26dB per dioptre of blur (Weinreb and 
Perlman, 1986). The appropriate corrections are provided by Humphrey in the 
handbook. There is evidence to suggest that perimetric retinal sensitivity is not 
noticeably influenced over the normal physiological range of pupil sizes, although 
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active pupillary dilation may produce statistically significant differences (Wood et al., 
1988, Kudrna et al., 1995).  
4.6.1 Interpretation of visual fields 
The visual field is not a stable parameter so differentiating true change (signal) from 
variability (noise) is not straightforward, as often defects found on an initial test will 
disappear. In normal subjects the thresholds can vary within a test procedure and from 
one examination to another by between 2 and 3dB. There is also increased variability 
in responses to stimuli presented from the central 10 degrees out to 30 degrees 
eccentricity (Lewis et al., 1986, Heijl et al., 1987). The variability is incrementally higher 
with eccentricity; higher nasally than temporally and higher superiorly than inferiorly 
(Heijl et al., 1987). The visual field of a normal individual often fluctuates on repeated 
testing and this is thought to depend on several factors: fatigue (Hudson et al., 1994); 
the subject’s ability to understand the test; the subject’s criteria for deciding whether a 
light stimulus is present; the clarity of the instructions (Kutzko et al., 2000) and the 
threshold strategy used. Test duration plays an important role in determining the overall 
fluctuation as the threshold variability increases when the test is longer. The ‘learning 
effect’ has been identified where the patient’s baseline visual field test is worse than 
subsequent tests and is greatest in the superior field and for eccentricities beyond 30° 
(Wood et al., 1987). It has been shown that in subjects newly diagnosed with 
glaucoma, those who have had at least one visual field test within the previous several 
months exhibit minimal learning effects on subsequent visual field testing (Gillespie et 
al., 2003).  
Measures of visual field depression or variability presented on the Humphrey printout 
include mean deviation (MD), pattern standard deviation (PSD) and glaucoma 
hemifield test (GHT). The mean deviation reflects the average visual field depression 
over the whole visual field and is negative when the visual field is depressed compared 
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with age-specific ‘normal’ values, becoming more negative with increasing depression. 
The pattern standard deviation reflects focal depression of the visual field and is 
considered abnormal if the index is outside the normal 5% level. The glaucoma 
hemifield test assesses whether differences in overall sensitivity between the upper 
and lower hemifields are compatible with glaucoma. An abnormal visual field is defined 
as having a GHT ‘outside normal limits’ and/or a PSD worse than p > 0.05. 
4.6.2 Reliability indices 
Fixation monitoring in the Humphrey perimeter is monitored by the test programme 
periodically presenting the stimulus in the blind spot area (the 7 series perimeters 
include gaze tracking). Trait anxiety has been shown to affect the stability of gaze 
fixation (Laretzaki et al., 2011). A patient response in the absence of a stimulus is 
recorded as a false positive, SITA programmes estimate the rate of false positive catch 
trials by determining the number of responses that fall outside the normal response 
time. False negatives are recorded where the patient does not respond to a previously 
seen stimulus. This may be due to early onset field loss or small scotomas in that area 
(Bengtsson and Heijl, 2000), although fatigue can be a factor. Fixation losses, false 
positives and false negatives exceeding 33% are documented as low reliability on the 
results.  
Visual quality has no definitive test; however, different aspects of vision can be 
assessed using aberrometry, contrast sensitivity, glare testing and perimetry to give an 
overall representation of visual perception. These parameters have not previously been 
assessed following LASEK performed with a 213nm solid-state laser. 
4.7 Study aim 
This was an interventional case series of 10 consecutive patients (19 eyes) requested 
by the Ministry of Defence. The primary purpose of the study was to determine the 
minimum amount of time their highly trained personnel needed to be downgraded from 
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active duty following refractive surgery, with the specific investigation of glare and low 
contrast vision after laser-assisted subepithelial keratectomy (LASEK). The secondary 
aim was to determine the effect of LASEK on the visual field. 
4.7.1 Sample size 
The Ministry of Defence were responsible for recruitment of 20 subjects; however, this 
number did not come forward for consideration. Yang et al. (2010) had compared total 
higher order aberrations following LASIK using an excimer laser and based on this 
data, a sample size calculation using G*Power 3.1 (Faul et al. 2007) using a two-way 
paired t-test to achieve 80% power at an alpha level of 0.05, indicated a total of 7 
participants. It was expected that LASEK performed using a solid-state laser would 
lead to a smaller increase in higher order aberrations and taking this in to account, a    
larger sample of 20 subjects was recruited to ensure adequate power.  
4.7.2 Subjects 
The subjects were recruited by the Ministry of Defence from their elite military forces 
(Special Air Service (SAS), Special Boat Service (SBS/Marines) and Special 
Reconnaissance Unit (SRR) over a 9 month period. This was co-ordinated by the Chief 
Medical Officer based in Hereford. Eighteen male subjects were recruited and 
assessed (mean age 34.4; SD ± 8.69 years). The Assessments were conducted at 
Aston University by SM, SS and SAN. The exclusion criteria were: unstable ametropia, 
one seeing eye, active anterior segment disease, residual or active ocular disease, 
previous intraocular or corneal surgery, history of herpes keratitis, previously 
diagnosed autoimmune disease, systemic connective tissue disease or atopy, corneal 
topographic findings suggestive of keratoconus, pregnancy, use of drugs which may 
interfere with healing response, inappropriately motivated or do not comprehend the 
rationale. 
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Table 4.1 Age, uncorrected vision (UCDVA), prescriptions and corrected visual acuity (CDVA) for subjects included in the study. The left 
eye of subject 6 marked * was not treated. 
 
Px 
number 
Age RUDVA 
R 
sphere 
R 
cylinder 
R axis RCDVA LUDVA 
L 
sphere 
L 
cylinder 
L axis LCDVA 
1 33 1.2 -5 -0.5 180 -0.12 1.2 -4.5 -0.5 180 -0.12 
2 47 0.8 -3.25 -0.25 70 -0.18 0.6 -3.25 -0.25 50 -0.1 
3 40 0.36 -0.25 -1 105  0 0.36 -0.25 -1.25 90  0 
4 33 0.7 -1.75 -0.5 45 -0.14 0.7 -2 -0.5 90 -0.14 
5 31 0.7 -2.25 -0.5 110 -0.08 0.2 -0.25 -0.75 80 -0.1 
6 44 0.36 -1 -0.75 160 -0.1 0.36* -1.25   
 
-0.1 
7 24 0.2  0.75 -1.75 90  0.1 0.3  0.75 -2.25 74 -0.1 
8 30 0.14  1.25 -1.75 80 -0.2 0.1  0.75 -1.5 90 -0.2 
9 39 0.9 -0.25 -3 97 -0.18 0.9 -0.75 -2.25 86 -0.16 
10 21 0.44 -1.25 -0.25 10 -0.2 0.5 -1.25 -0.25 50 -0.18 
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4.7.3 Experimental procedure 
The study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and informed consent was 
obtained by having the subject read, sign and date the Informed Consent Form (prior to 
any trial related evaluations or procedures). The ethical committee of Aston University, 
Birmingham approved the study and subjects were free to withdraw at any time without 
obligation.  
Procedures 
All patients had a complete preoperative ophthalmic assessment to exclude ocular 
disease.  
1. A detailed history was taken and logMAR uncorrected distance visual acuity 
(UDVA) was measured at 3m using the ETDRS chart. 
2. The logMAR corrected distance visual acuity (CDVA) was measured at 3m 
using the ETDRS chart using a trial frame at 12mm BVD and loose trial lenses. 
3. Contrast Sensitivity testing Contrast sensitivity was measured with the Pelli-
Robson letter sensitivity test (Clement Clarke International, Edinburgh Way, 
Harlow, Essex, UK) (Pelli et al., 1988) using the participant's best refractive 
correction. The Pelli-Robson chart consists of 16 groups of three uppercase 
letters that are of constant size but vary in contrast. The groups decrease in 
contrast by approximately 0.15 log units, ranging from 90% contrast to 0.5% 
contrast. The test was administered at 1 m under controlled room illumination 
(approximately 100 cd/ m2). Contrast sensitivity was scored letter by letter to 
provide more reliable test scores than using the triplet method (Elliott et al., 
1991). The scores were recorded as log contrast sensitivity (log10 1/contrast of 
letters at the threshold of visibility). When viewed at 1 m, the letters subtend 3°, 
equivalent to a 20/720 Snellen letter. By using large letters, the contrast 
sensitivity test is affected minimally by visual resolution factors such as residual 
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refractive error (Zhang L et al., 1989). The scores have been reported to be 
repeatable to within ± 0.15 log units (three letters) (Elliott et al., 1990), therefore 
a change of 0.30 log units (six letters) could be regarded as significant. 
4. Glare Sensitivity. Glare sensitivity was measured with the Brightness Acuity 
Tester (Mentor O & O, Norwell, MA, USA). The Brightness Acuity Tester is an 
illuminated white hemisphere placed in front of the eye, with an aperture 
through which a test chart is viewed. The smallest letter seen on the EDTRS 
chart using the participant's best refractive correction was recorded, then the 
test was repeated with the glare light turned on to low, medium and high 
settings in a randomised order.  
5. Non-contact tonometry using Reichert 7 (R7) non-contact tonometer (Reichert 
Inc., Depew, NY, USA), which has been shown to be in close agreement with 
Goldmann contact tonometry (Jorge et al., 2011). The patient was instructed to 
lean their forehead on the soft pad in the centre of the forehead rest and fixate 
on the green target inside the air tube. Three readings were taken from each 
eye and the average recorded. 
6. Visual field testing using the Humphrey Visual Field Analyser (Zeiss Humphrey 
Systems, San Leandro, CA, USA) with the SITA fast strategy. The patient 
adapted to the illuminated perimeter bowl for approximately 3 minutes while the 
procedure was explained. Subjects were tested wearing full refraction plus 
adequate near correction placed in the lens holder as recommended in the 
manufacturer’s instruction manual; however, if the cylinder was less than 1.00 
dioptre best sphere was used (plus appropriate near correction), to minimise 
the number of lenses placed in the lens holder which may cause ring scotomas 
or reflections. The first attempt from the first eye was regarded as a practice run 
and the test was repeated after a short break. 
7. Corneal Scheimpflug imaging (Pentacam, Oculus GmbH). The Pentacam 
system was used to image the anterior segment of the eye. The patient was 
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seated with his chin on the chinrest and forehead against the forehead strap 
and asked to fixate straight ahead on a fixation target. The operator visualized a 
real-time image of the patient's eye on a computer screen, with the machine 
marking the pupil edge and centre and the corneal apex, and manually 
focussed and aligned the image. Arrows displayed on the screen guided the 
operator's alignment of the instrument in the horizontal, vertical, and 
anteroposterior axes. To reduce operator-dependent variables, Pentacam's 
automatic release mode was used. 
8. Aberrometry. Aberrometry was performed using Nidek OPD-Scan III with a 
natural pupil. 
9. A cycloplegic refraction using 1% cyclopentolate to paralyse accommodation 
was compared with the manifest refraction (maximum plus while maintaining 
best acuity) to allow surgical planning. 
10.  Slit lamp biomicroscopy with dilated fundus assessment using a 90D Volk lens.  
11.  Corneal thickness was measured using the Nidek Ultrasonic Pachymeter UP-
1000 (Nidek Technologies, Gamagori, Japan). Studies have shown this method 
to have a high degree of intra-operator, inter-operator, and inter-instrument 
reproducibility (Miglior et al., 2004, Marsich and Bullimore, 2000). However, this 
technique requires corneal-probe contact, and so measurement may yield 
slightly thinner readings as a result of tissue indentation. Alternatively, 
placement of the probe exactly on the centre of the cornea is operator 
dependent and crude; consequently off-centre placement may yield thicker 
measurements than the true central corneal thickness. Mild patient discomfort 
and risk for infection are additional concerns with a contact technique. 
 
The laser refractive surgery was performed by SS at the Laser and Lens private clinic 
using the Pulzar Z1 laser system. The procedures were conducted at the Midland Eye 
Institute in Solihull or the Westbourne Clinic in Edgbaston. A standard LASEK 
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technique was used (Shah et al., 2001) and bilateral surgery was performed on all but 
one patient. Mitomycin-C 0.02% was applied for 30 seconds to myopic eyes with an 
ablation depth greater than 75µm. 
Postoperatively, patients received topical ketorolac for 2 days, topical ofloxacin for 1 
week and a generic carbomer lubricant as required for up to 3 months. In addition, 3 
days of meloxicam 7.5mg were recommended. Patients were examined the next day, 
then at 1, 2, 4 and 6 weeks post operatively at BBR Optometry Practice in Hereford.  
4.7.4 Statistical analysis 
Efficacy was evaluated using the mean UDVA (logMAR) at 3 months. The cumulative 
proportion of eyes falling within each visual acuity group for preoperative CDVA and 
postoperative UDVA was plotted on a histogram. Safety was assessed on the basis of 
the change in lines of CDVA between the preoperative visit and the 3-month visit. The 
safety index was calculated by the formula: mean postoperative CDVA (logMAR)/ 
mean preoperative CDVA (logMAR). Accuracy was assessed by plotting the attempted 
change in spherical equivalent (SE) against the achieved change in SE at 3 months, 
with the linear regression trend line allowing observation of undercorrected and 
overcorrected eyes. The stability of treatment was evaluated by comparing the mean 
postoperative SE at 6 weeks and 3 months. Results were displayed using the standard 
graphs for reporting refractive surgery outcomes (Dupps Jr et al., 2011). 
Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS v20.0 (SPSS INC., Chicago, USA). 
Normally distributed continuous data underwent parametric statistical analysis. 
Normality was confirmed for the main study data sets using Shapiro-Wilks, p > 0.05. 
Differences between repeated measures were evaluated by dependent t-test or 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test. A p value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.  
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4.8 Results 
Of the 18 recruits, 6 were unsuitable, 12 underwent laser refractive surgery (mean age 
33.3; SD ± 6.9 years). Of the 12 subjects, 12 attended appointments exactly as 
scheduled the next day, then 10 stayed on schedule for their 1 (mean 7.6 ± 1.8 days), 
2 (15 ± 1.65 days), 4 (22 ± 2.4 days) and 6 ( 47 ± 3.6 days) week appointments post 
operatively at BBR Optometry Practice in Hereford. Two subjects only attended BBR 
Optometry Practice the day following surgery, although they attended Aston University 
at 3 months. A total of 10 attended Aston University for follow-up appointments at three 
months post-surgery. The age and prescriptions of the 10 participants who returned for 
follow-up are detailed in Table 4.1. Two participants were lost to follow up due to 
deployment overseas. The ten remaining subjects attended follow-up appointments on 
average 14 weeks ± 5 weeks. 
The mean central corneal thickness before LASEK measured by Pentacam was 545.6 
± 27.6µm (range 499 to 615µm). The mean central corneal thickness at 3 months 
following LASEK was 520.7 ± 34.1µm (range 475 to 601µm). 
Accuracy 
At 3 months, the mean SE was -0.14 ± 0.28D (range +0.25 to -0.75). The linear 
regression trend line had a gradient of 0.9253 and an intercept value of -0.0031. The 
R2 between attempted and achieved SE change was 0.9916. Eleven eyes (58%) were 
within -0.13 to + 0.13D of the SE, 18 eyes (95%) were within ± 0.50D and 19 eyes 
(100%) were within ± 1.00D (Figure 1). The mean preoperative astigmatism was -1.04 
± 0.79D (range -0.25 to -3.00D), which was decreased to -0.18 ± 0.19D (range 0 to -
0.50D) at 3 months. 
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Efficacy 
At 3 months, the mean UDVA was -0.10 ± 0.08 (range 0.10 to -0.20) logMAR. The 
UDVA histogram shows the cumulative percentage of eyes within each visual acuity 
group (figure 1). The efficacy index (ratio of the mean postoperative UDVA to the mean 
preoperative CDVA) was 0.90. 
Safety 
The mean preoperative CDVA was -0.11 ± 0.06 (range 0 to -0.20) logMAR and the 
mean CDVA at 3 months was -0.11 ± 0.06 (range 0.02 to -0.20) logMAR. The change 
in lines of CDVA is shown in Figure 1. At 3 months the safety index was 1.09. 
Stability 
The postoperative SE was stable between 6 weeks and 3 months; no eye changed 
more than 0.50D. 
Figure 4.1 Uncorrected Distance Visual Acuity. 
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Figure 4.2 Change in corrected distance visual acuity. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 The spherical equivalent of attempted versus achieved refraction. 
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Figure 4.4 The spherical equivalent of refractive accuracy. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Refractive astigmatism. 
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Figure 4.6 Stability of spherical equivalent refraction. 
 
 
Higher order aberrations 
Table 4.2 Preoperative and postoperative HOAs after LASEK with 6mm pupil, 
analysed by dependent t-test (n = 9). 
 Preoperative Postoperative at 
 3/12 
postoperative 
Mean 
change 
P value 
Total higher 
order aberrations 
(µm) 
0.37 ± 0.07 0.60 ± 0.23 0.22 ± 0.23 0.03 
Spherical 
aberrations (µm) 
0.07 ± 0.04 0.12 ± 0.10 0.04 ± 0.10 0.22 
Coma (µm) 0.16 ± 0.09 0.23 ± 0.17 0.06  ± 0.12 0.17 
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Contrast sensitivity 
The pre-operative contrast sensitivity was 1.92 ± 0.075 logMAR units. At 3 months the 
contrast sensitivity was 1.93 ± 0.09 logMAR units, p = 0.52. 
 
Table 4.3 Brightness Acuity Test analysed by Wilcoxon signed-rank test (n = 19). 
Setting of BAT logMAR units 
preoperative 
logMAR units 3/12 
postoperative 
P value 
Low -0.12 ± 0.05 -0.08 ± 0.07 0.08 
Medium -0.12 ± 0.64 -0.09 ± 0.07 0.22 
High -0.11 ± 0.07 -0.08 ± 0.09 0.40 
 
Table 4.4 Summary of results for visual fields data (n = 14). 
* Results of dependent t-test comparing preoperative and 3 month postoperative      
results;  
† Results of Wilcoxon signed-rank test 
 Preoperative 3/12 Postoperative P value 
Mean sensitivity (MS) 30.66 ± 0.71 30.98 ± 0.55 0.09* 
Mean deviation (MD) -0.25 ± 0.68 -0.17 ± 0.80 0.61* 
Pattern standard 
deviation (PSD) 
1.54 ± 0.35 1.38 ± 0.19 0.19* 
False positives (FP) 1.71 ± 2.16 3.71 ± 3.45 0.08† 
False negatives (FN) 0.35 ± 1.08 0  0.18 † 
Fixation losses (FL) 0.71 ± 0.72 0.78 ± 0.89 0.74 † 
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4.9 Discussion 
The surgeon (SS) recommended LASEK for all individuals in this trial of MOD 
personnel because they were in active service with demanding roles (the majority of 
subjects in this study were Marines). Surface ablation procedures are often chosen in 
preference to LASIK for patients pre-disposed to trauma because there is no stromal 
corneal flap, therefore avoiding flap complications and LASIK associated keratectasia 
(Azar et al., 2012). Shorter recovery time and less pain have been reported for LASEK 
versus PRK (Lee et al., 2001), although LASIK offers the shortest visual recovery and 
least pain (Azar et al., 2012). There is controversy regarding which technique has the 
best visual outcome (Kulkarni et al., 2013).  
The minimum best corrected vision standards accepted by The Royal Navy Royal 
Marines is uncorrected: 6/12, N5 each eye and corrected: 6/6, N5 each eye for recruits 
joining post 1995, although slightly more leniency was allowed prior to this (AOP 2009). 
Some of the subjects in this study did not reach this standard on entry and had worn 
contact lenses at their medical; however, others had noticed deterioration in their vision 
since joining. LASEK permitted all subjects in this trial to reach the minimum visual 
standards required and no individual had problems with glare which was particularly 
relevant to night operations. 
The accuracy of the refractive outcome was comparable with other studies (Aydin et 
al., 2008, McAlinden et al., 2011, Shah et al., 2012); no eye lost more than 2 lines of 
CDVA, two thirds maintained the same CDVA or gained one line postoperatively and 
95% of eyes were within ± 0.50D. The only post-operative complication was one case 
with slight haze, which was treated successfully with steroid drops. 
Despite good high contrast vision following refractive laser surgery using an excimer 
laser; there have been reports of significant correlations between increased higher-
order aberrations and decreased contrast sensitivity, especially total higher order 
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aberrations, coma and spherical aberrations (Yamane et al., 2004, Sharma et al., 
2007). Visual symptoms have also been linked with ocular aberrations, such as 
monocular diplopia with coma, and starburst and glare with spherical aberration 
(Sharma et al., 2007, Chalita et al., 2003). Results for higher order aberrations in a 
study evaluating 60 eyes of 34 patients following LASIK using a Pulzar Z1 solid state 
laser showed a statistically significant increase for total aberrations of 0.2 µm; primary 
coma 0.17 µm and primary spherical aberration 0.09 µm. The induction of coma was 
attributed to non-optimised ablation centration (Piñero et al., 2012). In this present 
study there was an increase in total aberrations for all subjects, with one patient having 
a three-fold increase. This did not affect his binocular contrast sensitivity, although the 
monocular values were slightly reduced when compared to his original sensitivity. The 
rest of the patients achieved the same or slightly better results for contrast sensitivity 
after LASEK surgery. Values for spherical aberration were reduced in one third of the 
subjects and only slightly increased for the remainder, and for coma the values for half 
of the subjects were reduced. When comparing LASEK to LASIK performed with an 
excimer laser, Kaya et al. reported no change in contrast sensitivity following LASEK, 
but reduced contrast sensitivity following LASIK at the 6 month time point (Kaya et al., 
2004). Kim et al. found an improvement in CS at 3 and 6 cpd post LASEK compared 
with no change post-LASIK at 6 months. Further improvements at higher frequencies 
were found following wavefront-guided LASEK (Kim et al., 2007). An interesting finding 
by Kirwan and O’Keefe was an increase in mean RMS of total HOAs in LASIK and 
LASEK treatment groups at 3 months postoperatively, with a significantly higher factor 
increase in the LASIK group. The LASIK group remained stable between 3 and 12 
months, however, the LASEK group showed a small but significant reduction in higher 
order aberrations over the 9 month period (Kirwan and O'Keefe, 2009). A more recent 
study found CS to be lower in the LASEK group at 3 and 6 months postoperatively, 
however, this was no longer significant at 12 months (Townley et al., 2012). It is 
accepted that stromal laser ablation is the primary source of surgically induced higher 
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order aberrations following LASIK, however, flaps created using a microkeratome 
increase HOAs (Porter et al., 2003, Pallikaris et al., 2002, Potgieter et al., 2005), 
whereas the femtosecond laser appears to minimize the disruption of collagen lamellae 
thought to induce HOAs (Tran et al., 2005). Two studies investigating the inductions of 
higher order aberrations 3 months after LASIK show post-operatively no correlation 
between the femtosecond laser flap thickness and the induction of higher-order 
aberrations, but an association with the level of myopic correction (Cheng et al., 2008, 
Hood et al., 2013). 
There were no significant results for the difference between pre and postoperative 
brightness acuity testing, although the presence of a glare source did reduce acuity 
slightly, regardless of the intensity. The incidence of night vision disturbances are of 
particular significance to soldiers as military operations often take place at night. 
Straylight (scattered light that does not come to a focus on the retina) can be increased 
after refractive surgery due to corneal haze, superficial scars or postoperative flap 
positioning; although this effect has been shown to peak after one month before 
gradually decreasing (van de Pol et al., 2001). Studies have shown a reduction in 
straylight after LASIK (Lapid-Gortzak et al., 2010) and LASEK (Lapid-Gortzak et al., 
2010, Rozema et al., 2010); however these studies did not use the same method of 
testing. Of the eyes assessed in this study, those with reduced high contrast post-
surgery acuities had similarly reduced acuities under glare conditions. In almost all 
cases contrast sensitivity was unaffected, which may suggest that the glare 
experienced in this particular group following LASEK surgery is clinically irrelevant at 3 
months. 
Detecting and monitoring the visual field is fundamental in glaucoma management, 
particularly in myopes who are at increased risk of developing the disease (Mitchell et 
al., 1999). The results for pre- and postoperative automated perimetry showed a small 
increase in mean sensitivity and decrease in mean deviation indicating an improvement 
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in performance, although this did not reach significance and may be attributable to the 
learning effect (Wood et al., 1987). This is similar to the findings of Mostafaei et al. who 
found no statistically significant differences, but a slight trend in increased sensitivity 
when they assessed patients 3 months following LASIK on one eye and PRK on the 
other (Mostafaei et al., 2009). Previous studies assessing LASIK have shown a 
decreased mean sensitivity in the mid periphery (Brown et al., 2005, Ozdamar et al., 
2004, Montés-Micó and Charman, 2002, McCarty et al., 2003), attributed to optical 
factors rather than changes in perfusion during microkeratome suction causing 
subsequent damage to the retinal nerve fibre layer. A study with longer follow-up found 
transient effects returning to normal after 12 months (Lleó‐Pérez and Sanchis Gimeno, 
2007).  
Limiting factors for assessing whether patients recover visual function by 3 months 
were the small sample size, limited prescription range and the inconsistencies in the 
time of follow-up. As sample sizes decrease extraneous errors are less likely to be 
cancelled out and therefore true effects can sometimes be obscured i.e. insufficient 
power to detect an effect (Cohen 1992). This is particularly true within a sample where 
there is less is greater variability; in this case the variability in ages, pupil size and to 
some extend spectacle presciptions would reduce the accuracy of the statistical 
analysis. The three month time period also meant that this study could only accurately 
describe short-term outcomes and identify early post-operative complications, although 
SS pronounced all participants fit to return to active duty at the 3 month time point. This 
finding was important as there was a high cost to the individuals and their regiments 
while they were down-graded. There was no control group so a direct comparison of 
other laser systems or methods was not possible. There was no access to the 
responses to the post-deployment questionnaire so subjective outcomes could not be 
evaluated to assess patient satisfaction. All but one patient had bilateral LASEK; 
therefore, each eye cannot be considered statistically independent. A significant factor 
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in the 3 month results was fatigue, particularly in 2 participants; one of whom had 
driven from the north of Scotland with no break and had to return within an hour and a 
half and the other who had just flown overnight from his deployment.  
4.10 Conclusion 
LASEK surgery performed with the Pulzar Z1 213nm wavelength solid-state laser 
appears to be safe and effective; three months would appear to be sufficient time for 
vision to stabilise enabling the soldiers to return to full duties. Despite an increase in 
total higher order aberrations, there was no significant decrease in contrast sensitivity 
or increase in glare disability. Mean sensitivity and reliability indices for perimetry were 
comparable to pre-surgery results. Modifying the cornea using LASEK with solid-state 
technology does not appear to have affected the visual field.  
4.11 Summary 
This chapter showed that refractive laser surgery using LASEK may enhance visual 
quality; particularly mean sensitivity measured using static perimetry. The following 
chapter investigates differences between visual field results between myopes who had 
previously been treated using any technique of refractive surgery more than 2 years 
ago (and therefore presumed fully healed and stable) and myopes corrected with 
spectacles. 
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Chapter 5 – PERIMETRY POST-REFRACTIVE SURGERY   
5.1 Introduction 
The conflicting results of studies investigating peripheral field loss with LASIK and PRK  
((Mostafaei et al., 2009, Brown et al., 2005, Ozdamar et al., 2004, Montés-Micó and 
Charman, 2002, McCarty et al., 2003), particularly over longer time scales (Lleó‐Pérez 
and Sanchis Gimeno, 2007), warranted further investigation. Ethics were obtained to 
investigate visual field differences between subjects with vision previously corrected by 
refractive surgery versus age-matched controls. 
5.2 Study aim 
The aim of this study was to identify differences between visual field results between 
myopes who had previously been treated using any technique of refractive surgery 
more than 2 years ago (and therefore presumed fully healed and stable) and myopes 
corrected with spectacles. 
5.2.1 Sample size 
The sample size was calculated based on the information gained from a pilot study of 5 
subjects who had previously undergone LASIK (Mean age 29 ± 7.5 years, mean 
previous Rx -2.30 ± 1.06) versus 5 myopes ( Mean age 32 ± 6.7 years, mean Rx -2.75 
± 1.08). The PSD values were compared (1.41 ± 0.23 vs 1.12 ± 0.20) using G*Power 
3.1; 2 tailed t-test (mean difference between 2 independent means), for a power of 
80% and an alpha level of 0.05. The sample size for each group was 10, so 11 
subjects were recruited to allow for drop-out. 
5.2.2 Subjects 
Subjects were recruited from the Aston University public services clinic and were all 
staff and students at the university. The exclusion criteria were no previous treatment 
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for myopia or astigmatism by refractive laser surgery, refractive surgery to correct 
hypermetropia (due to the difference in profile), contact lens wear, any ocular surface 
disease, amblyopia, more than 1 year elapsed since their previous eye examination.  
5.2.3 Experimental Procedure 
The study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and informed consent was 
obtained by having the subject read, sign and date the Informed Consent Form (prior to 
any trial related evaluations or procedures). The ethical committee of Aston University, 
Birmingham approved the study and subjects were free to withdraw at any time without 
obligation.  
Visual field testing using the Humphrey Visual Field Analyser (Zeiss Humphrey 
Systems, San Leandro, CA, USA) with the SITA fast strategy. The patient adapted to 
the illuminated perimeter bowl for approximately 3 minutes while the procedure was 
explained. Subjects were tested wearing full refraction plus adequate near correction 
placed in the lens holder as recommended in the manufacturer’s instruction manual; 
however, if the cylinder was less than 1.00 dioptre best sphere was used (plus 
appropriate near correction), to minimise the number of lenses placed in the lens 
holder which may cause ring scotomas or reflections. The first eye was randomised 
and the subjects had one practice run and a break before their recorded attempt to 
allow for the learning effect. 
5.2.4 Statistical Analysis 
Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS v20.0 (SPSS INC., Chicago, USA). 
Normality was confirmed for the data sets using Shapiro-Wilks, p > 0.05. There were 
no outliers in the data as assessed by inspection of a box plot. Homogeneity of 
variances was not violated, as assessed by Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances (p 
= >0.05). Differences between measures were assessed by independent samples t-
test. A p value less than 0.05 was considered significant 
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5.3 Results 
Twenty two patients took part: eleven subjects who had undergone LASIK between 2 
and 20 years ago, mean 5.9 ± 4.8 years ago (Mean age 35.5 ± 11.6 years; Mean Rx: -
4.00 ±1.35D) and eleven myopes who had not had refractive surgery (Mean age 36.1 
±12.7 years; Mean Rx: -3.76 ±1.56D). The mean deviations were very similar: MD laser 
group 1.37 ± 1.07dB; MD non laser group 1.31dB ± 0.17dB, p = 0.64. The PSD was 
slightly worse in the laser group, although this did not reach significance: PSD laser 
group -0.37 ± 1.07; PSD non laser group -0.01 ± 0.76, p = 0.14.  
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Table 5.1 Visual field plots for left eyes of 4 of the additional post refractive surgery 
subjects. The plots illustrate that although the results are within normal limits, the 
defects tend to be nasal or temporal, which may reflect the positioning and blending of 
the optic zone. 
Field plot for 20 year post PRK patient 
(previous Rx approximately -4.00D)  
Field plot for 6 year post LASIK patient 
(previous Rx approximately -3.00) 
  
Field plot for 1 year post LASIK patient 
(previous Rx approximately -5.00) 
Field plot for 4 year post LASIK patient 
(previous Rx approximately -5.00) 
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5.4 Discussion 
The main reason for the choice of a myopic control group was to attempt to control for 
any differences that could possibly be attributed to myopia. The myopic control group 
was selected as there had been problems obtaining reliable field plots for all studies 
and therefore it was important to attempt to control for any effect due to the personality 
characteristics of subjects selected from a university department.  
The variety in age, surgical procedures and time elapsed since surgery limits the 
usefulness of this data; however, an interesting finding on the field plots for the laser 
group was a divide of probability symbols, either nasal or temporal of the midline (Table 
4.5). This may indicate areas of blending or reflect the symmetry of the blending as 
these points were generally peripheral. This was not present in the non-laser subjects, 
however, all the individual field plots were within normal limits and there were no 
probability symbols greater than p < 5%. The lack of difference between the groups 
could be due to the majority of subjects from the laser group having had their 
procedures within 5 years for low to medium levels of myopia and therefore they would 
most likely have had large optic zones and blended transition zones. It would be 
interesting to investigate the visual field plots from patients who had their refractive 
surgery using earlier technology and less sophisticated nomograms or possibly who 
required higher corrections as there would be more likelihood of seeing a difference, 
particularly if the optic zone was smaller. Knowledge of the ablation zones used would 
be helpful to make correlations for the results. 
5.5 Conclusion 
Mean deviation and pattern standard deviation as determined by perimetry performed 
using the Humphrey Visual Field Analyser and the SITA 30-2 fast strategy were 
comparable in myopes corrected using refractive laser surgery more than 2 years 
previously, compared with myopes who wore spectacles. 
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5.6 Summary  
This chapter showed that refractive surgery performed more than 2 years ago does not 
appear to have a detrimental effect on the visual field. The following chapter compares 
the visual quality for two multifocal contact lenses of similar design.  
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Chapter 6 - PRECILENS C2MULTI VERSUS CIBA VISION AIR OPTIX™ AQUA  
           MULTIFOCAL: A COMPARATIVE STUDY 
6.1 Introduction 
There is a growing demand for flexible correction following presbyopia, where there is a 
loss of accommodative function with age. Monovision (where one eye is in focus for 
distance and the other for near) can reduce stereoacuity, particularly beyond 
differences of 1.50D and relies on suppression of one eye (Schor et al., 1987). 
Multifocal contact lenses have near and distance images present at the same time in 
both eyes, but only one in focus depending on whether  the patient is looking at a near 
or distance object. The out of focus image can, however, lead to ocular rivalry, 
degradation of the image (Cohen, 1993) and if the patient has incompatible higher 
order aberrations, a poor visual outcome (Martin and Roorda, 2003).  
6.2 Contact lens correction of presbyopia 
There are three categories of contact lens corrections open to presbyopic patients who 
wish to wear contact lenses: supplemental spectacle correction over contact lenses; 
monovision; and multifocal contact lenses available in soft, gas permeable, hybrid and 
scleral options. According to a recent international survey (Morgan et al., 2013), 10% of 
presbyopic contact lens patients are corrected with monovision, however, lower 
addition patients generally have more success than higher addition patients (Bennett, 
2008), particularly as monovision is limited by the inability to incorporate an 
intermediate prescription without compromising the near or distance refraction 
(Erickson, 1988). Distance and near acuities measured using high contrast optotypes 
have been shown to be superior to those achieved with multifocal contact lenses 
(Gupta et al., 2009), however, stereoacuity is worse due to the disruption of binocularity 
(Gupta et al., 2009, Richdale et al., 2006). 
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6.3 Multifocal contact lenses 
Approximately 40% of presbyopic patients wear multifocal contact lenses (Morgan et 
al., 2013). Multifocal contact lenses can be categorised in to ‘simultaneous vision’ or 
‘alternating vision’ designs. Simultaneous vision contact lenses have multiple powers 
positioned in front of the pupil at the same time and the patient suppresses the image 
that is not in focus for the particular task they are undertaking (Benjamin, 1993). 
Aspheric, concentric/annular and diffractive lenses use this principle. Alternating vision 
designs are more common in gas permeable lenses and rely on translation where the 
lens moves vertically to place the correct zone in front of the pupil. The distance portion 
is in front of the pupil when the eyes gaze straight ahead and the lids push the lens up 
on inferior gaze to align the near portion. The use of prism and truncation assist 
positioning and stability, respectively (Bennett, 2008), however, lid anatomy and blink 
dynamics can affect success. 
6.4 Aspheric contact lens designs. 
Asphericity can be applied to anterior, posterior or both surfaces (bi-aspheric) to 
generate a chosen power. This is accomplished in soft, multifocal designs by the 
incorporation of controlled spherical aberration; negative in centre-near designs and 
positive in centre-distance designs. The progressive gradation of power created by the 
aspheric surface (or surfaces) is rotationally symmetrical and causes a compromise of 
the image clarity due to the superimposed out-of-focus image; however the advantage 
is the increased depth of field (Charman and Saunders, 1990). Centre-near designs 
are most common in soft lenses due to the limited movement associated with this lens 
type which ensures that the optics are positioned over the visual axis; this is particularly 
important due to the combined effect of pupil size decreasing with age and pupillary 
miosis occurring with the near triad (Charman and Saunders, 1990). Pupillary miosis 
reduces the useful optic of the lens, however, it increases depth of focus and this 
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combined with neurological aspects of ageing decreases blur sensitivity (Wang and 
Ciuffreda, 2006). Personality characteristics and anxiety have, however, been linked 
with a reduced blur tolerance (Woods et al., 2010). 
6.5 Methods to assess multifocal contact lens success 
The performance of contact lens designs for the correction of presbyopia has been 
explored from different perspectives. Psychophysical measures of visual quality  such 
as visual acuity and contrast sensitivity, and questionnaires indicating subjective visual 
satisfaction have been explored in various contact lens designs and wearing 
modalities. Papas et al. used a rating scale in conjunction with visual acuities (at 
normal and low contrast levels) and stereopsis to evaluate multifocal contact lens 
performance. They found a general decrease in performance in the early days of 
adaption, reflected best by formalised subjective responses (recorded by the numerical 
rating system) and the range of clear vision at near, rather than acuity based tests 
(Papas et al., 2009). Gispets et al. evaluated the performance of multifocal contact 
lenses using visually demanding tasks and found viewing distance and visual demand 
level significantly affected visual satisfaction. Intermediate viewing or a combination of 
near and distance viewing were favoured by participants; however, one of the lenses 
on test was an asymmetrical design and may have acted more like an alternating 
monovision solution (Gispets et al., 2011). 
Objective retinal image quality analysis has been used to show how multifocal contact 
lenses compromise the quality of vision on an optical basis, indicated by the optical 
transfer function, axial and off-axis aberrations (Rosén et al., 2012). Pujol et al. used a 
double-pass technique for distance, intermediate and near with aspheric and spherical 
multicurve designs at 3 and 5mm pupil sizes. The performance of both lenses was 
reduced at distance when compared to a single vision lens, however, the multifocals 
were slightly better at intermediate, and the aspheric multifocal showed the best result 
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for near vision for small pupil diameters (Pujol et al., 2003). Gifford et al. investigated 
aberrations induced by centre-near multifocal soft contact lenses and their effect on the 
contrast sensitivity function (Gifford et al., 2013). Induced primary spherical aberration 
had previously been shown to create a pseudo-accommodative effect at near 
(maximum of 2.0D increase in depth of focus with 0.6µm of spherical aberration), 
however, further increases led to a loss in best corrected visual acuity (Rocha et al., 
2009). The findings of a negative shift in primary spherical aberration and positive shift 
in secondary spherical aberration was equivalent to a -0.50D shift affecting near vision, 
with an associated reduction of the contrast sensitivity function. The conclusion was 
that distance back vertex power needed to be corrected accurately if the near vision 
benefits of induced spherical aberrations were to be exploited effectively (Gifford et al., 
2013). Bakaraju et al. used a single-pass method (model eye) to evaluate the 
performance of 8 multifocal contact lenses with high- and low-add powers and a single 
vision control at 3 different pupil sizes. Performance was dependent on the add power, 
design, pupil size and centration: low additions performed consistently better than high 
additions at all pupil sizes; increased pupil size (>3mm) correlated with decreased 
performance and decentration was not necessarily detrimental. Results for model eyes 
have limitations, however, as chromatic aberrations and psychophysical effects play a 
significant role in visual perception (Bakaraju et al., 2012). Plainis et al. evaluated the 
effect of pupil size and spherical aberration with three aspheric centre-near multifocal 
contact lenses in cyclopleged pre-presbyopic subjects. They found that the patient’s 
distance vision was always better with a 6mm rather than 3mm pupil, however, 
improvement in through-focus visual acuity and depth of field was best for small pupils 
and binocular vision. Patients with inherent negative spherical aberration achieved 
better near vision with the centre-near profiles and improved binocular versus 
monocular performance was attributed to binocular summation (Plainis et al., 2013). 
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In summary, the main reason for multifocal contact lens discontinuation as reported in 
the literature is insufficient quality of vision. Small pupils (3mm) give better near acuity 
with centre-near designs and binocular summation is a key factor in interpreting the 
slightly out-of-focus images produced (Plainis et al., 2011). The compatibility between 
the patient’s inherent aberrations and the lens design would appear to be an important 
indicator of success; however, patient’s subjective responses give a more effective 
representation of how well the lenses perform than traditional acuity metrics.  
6.6 Study aim 
This was a prospective, cross-over and single-masked trial. The primary objective of 
the study was to evaluate the subjective visual performance including the perception of 
visual degradation for C2 Multifocal (C2M) in comparison to Air Optix™ Aqua Multifocal 
(AOAM). The secondary objective was to evaluate the comfort at different stages of 
wearing. Aston University was one of six international sites evaluating the new lens. 
The study was co-ordinated by the JENVIS Research Institute at the University of 
Applied Sciences in Jena, Germany. 
 
6.6.1 Sample size 
The sample size was 60 in total; 10 per site as specified by the JENVIS Research 
Institute. The power for the entire study (multi-centre crossover trial) was calculated by 
Jenvis Research to be 80% at a significance level of 0.05, as specified in the study 
protocol.  
 
 6.6.2 Subjects 
A total of 10 subjects participated in the study. The study was conducted at Aston 
University and the subjects were recruited by the same investigator (SM) from the 
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optometry public service clinics. Nine of the participants habitually wore single vision 
contact lenses and an additional spectacle prescription for reading as required (Table 
5.1). The exclusion criteria were: aged <40 years, unable to handle contact lenses and 
lens care products, 0.30 logMAR or worse distance VA in each eye, ametropia greater 
in sphere than -6.50 D or +5.50 D with astigmatism of >-0.75D (corneal vertex 
=14mm), unwilling to use the habitual lens care product for trial period, requiring 
concurrent ocular medication, eye injury or surgery within twelve weeks immediately 
prior to enrolment for this trial, pre-existing ocular irritation that would preclude contact 
lens fitting, currently enrolled in an ophthalmic clinical trial, evidence of systemic or 
ocular abnormality, infection or disease likely to affect successful wear of contact 
lenses or use of their accessory solutions, known sensitivity to any of the study 
solutions, is pregnant or nursing, irregular astigmatism or monovision. 
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Table 6.1 Prescriptions, eye dominance and habitual contact lenses for subjects included in the trial. 
Subject 
Rx RE (D) Rx LE (D) 
Add 
Dominant 
eye 
Habitual lenses Manufacturer 
Sphere Cylinder Axis Sphere Cylinder Axis 
1 
 
+1.75 -0.75 100 +1.25 -0.50  80 +2.00 R Air Optix Aqua Ciba Vision 
2 
 
-0.75 -0.25 180 -0.75 -0.50 180 +1.75 R Aqua comfort plus Ciba Vision 
3 
-3.00 -0.50 175 -3.25 -0.75  25 +2.00 R Acuvue bifocal 
Johnson and 
Johnson 
4 
 
-6.50 
  
-6.50 
  
+1.00 L 
Easyvision Irasian 
Sphere 
Ciba Vision 
5 
 
-2.50 -0.75 180 -2.75 -0.25   5 +2.25 R Purevision Bausch and Lomb 
6 
 
+1.50 
  
+1.50 
  
+2.00 R Purevision Bausch and Lomb 
7 
+2.00 
  
+2.00 
  
+1.75 L Acuvue Oasys 
Johnson and 
Johnson 
8 
 
+3.00 
  
+3.00 
  
+2.00 R Air Optix Aqua Ciba Vision 
9 
-1.00 -0.50 100 -1.00 -0.50 70 +2.00 R Acuvue Oasys 
Johnson and 
Johnson 
10 
 
-3.00 
  
-3.00 
  
+1.50 R Air Optix Aqua Ciba Vision 
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6.6.3 Experimental procedure 
Trial contact lenses and materials 
The subjects used their habitual contact lens solution and the contact lenses detailed in 
Table 5.2. Fitting protocol was carried out following the manufacturer’s fitting 
guidelines. Ocular dominance was assessed as an aid to fitting. The patient wore their 
distance correction while a +0.75 lens was alternately placed in front of each eye 
independently under binocular conditions. The patient was asked to report when they 
experienced the greater visual disturbance in the distance to determine the dominant 
eye. The end-point for fitting was when the patient decided the best compromise in 
distance, intermediate and near vision had been reached and over-refraction offered no 
improvement. A high addition was used in all but one participant, who preferred the low 
addition option in both lenses. One participant was fitted with a high and medium 
addition combination for AOMF, although high additions were used in the C2M. 
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Table 5.2 Details of the contact lenses used in the trial. 
 Test product Control product 
Name 
 
C2MULTI AIR OPTIX™ AQUA 
MULTIFOCAL 
Description 
 
Progressive SCL Progressive SCL 
Design 
 
Aspheric Aspheric 
Material 
 
Filcon II 3 Lotrafilcon B 
Coating 
 
None Plasma coated 
Water content 
 
58% 33% 
Base curve 
 
8.60 8.60 
Diameter 
 
14.20 14.20 
Spherical Rx available for 
trial 
-6.00 to +6.00D in 0.25D 
steps  
-6.00 to +6.00D in 0.25D 
steps  
Add available for trial 
 
LOW and HI LOW; MED and HI 
Storage solution 
 
Borate buffered saline 
solution 
Isotonic phosphate 
buffered saline  
Labelling 
 
Commercial foil on blister Commercial foil on 
blister 
 
Procedure and data collection 
The study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and informed consent was 
obtained by having the subject read, sign and date the Informed Consent Form (prior to 
any trial related evaluations or procedures). The ethical committee of Aston University, 
Birmingham approved the study and subjects were free to withdraw at any time without 
obligation. The demographic information such as subject’s gender and age was 
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collected and the subject’s visual acuity (VA) measured following refraction using loose 
lenses and a trial frame at 12mm BVD. The best corrected visual acuity was recorded 
using an EDTRS chart for distance (recorded in logMAR) and a decimal reading chart 
(Appendix 2) supplied by the JENVIS Research Institute for near. The near values 
were converted to logMAR for ease of comparison with other studies (Holladay, 1997). 
A slit lamp biomicroscopy evaluation, including the use of sodium fluorescein dye was 
performed to assure that the subject had no signs of any acute ocular infections, 
injuries, or other abnormalities that would prohibit participation or warrant 
discontinuation from the trial. Biomicroscopy was also performed during each follow up 
visit. Keratometry measurements were taken at baseline and lens fit variables and lens 
performance variables (e.g. wettability and deposits, subjective vision) were assessed 
by the investigator (SM). The subjects rated subjective comfort and reported symptoms 
and problems if there were any. At the end of the trial the refraction was compared with 
baseline and keratometry was repeated if the VA was decreased by 2 log steps or 
more in comparison to baseline. 
The schedule of visits is summarised below: 
The appointments were made at a visit for the next visit. 
If a subject missed a visit, they were contacted immediately. 
Visit 1 = Baseline Visit/ Dispensing Visit: 
Agreement for wearer participation in the study (Informed Consent) 
Initial visit - Refraction and visual requirements evaluation (Screening Form) 
Biomicroscopy (Slit Lamp Findings Form) 
Evaluation of current lenses (Symptoms Form) 
Dispensing of first trial lenses and assessment of lens fit (Dispensing Form) 
Test period (14 days ± 3 days after Visit 1) 
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Visit 2=Cross-over Visit: 
Evaluation of first trial lenses (Subject Questionnaire + Lens Assessment Form) 
Biomicroscopy (Slit Lamp Findings Form) 
Dispensing of the second type trial lenses and assessment of lens fit (Dispensing 
Form) 
Test period (14 days ± 3 days after Visit 2) 
Visit 3=Trial Exit Visit: 
Evaluation of second trial lenses and preference check (Subject Questionnaire; Final 
Questionnaire + Lens Assessment Form) 
Biomicroscopy (Slit Lamp Findings Form) 
Trial completion (Trial Exit Form) 
Adverse event or protocol deviation 
The criteria to stop the study for a subject were: 
- any change in the wearer’s condition making them corresponding to an exclusion 
criterion 
- any lack of tolerance to the contact lenses tested 
- the wish of the wearer to stop the study 
- to guarantee the wearer’s safety or well-being 
The other cases of protocol deviation (abandonment of the study, contact lenses not 
worn…) as well as unexpected change of ophthalmic lenses were documented. 
5.6.4 Randomisation 
The subjects were randomly divided into 2 groups assigned to wear either C2M or 
AOMF first for 2 weeks and then the other multifocal soft contact lens for the next 2 
weeks. 
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5.6.5 Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS v20.0 (SPSS INC., Chicago, USA). 
Friedman’s ANOVA was used on the ordinal data; the Chi-Square (2) value, degrees 
of freedom and associated significance were reported. Follow-up paired comparisons 
were performed with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test; the z-score and associated 
significance were reported. The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to assess normality of the 
interval data and where the significance value was less than 0.05, data analysis was 
conducted using Friedman’s ANOVA. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was conducted 
for follow-up paired comparisons. Effect size was calculated using Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient. Where the significance level testing using the Shapiro-Wilk was 
greater than 0.05, paired sample t-tests were applied. A p value of less than 0.5 was 
considered significant. 
5.7 Results 
Three male and seven female subjects aged between 49-58 years, mean ± SD: 54.4 ± 
3.2 years participated in the trial. Two subjects reported difficulties with the Precilens 
C2 Multi and did not complete the trial. The first subject to finish the trial early reported 
difficulties with ‘folding lenses which would not stay in’; this participant had already 
successfully tried the Air Optix™ Aqua Multifocal lens. The second subject tried the 
Precilens C2M only and concluded their participation in the trial citing unacceptable 
visual quality. Five participants reported insertion difficulties with the Precilens C2Multi 
reporting that it was ‘a stiff, dry lens which seemed to blink out easily,’ particularly 
immediately after insertion. One subject lost a Precilens C2 Multi lens on the first day of 
the trial when he ‘blinked it out’ and had to be given a replacement. 
The mean number of trial lenses used in fitting was 1.9 ± 0.7 for the Air Optix™ Aqua 
Multifocal lens and 1.8 ± 0.4 for the Precilens C2 Multi. 
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Table 5.3 Results for Friedman’s ANOVA showing mean and standard deviations 
comparing questionnaire responses from subjects following two weeks wearing Air 
Optix™ Aqua Multifocal versus two weeks wearing Precilens C2 Multi.            
Question AOMF C2M 2 (2) p 
Overall lens satisfaction 7.00 ± 1.41 5.00 ± 2.49 5.813 0.055 
Initial comfort 8.67 ± 1.63 8.00 ± 2.16 4.345 0.114 
Comfort during the day 9.00 ± 1.24 7.44 ± 2.21 8.083 0.018 
Comfort at the end of the day 8.67 ± 1.82 6.88 ± 3.01 2.381 0.304 
Overall comfort 8.67 ± 1.63 7.00 ± 2.62 3.692 0.158 
Dryness throughout the day 8.56 ± 1.49 7.67 ± 2.94 0.960 0.619 
Dryness at the end of the day 7.76 ± 1.94 7.25 ± 2.68 0.261 0.878 
Quality of far vision during the day 7.78 ± 1.39 7.33 ± 2.00 5.688 0.058 
Quality of intermediate vision during the day 7.76 ±1.41 6.89 ± 2.18 0.467 0.792 
Quality of near vision during the day 6.89 ± 1.59 4.89 ± 2.13 5.886 0.053 
Consistency of vision throughout the day 9.44 ± 0.95 8.11 ± 2.33 1.615 0.446 
Overall vision quality during the day 7.78 ± 1.13 6.22 ± 1.68 6.067 0.048 
Quality of far vision at night 8.00 ± 1.41 6.75 ± 1.85 7.440 0.024 
Quality of intermediate vision at night 8.11 ± 1.52 6.25 ± 2.22 6.000 0.050 
Quality of near vision at night 7.00 ± 1.56 4.25 ± 1.78 9.852 0.007 
Consistency of vision at night 8.56 ± 1.16 7.50 ± 2.00 1.231 0.540 
Overall vision quality at night 7.44 ± 1.49 6.00 ± 1.50 4.560 0.102 
 
Table 5.4 Results for Slit lamp findings showing mean and standard deviations for 
subjects following two weeks wearing Air Optix™ Aqua Multifocal versus two weeks 
wearing Precilens C2 Multi.  
           
Slit lamp findings after lens removal AOMF C2M z P 
Limbal redness 2.30 ± 1.41 2.00 ± 1.82 -0.966 0.33 
Bulbar redness 3.44 ± 0.83 3.56 ± 1.65 -0.272 0.79 
Epithelial staining 0.33 ± 0.66 1.11 ± 1.28 -1.890 0.06 
Conjunctival staining 1.00 ± 0.94 1.67 ± 1.33 -1.318 0.19 
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Table 5.5 Results showing mean and standard deviations for Lens Surface 
characteristics of Air Optix™ Aqua Multifocal versus Precilens C2 Multi following two 
weeks wear.         
Lens surface characteristics AOMF C2M z p 
Front surface deposits 0.22 ± 0.62 0.13 ± 0.33 -1 0.32 
Dry areas/non-wetting 0.00 ± 00 0.25 ± 0.66 -1 0.32 
Haziness/filmy/oily 1.56 ± 1.77 1.00 ± 2.00 -0.552 0.58 
 
For significant results, follow-up comparisons were conducted using the Wilcoxon 
signed-rank test. For comfort during the day, pairwise comparisons yielded a significant 
result for subjects preferring their own lens over Precilens (Z = -2.23, p = 0.03, 
 r = -0.74). Pairwise comparison for ‘Overall vision quality during the day’ yielded a 
significant result for subjects preferring AOMF over Precilens (Z = -2.2, p = 0.03, 
r = -0.733). For ‘Quality of far vision at night’, pairwise comparisons yielded a 
significant result for subjects preferring their own lens over Precilens (Z = -2.226,  
p = 0.03 r = -0.742)  and for subjects preferring AOMF over Precilens (Z = -1.219,  
p = 0.22, r = -0.406). For ‘Quality of near vision at night’, pairwise comparison yielded a 
significant result for subjects preferring AOMF over Precilens (Z= -2.207, p = 0.03,  
r = -0.735) and for subjects preferring AOMF over own lens (Z = -2.371, p = 0.02, r = -
0.790). Regarding ‘Final v/a distance’, pairwise comparisons yielded a significant result 
for subjects preferring AOMF over own lens (Z = -2.371, p = 0.02, r=-0.790) and also 
over Precilens (z = -2.207, p = 0.03,    r = -0.735) 
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Table 5.6: Results for paired t-test comparing mean final binocular visual acuities in 
logMAR of Air Optix™ Aqua Multifocal versus Precilens C2 Multi, BDVA: binocular 
distance visual acuity, BNVA: binocular near visual acuity. 
 
AOMF C2M P value 
BDVA 0.00±0.09 0.04±0.09 0.06 
BNVA 0.14±0.08 0.23±0.13 0.06 
 
Figure 5.1: Graph showing final lens preferences for Air Optix™ Aqua Multifocal 
(AOMF) versus two weeks wearing Precilens C2 Multi (n = 8).         
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5.8 Discussion 
This study aimed to assess the visual performance and comfort of the C2 Multifocal 
(C2M) in comparison to Air Optix™ Aqua Multifocal (AOAM). The lenses were similar in 
design in that they were both hydrogel, aspheric, centre-near, multifocal soft contact 
lenses. The main physical differences were the higher water content and the lack of 
plasma coating of the test lens. This was to ensure a fair comparison as different 
designs favour different tasks (Bennett 2008). Subjects perceived overall visual quality, 
final distance visual acuity and quality of far and near vision at night to be superior with 
AOMF, however, overall lens satisfaction was similar.  
The recruitment of more female than male participants reflected the higher proportion 
of female contact lens wearers in the general population, widely attributed to cosmesis 
(Morgan et al., 2011). International contact lens prescribing for presbyopia has been 
estimated at 40%, with three times more multifocal soft contact lenses being fitted than 
monovision (Morgan et al., 2013). Clinician’s fitting skills, perceived risk of patient’s 
loss of confidence in the practitioner and the absence of a lens without visual 
compromise have been cited as reasons for the low rate of fitting (Morgan et al., 2011).  
Ocular dominance was assessed as an aid to fitting; however, research has shown that 
ocular dominance can change with different test conditions, the level of attention and at 
different positions in the visual field (Ooi and He, 1999). The lens centration, movement 
on blinking and the pupil size have an effect on the performance of multifocal contact 
lenses (Charman and Saunders, 1990). The pupil size was not measured in this study 
and so the contribution of this factor was unknown. The lenses centred well or in a few 
cases were acceptably tight, so the influence of a loose fitting lens with excessive 
movement on blinking could not be ascertained from this sample. 
Simultaneous vision relies on the brain’s natural ability to choose between the two 
(near and far) images produced by the different optical elements of the contact lens, 
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depending on what the wearer is looking at. When a distant object is viewed, a sharp 
retinal image is provided by those parts of the lens within the pupillary area that have 
distance correction and a somewhat blurred image is provided by the other parts of the 
lens. These images are superimposed on the retina. The roles of the corrections 
change when a near object is observed; then, those regions of the lens occupied by the 
near correction provide the correctly focussed retinal image. This involves a 
compromise in which the depth of focus for high contrast targets is gained at the 
expense of contrast sensitivity, particularly in lower light levels or when the target 
contrast is low (Plakitsi and Charman, 1995).  
Current lens wearers motivated not to wear spectacles have been identified as the 
most likely successful candidates with multifocal lenses (Bennett, 2008) and all 
participants in the study were keen to try a multifocal lens.  The number of trial lenses 
used for fitting was similar for each type of lens; the slightly higher figure for AOMF was 
probably due to the availability of a medium power, whereas there were only high and 
low addition options for C2M. 
When comparing the final visual acuities, there was no significant difference for 
distance or near, despite the questionnaire results showing a significant result for 
subjects preferring the distance vision with AOMF in preference to their own lens and 
Precilens C2M. Values for similar comparative studies using AOMF were not available 
in the literature, however, Gupta et al. (2009) obtained VA values of 0.08 ± 0.10 and 
0.27 ± 0.09 logMAR with the high addition Bausch and Lomb Pure Vision aspheric 
simultaneous vision multifocal lens (Bausch and Lomb, Rochester, NY, USA)  for 
distance and near vision, respectively. This study included patients with a wider age 
range (49 to 67 years), and allowing a maximum spectacle astigmatism level of 1.00D, 
whereas it was just 0.75D in the present study. In our study there was also one subject 
with low near additions in both lens types and one with a medium and high combination 
in AOMF, however, they both had good near acuities. Therefore, methodological 
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differences as well as different lens designs could also account for the differences to 
some extent. A study found stereoacuity and visual acuity to be better with Cibavision 
Focus Progressive (Ciba vision, Southampton, Hants, UK) versus Bausch and Lomb 
PureVision Multifocal contact lenses, obtaining VA values of 0.02 ± 0.08 and 0.06 ± 
0.06 logMAR for distance and near vision, respectively. Differences in asphericity were 
cited as one possible reason for the difference in performance (Ferrer-Blasco and 
Madrid-Costa, 2010). A study compared visual performance through spectacles and a 
multifocal contact lens under induced glare using the Vistech Functional Vision 
Analyzer (Stereo Optical Co, Inc, Chicago, IL, USA) and found logMAR values of -0.01 
± 0.03 for binocular distance visual acuity and -0.02 ± 0.05 for binocular near visual 
acuity for subjects wearing the high addition Bausch and Lomb Pure Vision multifocal 
contact lens under photopic conditions. The performance for contrast sensitivity was 
found to be better through spectacles (Llorente‐Guillemot et al., 2012). This group 
(Madrid‐Costa et al., 2013) went on to compare the PureVision Multifocal Low Add and 
the Acuvue Oasys (Johnson and Johnson Visioncare Inc, Jacksonville, Florida, USA) 
for Presbyopia medium add, which has an anterior zonal refractive aspheric surface 
and a posterior aspheric design. The use of lower addition lenses in this study was due 
to the younger cohort aged 45.1 ± 2.3 years. The results for distance were 0.01 ± 0.08 
for the Acuvue and 0.00 ± 0.08 for the Purevision, with near acuities of 0.20 ± 0.05 and 
0.15 ± 0.08 respectively. The group of 20 subjects had a maximum cylindrical 
correction of 0.50, a mean spherical refraction of +0.35 ± 1.78D (from +2.25 to -2.50D) 
and a mean near spectacle addition of +1.48 ± 0.18D (range +1.25 to +1.75D). Again 
the distance acuities were not too dissimilar to other studies, including this present 
study, however, the near results of the Acuvue lens were more similar to those we 
achieved with the Precilens C2M and Gupta (Gupta et al., 2009) with the Pure Vision 
lens. 
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This present study had the smallest cohort of all those compared as it was intended to 
be part of a larger study, however, the fact that other studies have similar results 
illustrates that good distance high contrast visual acuities can be achieved with 
multifocal lenses. The results for the questionnaire revealed the quality of the distance 
vision to be worse at night than during the day when compared to the subject’s own 
single vision lenses. The study by Madrid-Costa et al. (Madrid‐Costa et al., 2013) 
comparing Acuvue Oasys multifocal contact lenses (anterior multi-zonal refractive 
surface) with Purevision multifocal contact lenses (continuous power gradient design) 
showed a reduced performance for the Acuvue Oasys multifocal contact lens, which 
led to the suggestion that in larger pupil diameters, multifocal designs based on a 
continuous power gradient could provide better visual quality than multi-zonal refractive 
designs. However, the findings from this current study suggest that differences in 
performance can be found in similar designs, so other factors may be also be important 
e.g. whether the power gradient is gradual or rapid, which may interact with individual 
aberration profiles (Plakitsi and Charman, 1995, Efron et al., 2008) and therefore show 
more effect in increased pupil sizes, where higher order aberrations are increased. The 
subjects reporting the worst near acuities in this present study also had poor tear 
quality, which may have been further exacerbated by contact lens wear causing 
reduced stability of the prelens tear film (Efron et al., 2008). 
Limitations for this study were primarily the potential bias introduced towards AOMF 
lenses as there were three subjects who routinely wore these lenses, although this was 
not specified as an exclusion criterion. The high visual demands of this particular 
cohort of subjects may also have affected patient satisfaction, although tear quality was 
an issue for some. In practice, patients often accept the visual compromise of a multi-
focal contact lens and are happy to wear them in social situations, where their near 
acuity is less critical. All the subjects reported difficulty with eyestrain when trying to 
complete their normal work tasks, which involved a large amount of near and 
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intermediate work. These results may suggest that the lenses studied provide an 
acceptable distance visual quality, but an insufficient near add choice. Therefore, the 
practitioner should consider individual's needs and demands for near and distance 
vision, when deciding which type and power of multifocal contact lens corrections 
should be fitted.  
5.9 Conclusion 
The study described in this chapter showed that multifocal lenses provide a reasonable 
overall quality of vision during the day and that of the two lenses, Air Optix™ Aqua 
Multifocal (AOMF) was perceived to be superior by the subjects. Despite this, the 
comparison for overall lens satisfaction did not quite reach statistical significance, 
indicating that other factors are important in determining patient’s satisfaction with a 
lens. A key finding was the reduced near acuity in some subjects, most marked in 
those with poor tear quality, which possibly caused an irregular optical surface creating 
additional higher order aberrations.  
5.10 Summary 
This chapter demonstrated that different designs of aspheric multifocal contact lenses 
do not offer the same performance and that poor tear quality can have an impact on 
the visual quality in all multifocal contact lenses. The following chapter develops the 
concept that multifocal lenses may cause visual degradation by assessing perimetric 
sensitivity and photographic image quality. 
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Chapter 7 - THE EFFECT OF MULTIFOCAL CONTACT LENSES ON VISUAL    
          FIELDS AND FUNDUS PHOTOGRAPHS 
7.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 5, the effects of visual degradation were compared for two aspheric designs 
of multifocal contact lenses. In this chapter the effects of an aspheric multifocal contact 
lens will be compared with an aspheric single vision contact lens for standard 
automated perimetry and photographic image quality. 
Age is a risk factor for many eye diseases (de Jong, 2013) and assessment for several 
conditions involves imaging and visual field assessment. Multifocal contact lenses and 
multifocal intraocular lenses rely on the same optical principals (diffractive or refractive) 
to simultaneously correct distance and near vision. New technology and improved 
optics have increased the demand for multifocal correction and it is important to 
understand the implications of this regarding visual screening and monitoring. The 
division of available light to provide multiple foci by multifocal contact lenses in the 
phakic patient and multifocal intraocular lens implantation following cataract surgery 
may result in a significant compromise of image quality for the clinician observing 
through the lenses, making screening, monitoring and treating ocular disease difficult. 
Higher order aberrations are especially deleterious in attempts to image the retina at 
very high resolution (Miller et al., 1996). Studies have shown that a grating target 
viewed through various multifocal intraocular lenses was blurred (Inoue et al., 2011) 
and artefacts have been reported on OCT images through a diffractive multifocal 
intraocular lens (Inoue et al., 2009).  
Standard automated perimetry (SAP) is the most commonly used method to assess the 
visual field and the SITA testing protocol for glaucoma evaluation has shown excellent 
sensitivity and reliability (Sekhar et al., 2000). The SITA fast test is an even shorter 
threshold strategy to further reduce the effect of fatigue. It has shown good 
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reproducibility and may detect glaucomatous progression earlier than a standard 
strategy, albeit at the expense of accuracy (Bengtsson and Heijl, 1998). The presence 
of cataract prevents comparison of results in individuals following multifocal intraocular 
lens implantation for perimetry and imaging, however, contact lenses give a reasonable 
approximation for possible effects in an individual (Hunkeler 2002). The limitations to 
using contact lenses to approximate intraocular lenses include disruption to the tear 
film (Lopez-Gil 2002, Ho 2003), lens flexure (Lopez-Gil 2002, Ho 2003) and rotation 
(Guirao 2001) varying the optical effect, different optical principles for creating 
multifocality and potential damage to the lenses from inappropriate handling by the 
patients (Cho 2013). Lopez-Gil (2002) and Ho (2003) assessed the impact of tear film 
and lens flexure on optical degradation and found little effect, however, Lopez-Gil 
reported that the aberration impact of a contact lens varied on the eye and the subjects 
assessed were younger so therefore probably had better tear quality. 
Aychoua et al. (Aychoua et al., 2013) assessed the influence of a multifocal intraocular 
lens on SAP using SITA standard 30-2 test using monofocal and phakic age-matched 
controls. The results showed a reduction in MD for the multifocal intraocular lens 
subjects for size III and V targets; however, the results were potentially confounded by 
inherent differences between the subject groups and possible fatigue effects. A recent 
study to determine the effect of the multizone  Acuvue Bifocal CL (Vistakon, Inc., 
Jacksonville, FL, USA)  versus monofocal contact lenses on  24-2 standard SITA SAP 
found a reduction in MD (Madrid-Costa et al., 2012). The study did not compare results 
for specific zones, evaluate fatigue effects or assess image quality of digital 
photographs taken through the lenses. The current UK diabetic screening program 
relies on fundus photographs for remote screening and photographs are examined and 
graded, with primary, secondary and arbitration grading depending on the observer's 
expertise. Computerised digital analysis may replace the labour-intensive examination 
of photographs by screeners, as it has proved to be a very effective and sensitive 
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alternative (Ockrim and Yorston 2010), so it is important to assess for any potential 
effects of multifocal lenses on photographic image quality. This current study aims to 
address this deficit in knowledge. 
7.2 Study aim 
This was a prospective, cross-over and single-masked trial. The objective of the study 
was to evaluate the effect of wearing a high addition Air Optix™ Aqua Multifocal 
(AOAM) on the Humphrey field analyser SITA fast 30-2 perimetry in comparison to a 
single vision contact lens, Softens Daily Disposable (Bausch & Lomb), to correct their 
near vision. Digital images of the fundi of the same subjects through both lenses were 
obtained using the Topcon Non-Mydriatic Retinal Camera (Topcon Medical Systems, 
Inc., Oakland, NJ, USA). These were compared by the same person (SM) using visual 
inspection.  
7.2.1 Sample size 
A pilot study of 5 participants (mean age 34 ±14 years) was conducted to evaluate the 
effect of wearing a high addition Air Optix™ Aqua Multifocal (AOAM) on the Humphrey 
field analyser SITA fast 30-2 perimetry in comparison to a single vision contact lens, 
Softens Daily Disposable (Bausch & Lomb). The sample size was calculated based on 
the pattern standard deviation measurements (1.34 ±0.16 vs. 1.55 ± 0.22) using 
G*Power 3 (Faul et al., 2007) and a sample of 10 subjects was required. Twelve were 
recruited to allow for drop-out. 
7.2.2 Subjects 
The study was conducted at Aston University and the subjects were recruited by the 
same investigator (SM) from the optometry public service clinics. All the subjects had 
been seen within 3 months of the study for a complete eye examination, which included 
refraction, tonometry, visual field screening, slit lamp biomicroscopy, and examination 
of the fundus. Ten of the participants habitually wore contact lenses and an additional 
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spectacle prescription for reading. One subject additionally wore Acuvue Bifocal 
Contact Lenses (Vistakon, Inc., Jacksonville, FL, USA), a centre distance design, on a 
part time basis. The exclusion criteria were: aged <40 years, unable to handle contact 
lenses and lens care products, 0.30 logMAR or worse distance VA in each eye, 
ametropia greater in sphere than -6.50D or +5.50D with astigmatism of >-0.75D 
(corneal vertex =14mm), unwilling to use the habitual lens care product for trial period, 
requiring concurrent ocular medication, eye injury or surgery within twelve weeks 
immediately prior to enrolment for this trial, pre-existing ocular irritation that would 
preclude contact lens fitting, currently enrolled in an ophthalmic clinical trial, evidence 
of systemic or ocular abnormality, infection or disease likely to affect successful wear of 
contact lenses or use of their accessory solutions, known sensitivity to any of the study 
solutions, is pregnant or nursing, irregular astigmatism or monovision. 
7.2.3 Experimental procedure 
Trial contact lenses and materials 
The subjects were all fitted with the lenses detailed in Table 6.1. The power of the 
single vision Soflens daily disposable contact lens was calculated to correct their mean 
spherical equivalent prescription plus the recommended addition for the Humphrey 
visual Screener. The mean spherical equivalent power was used to calculate the 
distance power for the Air Optix™ Aqua Multifocal ‘HI’ addition lens.  
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Table 7.1 Contact lens details for single vision and multifocal lenses. 
 
 Single vision contact lens Multifocal Contact lens 
Name 
 
SofLens Daily Disposable AIR OPTIX™ AQUA 
MULTIFOCAL 
Description 
 
Single Vision SCL Progressive SCL 
Design 
 
Aspheric Aspheric 
Material 
 
Hilafilcon B Lotrafilcon B 
Coating 
 
None Plasma coated 
Water content 
 
59% 33% 
Base curve 
 
8.60 8.60 
Diameter 
 
14.20 14.20 
Spherical Rx available for 
trial 
-9.00 to +6.50D in 0.25D 
steps, 0.50D above -6.50  
-6.00 to +6.00D in 0.25D 
steps  
Add available for trial 
 
None LOW; MED and HI 
Storage solution 
 
Poloxamine-containing 
solution 
Isotonic phosphate 
buffered saline  
Labelling 
 
Commercial foil on blister Commercial foil on 
blister 
 
 
Procedure and data collection 
The study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and informed consent was 
obtained by having the subject read, sign and date the Informed Consent Form (prior to 
any trial related evaluations or procedures). The ethical committee of Aston University 
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approved the study and subjects were free to withdraw at any time without obligation. 
This experiment was conducted concurrently with the multifocal contact lens trial 
(Chapter 5). The demographic information such as subject’s gender and age was 
collected and the subject’s visual acuity (VA) measured following refraction using loose 
lenses and a trial frame at 12mm BVD. The best corrected visual acuity was measured 
using an EDTRS chart for distance and a decimal reading chart for near (supplied by 
the JENVIS Research Institute at the University of Applied Sciences in Jena, 
Germany). Keratometry measurements were taken and a slit lamp biomicroscopy 
evaluation performed, including the use of sodium fluorescein dye, to assure that the 
subject had no signs of any acute ocular infections, injuries, or other abnormalities that 
would prohibit participation or discontinuation from the trial. The experimental 
procedure involved taking the subject in to the room where the visual field screener 
was located and seating them in front of the screener. The investigator (SM) inserted a 
contact lens in to each eye and dimmed the lights so the subject was unaware of which 
contact lens they were wearing. The order of testing through the different lens types 
was randomised. A patch was placed over one eye and the patient had a practice 
attempt at the field test. After a rest of at least 5 minutes, the subject completed their 
visual field test, the first eye varying according to a randomisation table. If the criteria 
for reliability was not met (fixation losses > 20% and false positive and false-negative 
errors >33% (Heijl, 1987)), the tests were repeated either later that day or at the next 
visit. 
Following the visual field test, the subject was asked to place their chin on the chin rest 
of the digital camera and look at the red light. The first eye photographed was always 
the same as the first eye tested on the field screener. The camera was set to fire 
automatically when the retinal image was in focus. The patient was asked to wait for at 
least five minutes so their pupils had time to increase in size again and the image for 
the other eye was taken. 
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7.2.4 Randomisation 
A randomisation table was generated to assign the order of the contact lenses worn for 
the field test and photographs. 
7.2.5 Statistical analysis 
The global indices provided by the Humphrey software were analysed due to the 
common use of these values in practice. The mean deviation values are adjusted for 
age and weighted for eccentricity, so the mean sensitivity was also calculated from raw 
sensitivity values excluding the blind spot (location 36 and 46) as indicated in Figure 
6.1. A subset of locations within 20° of fixation (indicated in orange in Figure 6.1) and 
points between 21-30° (indicated in green in Figure 6.1) were also explored. 
 
Figure 7.1 Grid showing separate zones for analysis (RE represented). Points within 
20° of fixation are indicated in orange and points between 21-30° in green. Locations 
36 and 46 were excluded from the analysis. 
 
 
Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS v20.00 (SPSS Inc, Chicago,IL, USA). 
Normality of the data from the visual field test was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk 
test and as the significance value was greater than 0.05, the paired sample t-test was 
used to compare the means. Pearson’s correlation was used to give an indication of 
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38
39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58
59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66
67 68 69 70 71 72
73 74 75 76
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effect size. The photographs were compared by visual inspection, specifically the 
relative calibre of blood vessels and optic disc and macular features. 
7.3 Results 
A total of 10 subjects (4 male, 6 female) aged between 49-60 years, mean ± SD: 52.1 ± 
3.5 years, participated in the study. Two further subjects could not give a reliable field 
plot despite several attempts and were excluded. Twenty eyes of 10 participants were 
evaluated and all visual field examinations satisfied the reliability criteria. Reliability 
indices were compared for each type of lens and the results are summarised below. 
 
Table 7.2 Mean visual acuities in subjects wearing multifocal contact lenses. Visual 
acuity data was not collected for single vision lenses. 
 Distance visual acuity 
measured in logMAR 
Near visual acuity 
measured in decimal 
Right eye 0.06 ± 0.10 0.56 ± 0.16 
Left eye 0.06 ± 0.11. 0.53 ± 0.14 
 
Table 7.3 Visual field reliability parameters. Fixation losses are out of 11 where there 
was no fixation loss and 12 where there was 1 or more fixation loss. 
 Single vision 
contact lens 
Multifocal contact 
lens 
p 
Time (minutes) 3.36 ± 0.35  3.47 ± 0.307 <0.01 
Fixation losses  0.85 ± 0.81  1.15 ± 0.87   0.22 
False negative (%) 0.25 ± 1.11  1.05 ± 2.64   0.19 
False positive (%) 1.5 ± 2.56  2.8 ± 3.34   0.17 
 
 
Significant results for the Shapiro Wilk test were obtained for all visual field reliability 
parameters and so the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare the data. 
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The time taken to complete the visual field test was approximately 6 seconds longer 
with the multifocal contact lens (median = 3.44) than the single vision contact lens 
(median = 3.23), z = -2.875, p = <0.01, r = -0.64. The number of fixation losses was 
similar with both lenses (median = 1 for both lenses), z = -1.222, p = 0.22. There were 
slightly more false positives for the multifocal lens (median = 1.5), than the single vision 
lens (median = 0) although this failed to reach statistical significance, z = -1.366, p = 
0.17. False negatives were similar for each lens type (median = 0 both lenses), z = -
1.289,   p = 0.19. 
The fatigue effect was assessed by comparing the time taken for the first and second 
eyes. On average, the second eye took slightly longer than the first, although this was 
not statistically significant; single vision lenses, first eye: mean = 3.30 ± 0.377, median 
= 3.18, second eye: mean = 3.42 ± 0.322, median = 3.36, z = -1.290, p = 0.19. For the 
multifocal lens, first eye: mean = 3.40 ± 0.14, median = 3.45 and for the second eye 
mean = 3.57 ± 0.45, median 3.45, z = 1.186, p = 0.24.  
The results for mean sensitivity were normally distributed and were compared by 
paired t-test. On average, participants had a higher MS using single vision contact 
lenses (Mean= 29.52, SD = 0.96) than multifocal contact lenses (Mean = 28.49, SD = 
1.00). T (21) = -4.707, p = <0.01, r = 0.51. The results for mean deviation were higher 
with the multifocal contact lenses (mean = -1.30, SD = 1.08) than the single vision 
contact lenses (Mean = -0.19, SD = 0.90). T (21) = -4.495, p = <0.01, r = 0.49. There 
was no significant difference for PSD between the multifocal contact lenses (Mean = 
1.522, SD = 0.23) and single vision contact lenses (Mean = 1.40, SD = -0.22), T = 
0.432, p = 0.67.  
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Figure 7.2 The number of defect symbols in the total deviation visual field plot for 
multifocal versus single vision contact lenses. 
 
Figure 7.3 The number of defect symbols in the pattern deviation visual field plot for 
multifocal versus single vision contact lenses. 
 
 
Comparisons were also made between the 30 points lying within 20° of fixation and the 
44 points lying between 21 and 30° of fixation. For the points within 20°, the mean 
sensitivity was greater for single vision contact lenses (Mean = 31.15, SD = 1.07) than 
multifocal contact lenses (Mean = 29.86, SD = 0.911). Similar results were found for 
the peripheral points (Mean single vision contact lenses = 28.40, SD = 1.09, Mean 
multifocal contact lenses = 27.56, SD = 1.14). There was no obvious difference in 
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image quality between the photographs taken through the single vision contact lens 
and the photographs taken through the multifocal contact lens when assessed by 
visual inspection. There was no evidence of distortion or magnification effects; the 
calibre of the blood vessels appeared identical and features of the disc and macula 
were equally clear in all images. There were veiling reflections, possibly arising from 
the tear film or ocular media, however, these effects were found in both lens types and 
were unlikely to be as a result of the multifocality. 
 
Table 7.4 Comparison for MS visual field results for peripheral versus central points 
between single vision contact lenses and multifocal contact lenses. 
 t p r 
Points within 20° 
fixation 
-4.05 0.001 0.44 
Points between 21-
30° fixation 
-5.12 <0.001 0.50 
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Table 7.5 Field plots for subject describing ‘3D’ effect through multifocal contact lens 
compared to single vision contact lens. 
LE Single vision contact lens LE Multifocal contact lens 
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Table 7.6 Visual field plots of successful multifocal contact lens subject showing 
comparison with single vision lens. 
RE Single vision contact lens RE Multifocal contact lens 
  
LE Single vision contact lens LE Multifocal contact lens 
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Table 7.7 Visual field plot of multifocal contact lens subject with typical reductions in 
mean deviation and pattern standard deviation as compared to single vision values. 
RE Single vision contact lens RE Multifocal contact lens 
  
LE Single vision contact lens LE Multifocal contact lens 
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Table 7.8 Comparison of digital images taken with the Topcon Digital Camera through 
single vision contact lenses and multifocal contact lenses. 
 
Subject 
Number 
Single vision contact lens Multifocal contact lens 
1  (RE) 
  
1  (LE) 
  
2  (RE) 
  
2  (LE) 
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Subject 
Number 
Single vision contact lens Multifocal contact lens 
3  (RE) 
  
3  (LE) 
  
4  (RE) 
  
4  (LE) 
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Subject 
Number 
Single vision contact lens Multifocal contact lens 
5  (RE) 
  
5  (LE) 
  
6  (RE) 
  
6  (LE) 
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Subject 
Number 
Single vision contact lens Multifocal contact lens 
7  (RE) 
  
7  (LE) 
  
8  (RE) 
  
8  (LE) 
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Subject 
Number 
Single vision contact lens Multifocal contact lens 
9  (RE) 
  
9  (LE) 
  
10  (RE) 
  
10  (LE) 
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7.4 Discussion 
The subjects took significantly longer to complete the visual field test when wearing the 
multifocal contact lens than with the single vision lens (p = <0.01). Madrid-Costa et al. 
also found increased test times for the multifocal contact lens; however, the difference 
did not reach significance in their study (Madrid-Costa et al., 2012). With the multifocal 
contact lens there were more complaints about losing focus on the central fixation 
point, the test had to be repeated more frequently and although the difference in the 
reliability indices were not statistically significant, the values for all the reliability indices 
were generally worse. The fatigue effect as measured by the length of time taken to 
complete the field test with the second eye versus the first (Hudson et al., 1994) was 
not significant when the subjects were wearing either type of lens. This was useful 
information as it meant the differences in the results were more likely to be due to the 
multifocality of the lens rather than inattention or fatigue, which can be a factor in the 
standard strategies (Montolio et al., 2012). It is unclear whether this was the case in 
comparative studies (Aychoua et al., 2013, Madrid-Costa et al., 2012) as their designs 
did not allow for this assessment.  
The mean deviation reflects the overall depression in the visual field and the mean 
results for the multifocal contact lens (-1.30dB) were significantly more depressed (p = 
< 0.01) than for the single vision contact lens (-0.19dB). The MD values for both lenses 
were closer to zero than the Madrid-Costa et al. study (Madrid-Costa et al., 2012), 
which were -2.98dB for the multifocal contact lens and -2.01dB for the single vision 
contact lens (this may be due to the patient’s own sensitivity, although the age ranges 
were similar), however, the differences between multifocal contact lens and single 
vision contact lens MD in both studies are similar, which Madrid-Costa et al. attributed 
to reduced contrast sensitivity caused by ‘a lower amount of light energy available at 
each one of the focal points’ (Madrid-Costa et al., 2012). Expanding on this, a zonal 
multifocal contact lens such as the Acuvue bifocal design has been associated with 
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ghosting and halos and the centre-distance design is adversely affected by smaller 
pupils (Ardaya et al., 2004), both of which could reduce sensitivity during perimetry. 
The patient’s own higher order aberrations have been shown to affect the visual quality 
at near for aspheric multifocal lens designs, particularly with centre near designs such 
as Air Optix Multifocal (Martin and Roorda, 2003), effectively reducing contrast 
sensitivity and increasing the MD. The field plot through the multifocal lens for a subject 
who commented that their near vision ‘looked like it was in 3-D’ in the left eye, is shown 
compared to the results for the single vision contact lens in Table 6.5. This is 
interesting because the high contrast near acuity was better in the left eye (0.5) than 
the right (0.4) and yet the poor visual quality put the result in to the ‘borderline’ category 
for the glaucoma hemisphere test (GHT).  
Aychoua et al found a 2.72dB reduction in MD in the subjects with multifocal intraocular 
lenses versus those with aspheric monofocal intraocular lenses in an older 
demographic of subjects. The increase in HOAs with age is well documented and the 
issue of compatibility of these increased higher order aberrations and the particular 
multifocal intraocular design could possibly explain this. Table 6.9 shows the field plot 
of a 70 year old female patient who recently underwent bilateral cataract surgery and 
implantation of multifocal intraocular lenses (4/12 post-operative). She described the 
right eye as ‘perfect’, but the left as ‘slightly fuzzy,’ despite similar high contrast acuities 
for distance and near. The undilated pupil sizes were 6.06mm for the right eye and 
5.48mm for the left. Aberrometry using the Nidek OPD-Scan III across 5.4mm natural 
pupils revealed a difference in higher order aberrations, specifically higher levels of 
coma and total spherical aberrations, which may account for the reduced image quality. 
The photographs taken with the Topcon Non-Mydriatic Retinal Camera showed no 
distortion (Figure 6.4). 
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Table 7.9 Visual field plots of 70 year old subject with multifocal intraocular lenses. 
RE MIOL LE MIOL 
  
 
 
Table 7.10 Results for aberrometry across 5.4mm pupil in 70 year old subject with 
bilateral aspheric multifocal intraocular lenses. 
 Right Eye Left Eye 
Total aberrations (µm) 1.194 1.137 
Coma (µm) 0.205 0.478 
Trefoil (µm) 1.048 0.907 
Total spherical aberrations 
(µm) 
0.072 0.103 
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Figure 7.4 Digital images taken through aspheric multifocal intraocular lenses in 70 
year old subject. 
 
 
Mean sensitivity (MS) was also compared, which are the raw sensitivity values with no 
adjustment for age or weighting for eccentricity (Dr Robert Cubbidge, personal 
communication). There was a reduction of 1.03dB in sensitivity for the multifocal 
contact lens (p = < 0.01), although no comparison was possible with Madrid-Costa et 
al. (2012) as they did not assess this metric. The difference between values for MS 
obtained when subjects wore the multifocal contact lenses versus single vision lenses 
(1.03dB) is less than the difference in MD (1.11dB), however, the lack of adjustment in 
the figures as mentioned previously could account for this. Aychoua et al. only provided 
median values for MS; however, they also found a significantly higher value for MS in 
the group with single vision aspheric intraocular lenses versus the group with multifocal 
intraocular lenses (Aychoua et al., 2013).  
There was no significant difference for PSD between the multifocal intraocular lens 
(Mean = 1.522, SD = 0.23) and single vision contact lens (Mean = 1.40, SD = -0.22), T 
= 0.432, p = 0.67. This was similar to the Madrid-Costa et al. study who found the 
mean PSD for multifocal contact lenses to be 1.49dB and for single vision contact 
lenses 1.52dB, p= 0.32 (Madrid-Costa et al., 2012). Aychoua et al. found no significant 
differences in PSD for multifocal intraocular lenses versus monofocal intraocular 
lenses, however, this group went on to investigate 7 test locations within 10° 
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eccentricity and 8 test locations outside 10° eccentricity. Madrid-Costa et al. (2012) did 
not compare performance in zones in their experiment, but our choice of the 30-2 SITA 
fast program enabled us to compare inner and outer zones. The MS was higher for 
single vision contact lenses than the multifocal contact lenses by 1.29dB, p = <0.01 in 
the points within 20° eccentricity and by 0.84dB, p = <0.01 in the points 21-30° 
eccentricity. This indicates that the multifocal contact lenses are having a larger effect 
on the central 20°, which is contrary to the multifocal intraocular lens study where they 
found similar differences between somewhat fewer locations inside and outside 10° 
(Aychoua et al., 2013) and therefore warrants further investigation. 
The number of significantly depressed points as indicated by defect symbols was 
compared for multifocal versus single vision lenses. This was assessed in zones 
according to eccentricity to aid identification of an annular defect or ring scotoma. For 
MD and PSD there were consistently more defects, mainly at the P<5% value, when 
subjects wore the multifocal contact lens, particularly from 16-30°.Peripheral points 
tend to be less reliable when assessed by perimetry, however, there was a difference 
between the multifocal and single vision contact lens so this anomaly warrants further 
investigation. 
Generally if there was difficulty obtaining an image, it was through both types of contact 
lens, particularly in subjects with a greasier tear film combined with a smaller pupil. In 
these cases the image produced was obscured by reflections, despite being taken in a 
room with no other light source. The automatic function on the camera frequently 
readjusted for one or two minutes before taking the image through the multifocal 
contact lens. When an image was captured there were no obvious distortions or 
artefacts, however, this may be due to software autocorrecting for any mild variations in 
focus across the image. The images taken through the multifocal intraocular lenses 
were obtained without difficulty. 
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This study used both eyes of each subject because in a clinical situation eyes are often 
compared to establish normality for an individual and it enabled an assessment of 
fatigue effect. The use of both eyes in the statistical analysis, however, may have led to 
an increase in Type 1 error as the eyes are not statistically independent. The pupil size 
may have been a factor in the results as for the Madrid-Costa study using Acuvue 
Bifocal CL (Madrid-Costa et al., 2012), however, their study used a centre distance 
design where the pupil size was more critical for adequate near vision. The reflections 
noted during photography from the contact lens and the influence of the tear film on the 
surface of the lens was not thought to interfere with the visual field results as the effect 
was noticed on both lens types. The use of contact lenses to approximate intraocular 
lenses has limitations; the tear film can be adversely affected, decreasing visual quality 
(Tutt 2000), the lenses can decentre introducing higher-order aberrations and they are 
based on different designs to produce the near addition power (Charman and 
Saunders 1990). 
The clinical consequences of the reduced MD and increased probability symbols may 
lead clinicians to erroneously conclude there are early signs of glaucomatous field loss, 
particularly in the presence of borderline pressures. It has been estimated that the 
thresholds in the SITA fast algorithms tend to overestimate the actual threshold by 
2.18dB when compared to standard strategies (Bengtsson and Heijl, 1998); however, 
clinicians tend to look at the probability symbols and the Glaucoma Hemifield Test 
(GHT) rather than absolute values for each point. The results here suggest that 
multifocality may mask changes on the PSD, particularly if they fall between 16-30°, 
therefore this may be of concern and requires investigation, preferably in groups with 
early glaucomatous field loss to evaluate this effect. 
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7.5 Conclusion 
Multifocal contact lenses and intraocular lenses are designed to maximise vision when 
the patient is binocular, so any test assessing the eyes individually is confounded by 
reduced individual acuity and visual quality. This needs to be considered when 
conducting perimetric screening of individuals with multifocal contact lenses or 
intraocular lenses, as baseline values may be altered in a normal eye. Digital 
photographic image capture through a multifocal lens appears to be unchanged. 
7.6 Summary 
This chapter showed how multifocal lenses can alter the perimetric sensitivity values in 
normal eyes, although the effect on photographic images was imperceptible. The 
following chapter discusses the implications of findings for the experimental chapters, 
including improvements and future work. 
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Chapter 8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 Summary 
This body of work has initially attempted to demonstrate how new technology is 
capable of increasingly accurate and repeatable results when characterising the 
refractive state of the eye, and how technology used to create interventions has 
improved outcomes, resulting in improved visual quality from the patient’s and 
clinician’s perspectives. However, the human eye has inherent aberrations that do not 
allow a perfect image to be formed on the retina and is particularly affected by 
spherical aberration. Spherical aberration varies with the radial distance from the 
centre of the pupil, so while the eye may have no refractive error in the centre of the 
pupil, there is an increasing error in the annular zones surrounding the pupil centre. 
The resultant image may be sharp for small pupil diameters but degrade as the pupil 
expands. In other words, an eye with excessive spherical aberration forms its image in 
the proper location, but the image itself is not necessarily “good.”  
Higher order aberrations can arise from the tear film, cornea, lens or the ocular media 
and have the effect of confounding potential optical or surgical solutions for vision 
correction. Tear instability can precipitate optical disturbances resulting in reduction of 
visual quality commonly reported by dry eye patients (Goto et al., 2002), contact lens 
wearers (Richdale et al., 2007) and post-refractive surgery patients (Shoja and 
Besharati, 2007). The importance of this symptom is underlined by its recent inclusion 
in the definition of dry eye (Lemp, 2007). The lubricants study did not show any 
significant differences for visual quality with different lubricants in normal or border-line 
dry eyes; however, more work is required to understand the dynamic of the lipid layer 
in the presence of excess aqueous. This would particularly apply to patients with dry 
eye symptoms who also suffer from epiphora and poor tear quality, and would be best 
investigated with a temporal measure of lipid quality combined with concurrent visual 
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quality monitoring. The effects of the tear film on visual quality can be compounded 
when multifocal contact or intraocular lenses are also in place. 
Effective simultaneous vision is required with multifocal modes of correction which rely 
on the required image being in focus while the out-of-focus image is reduced to a broad 
low frequency background image. In reality the patient’s own ocular higher order 
aberrations dictate how focussed the required image is and in some cases this may 
mean the difference in image quality between the ‘in-focus’ and ‘out-of-focus’ image 
are not sufficiently disparate to allow effective suppression. Pupil size (Han et al., 2012) 
and lens decentration (Holladay et al., 2002) (a more changeable variant in contact 
lenses) also play a key role in the quality of the image, however, additional factors e.g. 
previous refractive surgery (Khoramnia et al., 2012) or concurrent disease processes 
such as glaucoma (Teichman et al., 2012) may complicate matters. The Stiles-
Crawford effect has been shown to significantly improve defocused image quality and 
vision in low lighting conditions (Zhang et al., 1999), however this effect does not apply 
to patients who have had myopic refractive laser surgery, particularly with a small optic 
zone or those with a previously high prescription and therefore a steeper surrounding 
corneal annulus. This is because the steeper locus deflects incoming light and 
increases the chances of detection by rods which have minimal directional sensitivity or 
cones due to the smaller angle of incidence (Brown, 2009). Therefore patients who 
wish to have MIOL will need careful consideration to maintain acceptable visual quality 
under reduced ambient lighting conditions.  
In the glaucomatous eye, a reduction in contrast sensitivity, specifically at mesopic 
levels, is correlated with visual field loss and the disease preferentially affects contrast 
sensitivity as compared with visual acuity (Hawkins et al., 2003). However, cataract 
also independently reduces visual acuity and contrast sensitivity and so patients with 
both conditions may benefit from aspheric monofocal (Trueb et al., 2009) intraocular 
lenses which control for spherical aberration and have been shown to improve mesopic 
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and scotopic contrast sensitivity, or even aspheric multifocal intraocular lenses (Dexl et 
al., 2013), which in non-glaucomatous eyes resulted in contrast sensitivity levels within 
normal limits for age (Hohberger et al., 2007). This current study demonstrated that 
visual field changes measured through a multifocal contact lens showed a detrimental 
change in MD and therefore new values may need to be calculated for patients with 
multifocal lenses. Changes to the visual field as a result of corneal modification or 
multifocal lenses may mask early glaucomatous changes in some individuals and 
requires further investigation, particularly in patients who had surgery in the early 
phases of both technologies. This is of particular concern in patients who have 
developed comorbidities such as cardiovascular disease or diabetes. Further work may 
clarify the extent to which patients that underwent refractive surgery with small ablation 
zones, particularly with higher corrections, may be affected regarding their choice of 
intraocular lenses, and the implications for screening and treatments should ocular 
disease occur. 
Neural changes which occur with age may actually reduce the impact of anterior eye 
anomalies. The modulation transfer function describes how different spatial frequencies 
are transmitted through the eye; there is a cut off frequency value (which increases as 
the pupil increases) after which no spatial frequency can pass. The loss of high spatial 
frequencies means the loss of information about the details of an object, which causes 
decreased image quality and could affect visual acuity. With increased age the pupil 
gets smaller and although the effects of higher order aberrations are reduced, the 
effects of diffraction are increased. It has been demonstrated that the effects of pupil 
size are noticed to a different degree depending on the task, as lower spatial 
frequencies carry information sufficient for many routine perceptual activities such as 
face perception and visual stabilisation of posture (Ginsburg, 1978). At lower light 
levels, contrast is reduced; higher spatial frequencies become invisible and perception 
of objects depend on detecting more global features. It has been shown that older 
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persons have more difficulty performing routine perceptual activities in low contrast 
environments, although this has been linked to neural rather than optical factors 
(Owsley et al., 1981). The introduction of additional aberrations through dry eye, 
refractive laser surgery, multifocal contact or intraocular lenses could compound this 
problem.  
Multifocal dominant design contact lenses are able to change the peripheral refractive 
profile in emmetropic eyes increasing relative peripheral myopia. Lenses with a +3.00D 
add power create significant peripheral myopisation (Lopes-Ferreira et al., 2011). Koller 
et al. investigated the effect of refractive errors on peripheral visual field (30-50°) 
thresholds in automated static perimetry. Hyperopic eyes showed a significant 
influence of refraction at 30° and a reduction of 0.4dB per dioptre. Myopic eyes showed 
a 0.75dB decrease in sensitivity for 30°, 0.46dB decrease for 40° and 0.22dB decrease 
for 50° (Koller et al., 2001) This is important when considering field plots from patients 
fitted with zonal multifocal intraocular lenses of centre distance design e.g. Array and 
AMO Rezoom and refractive surgery patients with small ablation zones, who will 
probably be affected by this phenomenon. 
In terms of imaging, there were no defects apparent on images obtained through 
multifocal lenses. This is particularly relevant to diabetic retinopathy screening as 
global prevalence of diabetic retinopathy is currently estimated at 35% (Yau et al., 
2012). Retinal measurements using OCT have shown artefacts through multifocal IOLs 
and retinal measurements using OCT after myopic LASIK showed statistically 
significant increases in total macular volume attributed to changes in corneal curvature, 
although high myopia (Rauscher et al., 2009) and axial length (Savini et al., 2012) have 
also been shown to affect retinal nerve fibre layer measurements by OCT. Establishing 
‘normal’ parameters for anterior eye anomalies is important to establish guidelines for 
interpretation of results.  
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7.2 Limitations 
The use of both eyes for some of the experiments within this thesis, whilst failing to 
exploit the between eye correlation, may have caused a lack of statistical power. A 
paired t test was chosen when including both eyes, however, this procedure was 
unlikely to yield accurate results due to reduced standard errors, which was more likely 
to give a significant ‘p’value and imprecise confidence intervals. The true variance 
between eyes within a population would have been greater than suggested by the 
number of eyes included in that particular sample, and may therefore have resulted in a 
type 1 error (Armstrong 2013). This may have been the case for the Nidek OPD-Scan 
III validation, the laser surgery studies and the perimetry studies. An alternative could 
have been to randomly select one eye for inclusion. However, selecting just right eyes 
as in the lubricants experiment also introduced bias as the sample does not fully 
represent all eyes, rather characteristics of right eyes in a population. There are ethical 
concerns regarding taking measurements and not using them for inclusion as the 
patient has been subjected to unnecessary procedures. Alternative procedures could 
have been to analyse the data from each eye separately or average the readings, 
however, in the case of the refractive surgery study, the laser ablation would not have 
been identical in each eye and therefore it would have been better to correct for 
correlation (Armstrong 2013). 
The effects of dry eye on visual quality in more severe cases is well established, 
however, this current study demonstrated that in a self-diagnosed population of 
marginal dry eye, the patient perceived a benefit even in the absence of objective 
changes. The increased use of computers in all workplaces has undoubtedly led to an 
increase in dry eye symptoms and as patients are also likely to self-medicate, it is 
important to evaluate interventions singly and in combination in these marginal groups 
to be able to offer appropriate advice. Foulks (2003) identified the placebo effect as a 
confounding factor in many trials of new ocular lubricants and this seems to be the 
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case here as almost every subject reported improvement for lubricants singly and in 
combination. The Nidek OPD-Scan III maps more points than previous versions and so 
is more able to characterise what is actually happening to the wavefront, however, it 
would have been useful to have the osmolarity readings as originally intended in this 
experiment to correlate the findings or possibly assist with the grouping at the 
beginning of the experiment. Aberrometry was only possible over a 5mm pupil size for 
the lubricant experiment as the room was light, however, over a 6mm pupil the 
differences may have been more pronounced and possibly correlated with the normal 
and dry eye groupings. It would have been more useful to perform aberrometry in a dim 
room and then taken the results off the aberrometer for a smaller pupil size to assess 
the possible visual effects in normal lighting conditions. Measurements more 
frequently, perhaps every 10 minutes, would also have given more information 
regarding the duration of effects for lubricants and possibly shown a point where the 
groups differed, however, the students were in assessments so this was not possible. It 
was important to use a group of subjects who were in the same environment for all test 
conditions and for that reason the compromises were the frequency of measurement 
and the lighting. It would be interesting to repeat the experiment on a cohort with 
diagnosed dry eyes, possibly allowing a small gap between application of drop and 
spray, when used in combination, to allow the excess to drain away. Closer 
measurement intervals or a continuous measurement system would be sensible in this 
case, as the effects of lubricants would most likely be of a much shorter duration in dry 
eye. 
The study investigating the effects of refractive laser surgery on army personnel raised 
several issues. The initial expectations were that army personnel were capable of high 
levels of concentration and would give reliable responses; however, the levels of 
fatigue or general anxiety within this cohort had not been anticipated. The group were 
possibly more anxious than the usual surgery candidate as they all required high 
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standards of acuity to remain active and even though they were not always using their 
refractive appliances (contact lenses and spectacles) in the field, they had no 
documented evidence to say their vision was not at an acceptable level, which would 
not be the case following the surgery. It was not possible to assess the effect of laser 
refractive surgery on vision using night vision goggles as was originally hoped because 
the subjects all used different models. Under low resolution conditions, it has been 
shown that tasks requiring low spatial frequencies were more tolerant to defocus; and 
for dilated pupils, the lower the frequency, the larger the increase in depth of focus 
(Legge et al., 1987). This could possibly explain why some of the soldiers had 
managed wearing no correction with night vision goggles prior to surgery. We had 
anticipated a larger number of recruits, however, of the volunteers coming forward, 
there were several who were unsuitable for treatment due to the type of refractive error 
or who were not eligible for funding. This meant the power of the study was severely 
compromised and it could only realistically be considered exploratory rather than fully 
descriptive. A larger cohort with a wider range of refractive errors and a comparative 
treatment would be needed to fully characterise the visual quality for LASEK using a 
solid state laser. 
Different pupil sizes give different visual effects with multifocal contact lenses and 
multifocal intraocular lenses and therefore pupillometry would have given useful 
information for the studies in Chapters 5 and 6. A study by Artigas et al. compared a 
refractive multifocal intraocular lens with 2 hybrid refractive–diffractive multifocal 
intraocular lenses and found no significant difference in performance for large pupil 
sizes. However, with small pupils and for distance vision the image quality was 
somewhat worse with the refractive–diffractive IOLs than with the purely refractive IOL. 
For near vision, the image quality with the hybrid IOLs was better than with the 
refractive IOL at all pupil sizes (Artigas et al., 2007). This could have a potential effect 
on visual field screening for patients fitted with refractive multifocal IOLs. A more recent 
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study evaluating a diffractive multifocal intraocular lens has shown that higher 
aberrations have a significant effect for pupils over 5mm (Han et al., 2012). 
Obtaining reliable visual fields was also an issue for all of the studies examining 
perimetry data. It may be useful to investigate the visual field using astandard 
automated perimetry and an additional measure such as the multifocal 
electroretinogram (mfERG), particularly in patients treated with refractive laser surgery 
to correct their vision that have developed glaucoma. Although mfERG requires co-
operation from the patient to maintain steady fixation, it requires no decision making 
and therefore may provide useful additional information (Tafreshi et al. 2010). 
The main difficulty encountered during the experimental work was finding suitable 
cohorts and therefore the measurements were either not sensitive enough or the 
differences were masked by too much noise to reach significance. This was particularly 
true for the lubricant experiment in Chapter 3 and when assessing differences in visual 
fields in Chapters 4 and 6. There were, however, individual sets of results where there 
were clearly visual effects and future work should concentrate on assessing groups 
with more similar characteristics e.g. eyes with diagnosed dry eyes or laser surgery 
patients with small or similar ablation zones and/or higher prescriptions.  
7.3 Conclusions 
The expectations of patients are ever increasing as technology improves and the 
standard eye examination has evolved to include increasingly sophisticated tests. 
Technology has also improved understanding of disease and healing processes and 
there is a move away from tests requiring experienced personnel to conduct and 
interpret them to more objective and automated procedures. There are increasing 
options to remain spectacle free at all ages with the development of new refractive 
laser surgery techniques, multifocal contact lenses and multifocal and accommodating 
intraocular lenses. The ubiquitous use of computer and mobile telephone displays has 
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changed our visual requirements and therefore the need for high visual quality at 
multiple distances is possibly the start of a trend, where instead of being seen as a 
‘lifestyle’ choice, sophisticated optical or even surgical solutions will be considered a 
basic necessity. In a society with a rapidly increasing life expectancy and more access 
to better health care, the chances of multiple procedures and age-related, or in some 
cases disease-related complications confounding the results of these procedures are 
more likely. This body of work has attempted to understand these processes as 
individual events and work will hopefully continue to explore the effects of interventions 
in combination.  
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APPENDIX 1 
Dry eye questionnaire (Chapter 3) 
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APPENDIX 2 
Precilens reading chart (Chapters 5 and 6). 
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